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"Upon the whole, I was sadly vexed and puzzled, but, at length, I 
concluded to make a virtue of necessity-to dig with a good will, and thus the 
sooner to convince the visionary, by ocular demonstration, of the fallacy of the 
opinions he entertained." 
Edgar Allen Poe 
The Gold Bug 
ABSTRACT 
Trilobites ¥tere collected from Ordovician and Devonian formations of Ontario} 
New York} Ohio} Oklahoma} and Indiana. Diversity was generally low} but 19..?telllS and 
Ph..~tY>ps ¥tere the most abundant species from the Ordovician and Devonian} 
respectively. Recent marine arthropods ¥tere collected from the Atlantic shore of the 
middle Florida Keys} and from the Pacific and lagoonal waters at Cape Beale} B. C. 
Fresh-water arthropods were collected along the shore of the Severn River in north-
central Ontario. Cuticles ¥tere analyzed for major} minor and trace elements, 180 and 
13C isotopes, as ¥tell as examined by scanning electron micr?scope to identify original 
and diagenetic fabrics. 
Examination of trilobite cuticles by scanning electron microscope revealed 
several microstructures consistent with those observed in Recent arthropods. 
Microstructures} such as setae and tegumental gland duct openings} in like sized 
Lim/IllS and Isoteline trilobites may indicate common ancestral origins for these 
organisms, or simply parallel cuticle evolutions. The dendritic microstructure, originally' 
thought to be a diagenetic indicator, was found in Recent specimens and therefore its 
presence in trilobites may be suggestive of the delicate nature of diagenesis in trilobites. 
The absence of other primary microstructures in trilobites may indicate alteration, 
taxonomic control} or that there is some inherent feature of S EM examination which may' 
not allow detection of some features} while others are apparently visit·le onl~1 under 
SH.·1. The region of the cuticle sampled for examination is also a major influence in 
detecting pristine microstructures, as not all areas of trilobite and Recent arthropod 
cuticles will have microstructures identifiable in a SEM study. Subtleties in the process 
of alteration, however} ma~·· leave pristine microstructures in cuticles that are partial~/ 
silicified or do 10m itized, and degree and type of alteration may vary stratigraphically and 
longitudinally within a unit. The presence of fused matrices, angular calcite rhombs, and 
pyrite in the cuticle are thought to be indicative of altered cuticles, although pyritization 
may not affect the entire cuticle. 
t-~atural processes in Recent arthropods, such as molting, lead to variations in 
cuticle chemistries, and are thought to reflect the area of concentration of the elements 
during calcification. The level of sodium in Recent arthropods was found to be higher 
than that in trilobites, but highly mobile when sUbjected to the actions of VY'€'athering. 
Less saline water produced lovy'€'r magnesium and higher calcium values in Recent 
specimens .. and metal variations in pristine Ordovician trilobite cuticle appears to follow 
the constraints outlined for Recent arthropods, of regulation due to the chemislry of the 
surrounding medium. In diagenetic analysis, sodium, strontium and magnesium proved 
most beneficial in separating altered from least altered trilobites. Using this criterion, 
specimens from shale show the least amount of geochemical alteration, and have an 
original mineralogy of 1.7 - 2.4 mole % MgC03 (8000 t(> 9500 ppm magnesium) for 
both /s>..?/e/11S lJA'i.riff!11S and PseIAit'11J17ites I..itmirpin..itl/~ and 2.8 - 3.3 mole % 
MgC03 (5000 to 7000 ppm magnesium) for Ph.i{).?PS This is Slightly lower than the 
mineralogy of Recent marine arthropods (4.43 - 12.1 mole % MgC03), and slightly 
higher than that of fresh-water crayfish (0.96 - 1.82 mole % MgC03). Geochemically 
pristine trilobites were also found to possess primary microstructures. Stable isotope 
values and trends support the assertion that marine-meteoriclburial fluids were 
responsible for the alteration observed in a number of the trilobite specimens. 
The results of this stUdy suggest that fossil material has to be evaluated 
separately along taxonomic and lithological lines to arrive at sensible diagenetic and 
e nvironmenta I interpretations. 
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INTnODUCTION 
In comparison studies with trilobites, Recent arthropods have been used 
extensivelj' in suggesting the function of microstructures (e. g. Dalingvvater and Miller, 
·1977), mi)rphologic features (e . g. Eldredge, 1970), methods of feeding (e. g. Tha,'er, 
·1979) and circulator;' systems (e. g. Bergstrom, 1975). Due to apparent similarities in 
molting and cuticle formation, Recent arthropods ma~.' also be used as a model for the 
emplacement and chemistry, of cuticular calcite. This is tempered by the knowledge that 
cuticle similarities bet'Neen trilobites and Recent arthropods may be the product of 
parallel evolution, rather than a common ancestry. Establishing Recent arthropod 
cuticular chemistry will provide a basis for determining v· ... hat similarities and differences 
there ma}1 be between taxa, and phj'sical and chemical environmental influences. .A. 
comparison with the chemistry of trilobites should then allov .... the removal of the 
diagenetic imprint suggest an original chemistry and mineralogy, and indicate possible 
environmental influences. 
In order to attain as great a diversi~ of information as pOSSible, Recent 
specimens woere sampled from marine detrital and carbonate environments, as well as 
fresh water. The species obtained inhabited similar ecological niches, and are limited in 
diversi~. Ordovician and Devonian trilobites, also limited in diversi~, were obtained 
from limestone and shale facies. This 'was done in order to establish the influence that 
facies exerts in the diagenesis of these organisms, as woell as presenting the possibili~ 
ofa variety of environmental influences. Different degrees and modes of alteration vv'ere 
also desirable in trilobites to facilitate identification of geochemical changes that could 
be associated with the diagenesis. This necessitated that localities known to possess 
altered specimens be sampled. 
Few researchers have examined in detail the composition of trilobite, or Recent 
arthropod cuticular calcite. Studies on Recent arthropod cuticle have ge nera ">1 
concentrated on microstructures (e. g. Neville and Berg, 1971; Kennaugh, 1965; Neville 
Xl 
and Luke, 1969), biophj'siology (Travis, 1954; Passano, 1960; Quackenbush and 
Herrnkind, 1983), or chemislry (Brannon and Rao, 1979; Huner &tL~f, 1979a and b; Vigh 
and Dendinger, ·1982; GreenaVvaY, 1983; Quackenbush and Herrnkind, 1983; Dendinger 
and Alterman, 1983; Enget 1987) ofthe cuticle. Detailed studies of the cuticle are rare, 
and geochemical anal~/ses even less. Examinations of trilobite cuticle has been likewise 
sporadic. Using X-ray diffraction (XRD), Stehli (1956) examined one trilobite pygidium 
from the Middle Pennsylvanian Boggy Formation of Oklahoma, U. S. A. and supported 
B0ggild 's (1930 in Stehlt 1956) suggestion of a calcitic trilobite cuticle. Lowenstam 
(1963) expanded on this proposition and suggested a MgC03 composition of 2-14 
mole % (recorded maximum-5 mole %) for the cuticle of Proetid trilobites (Lower 
Pennsylvanian), and 6-14 mole% for Recent Decapoda. He indicated that additional 
data were needed to comment on the original mineralogj' of ancient arthropods and 
trilobites. DalingVvater (1973) and Towe (1973) also infen-ed that the original mineralog>1 
of trilobites Vvas calcite. Kanip (1986) examined the elemental composition of ten 
trilobite fragments from the Kashong Shale of the Middle Devonian Harnilton Group and 
concluded that trilobite cuticles were original~' low-Mg calcite. S ubsequentl}.', McAllister 
(1987, 1988) and McAllister and Brand (1987, 1989, In press) reported preliminary 
elemental and isotopic results, and provided information on both diagenetic and pristine 
microslructures in trilobite cuticles. 
xii 
Chapter 1 
General Geology and Environment 
INTRODUCTION 
Due to adaptation and natural selection, marine arthropods live in a wide range 
of environments. The impact of the surrounding medium on the chemistry and 
preservation of the cuticle of Recent and fossil arthropods is largely unknown. Thus 
localities with contrasting environments \'\"ere chosen to be representative of these 
influences. Paleozoic trilobite cuticles \'\"ere collected from formations of different 
lithologic compositions such as limestone and shale, which originated in contrasting 
environments. In order to compensate for possible age influences on specimen 
exoskeletal geochemiStry, trilobites \'\"ere obtaiood from Ordovician and Devonian units. 
RECENT 
The localities, from which Recent material VYaS obtained, \'\"ere chosen to provide 
as great a contrast in physical and chemical environmental settings as possible. Marine 
samples were procured from the temperate VYaters off Cape Beale, B. C (Ioc. 28, Fig. 1), 
and the subtropical VYaters of the middle Florida Keys (Ioc. 29, 30; Fig. 1). Fresh VYater 
species were obtained from the Severn River in north-central Ontario (Ioc. 27; Fig. 1). 
For a complete listing and description of localities see Appendix 1.11. 
Aside from the physical and chemical environmental constraints, the life habits 
and habitats of the species must be taken into consideration before attempting to 
interpret their respective chemistries (see Appendix II). For example, the chemistry of a 
burrowing mud crab might be different than that of a crab from a high energy carbonate 
enVironment, due to differences in sediment and VYater compositions, and biological 
fractionation for or against specific elements. 
Cape Beale. 8. C. 
Specimens obtained from Cape Beale, B. C. matured in a detrital environment 
with a VYater temperature range of 6.2°C to 12.8°C, a salinity range of 28.5% to 31.0% 
2 
19 
• 
Figures 2 and 6{ 
o 
I 
Ian 
f 
1000 
I 
Figure 1: Generailoce!lty diagrern of Rec ent mat erie! (27-Sevem River, We:s hag 0 , ON; 28-Cape B ee!e I 
BC; 29-BahiaHonda Key, FL; and 30-long Key, Fl) and an e)draneous Middle Ordo~cian semple site 
(19-Bromide Fonnation, .Ardmore, OK). Devonian and Ordo~cien localities are illustrated in figures 2 
and 6. 
3 
TDS, and a 6180 composition of -1.7% to -0.7% (SMOW; Brand etti~ 19B7). Specimens 
of (: ..il'lt'¥Y pri'P.ilA'illS and (: ..iilt'¥Y m..i!1iste.r were collected from the high energy beach 
front while specimens of He.rn~npsllS ntAiis were obtained from the lower energy, less 
saline lagoonal waters. Individuals were dead for only a few days, because the high 
energy actions of the surf at Cape Beale combined with bacterial feeding quickly 
disarticulates the arthropods. More detailed information is found in Appendix II. 
Middle Florida Keys, Florida 
The modern marine arthropods obtained from the middle Florida Keys matured in 
a carbonate environment with an average water pH of 7.5 and a surf temperature of 
19.5°C (on the date of collection in mid-November, 1987). However, the water 
temperature range for the Florida Keys is 1 SoC to 33°C (Bathurst, 1975, p. 149). Salinity 
within 9 m of the water surface in the Florida Keys ranges from approximately 32% to 
3B~" (Bathurst, 1 975, p. 149), and 6180 values range from +0.91% to +1 .74% (SMOW; 
Brand, unpublished data). Carcasses of Lirlll/11S P.'~plltwJl~ P..inll/rllS .. iI11~ 
C .. i/line(iess..~idl~and [: ..illiJ'M.'iessp. were obtained from the beach and near-shore 
surf. Several of the specimens of P..fnll/rllS .. i1111S had died recently, as indicated by 
their lack of disarticulation and presence of adhering tissue. 
North-Central Ontario 
Specimens of the crayfi~h (1t~'J'M.:tes sp. were obtained, during the spring and 
summer of 1988, from the Severn River, Ontario. These organisms matured in an 
environment that due to its proximity to the town of Wash ago and highways 11 and 169, 
may have received spring run-off with large quantities of silt and dissolved road salt. 
Secondary sources for elevated, short-term salinities would be run-off from cities and 
highwa~'s draining into Lakes Simcoe and Couchiching, which in turn drain into the 
Severn River. Unlike its water source, the river does notfreeze in winter. In summer, the 
4 
surface ¥tater temperature of the Severn River may be as high as 300C, whereas the 
temperature at the wa.terlsediment interface is closer to 22°C. The river bottom consists 
of a combination of mud and fractured Precambrian rock, with high concentrations of 
vegelation in areas with a soft stratum. Carcasses ¥Me collected along the river shore, 
and collected daily as fragments from a floating wooden platform used for feeding by 
birds. 
DEVONIAN 
Ten localities from north-central New Yot1< Slate, southern Onlario, and north-
vvestern Ohio (Fig. 2) vvere selected for this study based -on their facies, age and 
repeated exposure of beds. All of the Devonian units are located within 2 to 3 degrees 
paleolatitude of each other, and at the time of deposition, the region ¥taS within 15 
degrees of the equator (Fig. 3; Scotese and Dunham, 1988). The constrained latitudinal 
positions of the units has likely minimized habilat effects, such as wide variations in 
¥tater temperature, on trilobite cuticle geochemisby (e.g., Brand, 1989). For a complete 
listing and description of localities see Appendix 1.11. 
Ontario 
The oldest Devonian unit examined is the Edgecliff Member of the Onondaga 
Formation (Fig. 4), which forms a minor escarpment extending from Lake Huron across 
southern Onlario into northern New Yot1< State. This unit represents a reef complex 
deposited in a ¥tarm, shallow subtidal. normal marine environment (Laporte, 1971; 
Pat1<ins, 1977; Feldman, 1980) that is believed to have been quite Similar to that of the 
present Bermuda coral reefs (Reimann, 1940). The trilobites of this unit range . in size 
from the large Terataspis llmn.1is to the not-so-Iarge PIJa,:>:>ps mlA!1. 
The Widder Formation (Tioughiogan) is younger than the Onondaga Formation 
(Onesquetha¥tan) (Fig. 4) and outcrops in gorges cut by the Ausable River, and in 
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abandoned quarries in the Ipperwash-Thedford-Arkona region. It consists of highly 
fossiliferous shales and limestones. and overlies the Arkona Shale and the Hungry 
Hollow Formation of the Middle Devonian Hamilton Group (\Ah'ight and \Ah'ight. 1961). 
Specimens or t1r~IJt'PsA'fl.?/hiwere obtained (rom the lowermost shales. 
The Silica Formation exposed in the Medusa Portland Cement Co. Quarry near 
Sylvania (Ioc. 25. Fig. 2) Vv'aS one of the most popular Devonian collecting unitS in North 
America until the closing or the quarry in the late 1970's. This formation consists of 
argillaceous and fossiliferous fine- to coarse-grained gray-brown limestone interbedded 
with varying amounts of fossiliferous and calcareous bluish- to brownish-gray shale 
(Janssens. 1970). The Silica Formation is early Tioughiogan in age (Fig. 4) and has 
been correlated with the Hungry Hollow Formation of Ontario by Mitchell (1967). 
Deposition of this unit occurred on the west side of the Findlay Arch (Mitchell. 1 967). 
within the Vv'ave zone (Driscoll et al.. 1965). and in Vv'ater of normal salinity and oxygen 
content (Nussmann, 1975). As in most Devonian shale units of North America. evidence 
indicating episodic sedimentation by storms exists in the Silica Formation (e.g. 
Nussmann. 1975). 
New York 
Composed predominantly of clastic rocks (Baird, 1979), the Middle Devonian of 
New York State is best known for its highl}1 fossiliferous units. The Hamilton Group, 
which is divided into the Marcellus, Skaneateles, ludlowville and Moscow Formations, 
comprises one of the most complete sequences of Middle Devonian strata in the world 
(Broughton N .~I, 1973; Brett, 1986), and serves as a major reference sequence for 
paleontologic and stratigraphic studies (Baird, 1979). During the Devonian, hurricane 
dominated storms occurring bet...veen 80 and 300 paleolatitude (Marsaglia and Klein, 
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1983) acted on the Acadian Orogenic Belt. Combined with pulses of tectonic uplift in the 
east and southeast, these stonns contributed to abundant material being discharged 
westerly into the eperic sea (Brett and Baird, 1982; Miller et aI., 1988). Severe stonns 
are indicated by the presence of large amounts of fine-grained material reaching the 
then far-shore region of present day Erie County. This discharge was laterally extensive 
enough to suffocate a widespread benthic community (Speyer and Brett, 1984; Brett et 
aI., 1986). 
The oldest units of the Hamilton Group examined in this study are the Wanakah 
and Jaycox Members of the Ludlowville Fonnation (Figs. 4 and 5), which consist of 
fossiliferous shales interbedded with unfossiliferous material. During deposition of these 
units, the substrate was probably bioturbated and relativel~J fluid, V-lith little in the way of 
stable platforms for the groVYth of sessile organisms (Bray, 1972). Several individual 
beds within the Wanakah, such as the Demissa (Fig. 5) and Murder Creek beds, have 
been recognized for their abundant and diverse faunas. The Wanakah throughJ.aycox 
sequence has been interpreted by Brett and Baird (1981) as a shallowing upward or 
regreSSive hemicycte. 
The peak of the regreSSion, with deposition in a high energy setting above wave 
base, is recorded by the Tichenor Limestone of the overlying Moscow Fonnation (Brett 
and Bard, 1981). The return to deeper water conditions is represented by the sediments 
ofthe Deep Run Shale Member (MOSCOW Fonnation), and indicates active, localized 
subsidence in the region (Brett and Baird, 1981). The presence of current slructures 
within the Deep Run indicates that although this unit \NaS depOSited in deeper water 
below normal wave base, it was still within reach of storm waves (Brett and Baird, 1981). 
OVerlying the Deep Run, is the Kashong Shale Member (Moscow Fonnation-Figs. 4, 5), 
which is faunally and lithologically similar to parts of the Deep Run S hale (Brett and 
Baird, 1981). The Deep Run-Kashong interval has been interpreted by Brett and Baird 
(1981) as a regreSSive sequence. 
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Overlying the Kashong Shale Member (Moscow Formation) is the Windom Shale 
Member (Figs. 4, 5). Exposed from Lake Erie through Genesee and wyoming valleys, 
the Windom Shale is an unusually fossiliferous unit consisting of thin, grey marine 
shales and limestones in the V\"est and sandstones, Siltstones, and silty shales in the east 
(Baird, 1979; Brett, 1986). The Windom thins \'\"estward unoor Lake Erie and is not 
present in Ohio or Ontario. Within the Windom, the basal Smoke Creek bed can be 
traced from its type locality at Smoke Creek near Windom, Erie County, N. Y. 90 km east 
to Fall Brook (Ioc. 3, Fig. 2) and over 320 km east to Skaneateles Lake, where- it 
be-come-s sandy and inte-tfinge-rs with the- shales and sandstones of the- Coope-rstown 
Member (Bre-tt. 1974b). In Erie- Counl¥, the- unit ranges in thickne-ss from 3 to 15m. with 
fossil be-aring layers at the- top (Penn Dixie- bed-Ioc. 1.3, Fig. 5) and bottom (Smoke-
Creek bed-Ioc. 1.2. Fig. 5) of the unit (Bre-tt. 1974b). The- interve-ning 1 to 10m of strata 
consistofbarre-n. structure-Ie-ss shale- (Bre-tt, 1974b). Enrollment is a gene-ral response- to 
adverse- conditions in trilobite-s (Speye-r. 1985), and an abundance- of such trilobite-s 
pre-served at se-ve-ral horizons within the Windom indicate- that sudden and catastrophic 
e-ve-nts occurre-d immediately prior to the-ir deaths. In addition. the-ir intact pre-oorvation 
implie-s that they \'\"ere- subject to de-e-p and rapid burial (Spe-ye-r and Bre-tt, 1984; Spe-ye-r, 
1988). 
Life- Mode- of De-vonian Trilobites 
Covered in spines and ornaments, Terataspis ~nndis is the- largest of the 
trilobites studied (e-xceeding 20 inches in length; Re-imann, 1940) and was obtaine-d as 
fragme-nts from only one unit (Edgecliff Member, Onondaga Formation-Ioc. 2, Fig. 2). 
Although ve-ry little study has been undertaken on this trilobite, its size and 
ornamentation suggests that although benthiC, Terataspis was most likely not a prolific 
burro"tver. 
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The phacopidacean trilobites P/J..1jJ,.'":t?ps ~n..1j and (~*-nt.?ps A,...?/hi inhabited 
shallow, tropical to subtropical, waters (Chlupclcw , 1975). Sturmer and Bergstrom (1973) 
suggest that the species of P/J..1jJ,.'":t?ps that they examined was a benthic dweller, was 
capable of walking on and swimming above the bottom, and not adept at burrowing. 
Sturmer and Bergstrom (1973) also suggest that although able to prey on large animals, 
feeding was generally limited to other methods in the p hacop ids. Campbell (1975; in 
Stockton and Cowen, 1976) interpreted that some phacopids were epifaunal carnivores. 
Eldredge (1974) suggested that while phacopids were generally benthic, their larvae 
vv'€'re most likely planktonic. These trilobites therefore must be assumed to have had 
several feeding options, and were capable of inhabiting a variety of mediums, with little 
emphasis on burrowing. 
ORDOVICIAN 
Trilobites were obtained from limestone and shale outcrops in south-central 
Ontario (Ioc. 6 - 13 and 20, Fig. 6), south-western Ohio (Ioc. 14 - 16, Fig. 6), south-
eastern Indiana (Ioc. 17 and 18, Fig. 6), and Oklahoma (Ioc. 19, Figs. 1, 7). For a 
complete listing and description of localities see Appendix 1.11. During the Ordovician, the 
region was tropical to subtropical (Fig. 7; within 250 of the equator; Scotese and 
Dunham, 1988) with shallow, warm epeiric seas and westerly-moving trade winds (Frey, 
1987). 
Oklahoma 
The oldest strata from which samples were analysed is the Pooleville Member of 
the Bromide Formation (Simpson Group), in the Arbuckle Mountains of Oklahoma (Ioc. 
19, Figs. 1, 7, 8). It consists of fine-grained shallow-water clastic and carbonate material 
deposited into the subsiding .A.rdmore-Anadarko trough (Shaw, 1974). Due to the fine-
grained texture of the sediment and lack of disarticulation of the trilobites (Schramm, 
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1964; Shaw, 1974), the Bromide Formation is believed to have been deposited in a 
lower energy and deeper vvater environment than the super- and subjacent sediments. 
Shaw(1 974) correlates the Bromide Formation with the Black River and Chazy Groups 
of the inner regions of the platform. The only Irilobite collected from the Bromide \fy'aS the 
Isoteline J'~~'i\'k?si~ bfi.:>rJ'JA'k?nsis (Esker; see Shaw. 1974 for discussion of taxonomy). 
Ontario 
In Ontario, outcrops of the Middle to Upper Ordovician Verulam. Cobourg and 
Whitby Formations (Fig. 8), were sampled from Trenton in the east. to Craigleith Station 
in the west (Ioc. 6 - 13 and 20, Fig. 6). According to Winder (1-960). these units record a 
transgressive sequence, a hypothesis supported by data based on conodont 
assemblages (Barnes ~ L~1. 1973; Barnes and Fa hrae us, 1975). The oldest unit 
sampled. the Verulam Formation. consists of 80 m of cycles of limestone and shale 
(Liberty. 1967) and is fossiliferous throughout, with specimens of Is>:>t~/11S p~].~s and 
1s"{"'~/11S sp. Liberty (1969) suggested that sedimentation occurred in water of medial 
depth. a conclusion which he based on the presence of cross-bedding. para-ripples and 
slumping and channeling slructures. Winder (1960) considered this formation (his 
Kir1<field and Sherman Fall Formations) an offshore, normal-marine limestone, with water 
depth increasing upward in the section. Brookfield (1988) and Brookfield and Brett 
(1988). however. have reclassified these units as being ~emperate or even cold shelf 
environments, based partly upon the geochemislries and mineralogies of bulk material. 
It should be noted that inaccuracies inherent to this type of analysis. such as failure to 
recognize the various chemislries and mineralogies of the different fossils contained in 
these samples, may bias the resulting concluSions and void interpretation (Brand, pers. 
comm., 1989). Based on the depositional rates. grain types. faunas, and erosional 
surfaces, Brookfield (1 988) suggests a shelf environment indicative of temperate or cold 
conditions. This conclusion must be addressed with respect to Irilobite mineralogy and 
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geochemislrj, and must also be considered in the evaluation of not only the units in 
Ontario, but those in Ohio as ¥tell. 
Overlying the Verulam Formation, the Cobourg Formation consists of a mixture of 
fossiliferous argillaceous limestone, cri no ida I limestone .. and shale. The unit is 
approximately 70 m thick, has a gradational lo¥ter contact and a sharp disconformable 
upper contact with the Whitby Formation (Liberty, 1969). Containing IS"{')te./llS ,}1~t{~-i 
.&?te./II.5'SP., and ~IA~~~1..r~S i.~tm~11in..~tllt} its environment of deposition is thought 
to have been slightly deeper and more stable than the conditions of deposition for the 
Verulam Formation (Liberty, 1969). Fluctuations in sea level and sedimentation, likely 
due to storm and glacio-eustatic influences (Brookfield and Brett, 1988), are indicated by 
the shale partings, and by lenses of breccia and conglomerates derived from underlying 
Ordovician and Precambrian sediments. 
The lo¥ter Whitby Formation consists of 10m of alternating black and gray 
fossiliferous shales and is best exposed at Craigleith, Ontario (Fig. 6). Similar in 
lithology and fauna to the Utica S hale of New York (Sanford, 1978), it yielded 
occasiona Ily pyritized specimens of 1st"J/~/11.5' ma..rmlls and ~IA~~~1j'~S i.~tm~11in..~tll.5' 
(Liberty, 1969). Water conditions during deposition of the black shales ¥tere believed by 
Liberty (1 969) and Copper (1 978) to have been anoxic. ,Johnson and Rong (1989) have 
indicated that this unit marks a transgression that can be equated with a major rise in sea 
level seen elsewhere in North America and Scandinavia. Brookfield and Brett (1988) 
likewise suggest that the depositional environment for the shales was on a deep shelf. 
with the intercalated 'limestone' beds likely being storm rev'Iorked deposits. Such storm 
action would winnow out the clay fraction of the unit. leaving only the fossil material 
behind. This would support Liberty's (1969) observation of the interbedded limestone 
and black shale at Craigleith (Fig. 9). 
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The oldest specimens from the Ordovician of Ohio were collected from the 
Edenian Eden S hale of the Kope Formation (Ioc. 16, Figs. 6, 8), which is the basal unit of 
the Cincinnati Group. The Eden S hale consists of blue-gray clay shale alternating with 
micritic limestone (Brown and Lineback, 1 966; Anstey and FoWler, 1 969). The shale was 
cfeposited in relatively deep (~ 20 m) and quiet \-vater, and periodic storms blanketed the 
rloorwith lime mud transported from a carbonate bank to the south (Anstey and Fowler, 
1969). The shale is time transgressive at its upper boundary, and is difficult to correlate 
and define (Ford, 1967). It is thought that the Eden Shale shallo¥t'S upward into the 
Fairtiew Formation, as suggested by a decreasing wavele-ngth of megaripples, and 
increasing limestone content and faunal abundance and diversity (Anstey and Fowler, 
1969). 
The Dillsboro Formation encompasses many of the previously unique units 
overlying the Kope Formation into one formation with few subdivisions, and therefore 
much of the resolution of the previous stratigraphic ¥lOrK is lost. For this reason, a 
combination of the divisions proposed by Caster «li'/ (1955) and Brown and Lineback 
(1966, as interpreted in Hay, 1977) will be used in this stud~' to provide more detailed 
stratigraphic sampling information (Fig. 8). The Fairtiew Formation (Ioc. 18, Fig. 8) 
overlies the Eden shale of the Kope Formation. The basal terrigenous portion is a 
shallow water sequence, as indicated by the presence of mud cracks (Anstey and 
Fowler, 1969). The Fairtiew Formation then increases sharply in limestone content 
(Brown and Lineback, '1966), generally consisting of alternating limestone and minor 
terrigenous sediments depOSited in deepening water. 
Stratigraphically above the Fairview are the repetitious, even-bedded limestones 
and shales ofthe Waynesville Formation (Davis, 1981)(loc. 14.1, 15, 17, Fig. 8), which 
were deposited on a deep, open, stable shelf at the time of peak transgreSSion (Hay, 
1977). Of interest in the Waynesville is Frey 's (1987) Tr~".::·er.:f$dl/S'{o/"j (Ioc. 15, Fig. 6) 
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dominated unit and its Trilobite S hale equivalent (Ioc. 17, Fig. 6). These units represent 
coeval deposits in 'vVater depths similar to those of the Kope Formation, and under 
notmal salinities (Frey, 1987). At the time of deposition this region of Ohio 'vVaS subject 
to storms, which reworked sediments of the Trepfi".'>!Yas dl;s:erj unit (Frey, 1987). Frey 
(1987) suggests that storms originating in the east would lose energy passing over the 
Cincinnati shelf, and thus had little energy left to rework the sediments of the more 
westerly Trilobite Shale. Since they are correlative, these units should provide an 
excellent lateral datum. 
Similar to the Waynesville Forrnation, the overlying Liberty Formation 'vVaS 
deposited on an open stable shelf into deep 'vVater during a period of peak transgression 
(Hay, 1977). Deposition took place before the Late Ordovician regression (Hay, 1977), 
which'vVas likely produced by the glaciation of Gond'vVanaland (Sheehan, 1973). This 
unit consists of essentially the same type of sediments encountered in the Waynesville 
Formation, although the frequency of limestone beds has substantially increased. 
The only trilobite obtained from Ohio 'vVaS /s-{?/e/lsnJtlxmls. 
Life Mode of Ordovician Trilobites 
Detailed studies on the life modes of the /s-{?/e/ls species and .P.%-l,~~~~z(es 
!..~t#'!JlI11/n.~tIS of this study are rare and highly speculative. Based on their morphology, 
these trilobites are considered to have been benthic, producing m€>sophyciform burro'vVS 
in the course of feeding (Westrop, pers. comm., 1989). They are also unlikely to have 
been permanent burrowers, as in some iIIaenids (Westrop, pers. comm., 1989). 
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Chapter 2 
Methods of Analysis 
INTRODUCTION 
All specimens Viere separated and cleaned of the surrounding sediment to 
prevent intermaterial geochemical contamination (d. Brand and Veizer, 1980). The 
matrix adhering to trilobite cuticle, and the tissue adhering to I=lecent specimens, \'Vas 
removed using dental tools and a razor blade. I=lecentspecimens 'yvere also placed in a 
bath ofdistilled-ooionized water to attempt to remove adhering salts. This \'Vas follovved 
by a period of drying in an oven at approximatel}' 75°C. The drying process led to 
separation of severall=lecent cuticles into t:vvo mineralized layers (Fig. 1 0). The redip ink 
pigmented outerepicuticle \'Vas relatively thin and fragile, whereas the inner endocuticle 
\'Vas white and relative I}' thick. 
Cuticular fragments of trilobites and I=lecent arthropods VY'ere retained for SEM 
examination and the remainder powdered using a mortar and pestle for elemental. 
isotopic, and x-ray analyses. 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (S EM) 
Fracture fragments of selected cuticles vvere examined on an International 
Scientific Instrument (lSI) Super MINI-SEM. Samples vvere chosen to cover the full 
range of facies, ages and species, and to ensure a complete microstructural analysis, 
surface and cross-sectional examinations Vv'ere performed on the majority of specimens. 
All fragments vvere \'Vashed for approximately 5 min. in an ultrasonic bath of doubly-
deionized \'Vater and then dried in an oven at 35°C for approximately 12 h. After cooling 
in a deSiccator, the samples were fractured, mounted on aluminium stages . and then 
sputter coated v'lith gold-paladium. 
A total of sixty-one specimens were examined b}.· scanning electron microscopy. 
Modern specimens included t'vvo i.'}{~')fk?des sp., tvYO (;.1f//illA.'tes sp., and one L illll/llS 
pt'ljphtm'lllS. Ordovician specimens included seven /S(J/e/lls sp., twelve /s{J/e/ilS 
ma..rHlllq eight /srJ/e/ilS p~a1f~ two I'seIA'A'{l}gites i.fitmfifl7in..1ftll!i· and tvVO J··{·~7t,*SA~ 
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bl'i..·;vniieJ')$1s. OE?vonian spE?cimE?ns includE?d si:x:OOE?n PIJ..'1{)'?ps- /JUJ.f1 } thrE?E? l.7t!¥.I'k?ps-
~~')J.?!!J~ and six Tt?Rltaspfs pRilldfs fragments. 
Atomic Absorptic,n Spectrophotometrv (AAS) 
Ttik>bites 
The powdered cuticles were dried in an oven at approximately 75°C for 24 h, 
allovved to coot and then weighed out in fractions of either 0.5} 0.25, or 0. '1 g. Powders 
were then dissolved in 18, 9, or 4.5 mL of 5 % (vlv) HCI with 5000 ppm K corresponding 
to the weight initia"~' assigned to the sample. The powders were then lelt to digest for 
approximately 2 h} alter which the solutions vvere filtered though ashless filter paper 
("Nhatrnan #40). Alter a deionized-distilled vvater rinse of the digestion beaker into the 
funnel, and SUbsequent filtering into a volumetric flask, the collected solution VYClS then 
topped up vofith 001 water to its 'vVOrting volume of 50, 25} or '10 mL. Insoluble Residue 
(I.A.) ofthe sa.mple Wi3.S detem1ined bJ' incinerating the filter paper at 800°C for'l hand 
recording the remaining acid non-soluble mass. 
A total of 155 Ordovician and 117 Devonian trilobite samples vvere prepared and 
analyzed on a Varian AA-1475/Hewlelt-Pac:kaJd 85 atomic absorption 
spectrophotometer (AAS) for major (Ca), minor (Mg and Sr) and trace elements (Mn, Na, 
Fe, and .A.I). In addition, 10 Ordovician and 11 Devonian matrix samples vvere analyzed, 
and all geochemical data are presented in Appendix III. Precision of values VYClS better 
than 8% based on duplicate analyses. Accuraq' or data with respect to that or National 
Bureau Standards (NBS) 634 and 636 VYClS belter than 5 to 10 relative percent for all 
elements except AI, for which accuracy Wi3.S belter than 10 to 15 relative percent. The 
solutions vvere SUbject to various dilutk')ns to bring their respective concenlnl.tions within 
the linear working range. Dilutions aJe given in Table 2.1 . .A.II elemental concenlnl.tions 
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were recalculated to an insoluble residue free, 100% carbonate basis (d. Brand &. 
Veizer, 19aO). 
Table 2.1: Dilutions required to bring the solutions of marine and fresh \Y8ler crustacea, and trilobites within 
the range of the 3.tomic absorption spectrophotometer. The high value given for sodium (~~a) in 
crustaceans is due in part to fluid inclusions 'w;thin the cuticle of the marine specimens. Values in 
parenthesis indicate the ma~mum dilutions required. 
Element Oil uti on Fact or 
Marine FreshWater 
Trilobites Crustacea Crustacea 
Ca 100 100 100 
Mg 100 100 100 
Sr 10 10 10 
Mn 10 0 0 
Na. 10 50(tOO} 25 
Fe 10 0{5} o {5} 
.AJ 0 0 0 
Cu 0 N/.a. N/A 
Zn 0 N/A N/A 
l1A~nt Arthrt>p{')J.is 
The processing of powdered Recent arthropod cuticle for analysis vv'a.s similar to 
that outlined for trilobites, with several necessary variations. I. R. for Recent arthropod 
samples Vv'aS calculated by comparing the previously recorded 'v\leight of empty filter 
paper to that containing the undissolved material. Filter papers 'yvere dried at 75°C over 
night and then put into a desiccator to remove any moisture prior to final 'yveighing. The 
resulting difference in weight of the filter paper is the I. R., or the organic fraction of the 
organism which failed to dissolve in HCI. The prepared solutions were analysed for 
major (Ca), minor (Mg and Sr) and trace elements (Mn, Na, and Fe) on the Varian AA-
1475. The dilutions applied in this analysis differed from trilobites, and, indeed, betvv-een 
some species of decapod. The respective dilutions are given in Table 2.·1. 
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X-Ray Diffractometry (XRD) 
The mineralogy of a representative group of samples '\'Vas determined using a 
Picker 6238 diffractometer, the results are contained in Appendix V. Forty-five samples 
were prepared by applying a thin coat of vacuum grease to a clear glass slide, and then 
poVY'dered cuticle was sprinkled onto the greased portion of the slide. The slide was then 
placed into the XRD, with the poVY'dered side facing into the x-rays. Potassium radiation 
of the samples occurred with a copper target and was measured in 29. An aragonite 
standard was analysed with each batch of samples to calibrate the XRD. For more 
detailed information on the diffraction technique, and peaks for calcite and aragonite and 
errors involved in this work see Milliman (1914; pp. 22-29). 
Stable Isotopes 
TriAwitJ:9S 
Samples were analyzed for oxygen and carbon isotopes on a V.G. Micromass® 
903 mass spectrometer at the University of Waterloo's isotope lab. The method of 
analysis requires 5 mg clf poVY'dered sample, which is reacted with 100 % phosphoric 
a(:id at 50 °C for 30 min. The isotopic ratios are expressed in the usual and corrected (0) 
notation relative to PDB in permil (%), unless otherwise indicated. Average accuracy 
and reproducibility compared to recommended values for N.B.S. 20 (Solnhofen 
Limestone) were better than 0.2 %, with all samples being corrected for 170. 
A total of seventy-five isotopic analyses were performed, of which there were 
three J"{~~~Sii brtmA~nsi!} eight 1S>..¥J:9/llS sp., eleven L<1t¥J:9/llS ~741..i~ twenty S{.¥J:9/11S 
m..i.l(ml~ three ~'A1t~7;17itJ:9S i.ilmil!7in..itl~ twen~,I-three P!J.iO,.'PS mn..i; five 
1..7rJ:9J:9n.:ps b..",,·)/lJi and two T«ataspis {tralP..iiS: 
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Statistical Anablsis 
All data compilation and statistical analysis (student t-test and factor anal~/sis 
.... vhere necessary) were performed with an Apple® Macintosh'lM Plus computer using 
Cricket Graph'lM version 1.2, Stat\A/orks'lM, and Shatview 512+ £oftv.lar~ . Tab~s;; 
containing statistical data may be found in Appendix IV. 
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Chapter 3 
Recent Arthropods 
INTRODUCTION 
Several studies (Towe 1973; Teigler and TO\'\te 1975; Dalingwater and Miller 
1977) determined that trilobite cuticles are more heav i I},' calcified than those of most 
extant arthropcu::K Varying amounts of chitin (pol,'acetyl-glucosamin) act as architectural 
reinforcement (Teigler and Tovv'e, 1975). Although chitin c()nsists of complex 
biopolymers that have a certain degree of resistance to decay (Allison, 19S5a), it is 
subject to many natural paths of destruction, particularly the action of chitinovorous 
t·acteria. Bacteria feed on the tissues and chitin of the arthropod carcass, and are a 
major cause of the exoskeletal decomposition of rnodern arthropods (Johnson, 1932; 
Benton, '1935; Campbell and \~/illiams, '195'1.: Plotnick, '1986), and conlJ-ibute to early' 
diagenetiC pyritization (Allison, 19S8b). The one physical limiting factor on the activity of 
the bacteria appears to be the proportion of calcite in the cuticle, ''lvith heavily' calcified 
cuticles tieing more resistant to decomposition than those with a significantly lower 
calcite content (Plotnick, 1 9S6; .A.llison, 19S6). It V,;,'aS therefore decided at the outset that 
the best material for comparison with microstructures and geochemistry of trilobites 
would be heavily-calcified Recent arthropods. 
MlcnOSTnUCTUnl~S 
B,' definition, a pristine microstructure must be an original microstructure in the 
organism and not the result of SUbsequent alteration. The most IC"Jical place to find 
pristine microstructures is obvious I,' in freshly killed specimens. Examining pristine 
microstructures and their functions in Recent marine arthropods allovvs for the 
interpretation of their features and functions, and possible analogy to similar 
microstructures in trilobites. 
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Laminae 
Examinations of modern arthropod cuticles (Rolfe, 1962; t-.Jeville et .'if. 1969; 
Neville and Berg, ·1971; Daling¥later, 1 97Sa) have shown that layers and laminations, in 
generat are omnipresent and inherent to arthropods. However, laminae were not 
oi)ser1ed in the majority of the i=lecent cuticles; identifiable laminae were onl~J observed 
in one specimen of competent non-molt P..'i!}l/lirllS .!]l!ll1s (Figs. 11 A and B). Close 
examination of the laminae reveal that the material composing this microstructure 
exhibits a V10''1'en textli're, not pre· ... iously noted by researchers. 
Feldmann and Tshudy (1987) found that the presence of laminae in fossil 
crustacea depends on the molt phase of the cuticle, as well as the preservation of the 
cuticle. The~' suggeste(;i that molted cuticle is characterized b~l a deterioration of 
lamination in the inner endocuticle .. vvith the interrnolt exhibiting lamination throughout 
the endo- and exocuticles (Feldmann and Tshudy, 1987). In sumrr1a~!, · ... vhile the 
laminations may be initially contrc.jled by the genetiC blueprint of the organism, 
diagenesis ultimatel}J has the abilit'l to destro}.' and/or significantl}o' alter laminations. 
Pore Canals and Tegumental Ducts 
The majority of microstructures that w'ere found are obviousl~' related to the 
architecture of the cuticle. For example, spec imens of modern L /rrllllllS display a variety 
of openings on the lower (Figs. 12, 13) and upper (Fig. 14) surfaces of their cuticle . 
. Judging by their number and dimensions, these openings are probably tegumental 
gland ducts (which penetrate the cuticle and are used in the tanning and hardening of 
the cuticle) and smaller blood and nerve conduits. Penetration of the cuticle (Fig. ·15) 
and structure (Figs. 16 and 17) of these features deSignates them as the tegumental 
gland ducts of Dennell (1960), because pore canals are of a much finer scale (Fig. 15). 
The larger tegumental ducts of modern Lim/ii/IS p{.')~pl~7111S (Fig. 15) are similar in size 
to those illustrated by Nevil/e and Berg (1971-Plate 30, Fig. 2) in the cuticle of a Jurassic 
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Ra .... 11: Lenh.rnth.c'*l. Cltapllstilespecmen Cltth.'obater PImiIw'l#/$. A 
General~..., CIt Ienfte h the upperlayera (.pi-end exocutlcles) becori'lg flnerh 
td .... 'tIIh ...-0' Into the endocutlcle. ~. A 'WOYen td .... chenderizes the 
Ienfte. (11300) 
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AG'" 12: Teown"''' gland ducb,.,d pen enD op"'O eno the halde cuticte 01 a 
,pmen 0I1.i1N1l1$ ~ Note the _ey 01 sizes end shapes 01 the 
opmgs. (11 322) 
Figw' 13: Ooae-up oIthe operings 01 Rgen 12. Note the dencHIcnicroatructwe 
among the operings. (11 322) 
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RO," 15: T eownRel gland duct '**'0 ttnuoh the cuticle oIe..pmaol oIl.1t1#1M 
~. ThuwfeclS 01 the cuticle ere to lheleft.,d "OM, "'h the smeller 
pcnceneb'~op) beilO pnlelto the ceneI. (11322) 
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Run 16: Teuwnd81 duct opemg on the dorsel cuticle swhf:e of .splein .... of 
limi#.t/M)pMlmft. Therough te}dll'e Is as areswt of the uppertayerbefng 
sh.-ed off. (11 322) 
Rt .. 17: The detal of the opmg at AglI'e 16. Notethe'rtbbed'i'iemelstructn 01 
the teown8liel duct. (11 322) 
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crustacean. Ho"Hever, the helical nature of the 'pore canal' as reported by Neville et .f' 
(1969) in thin sections of LirJillil$ were not visible in the present SEM examination. 
Neville and Berg (1 971), Kennaugh (1 965) and Neville and luke (1 969) reported helical 
pores in other species of arttropod, and there is no reason to doubt their findings. 
Ho~ver, close examination of Neville et.fi'S (1 969; Figs. 10 and 11) illustrations show 
an offsetting twist of the pore canals at the 'laminations'. This elfect may have been 
produced by thin-section preparation, because the pore canals observed in cross-
section (Fig. 15- top) in the present S EM study are straight. The 'laminae' (NeVille et .fl, 
1969-Figs. 10 and 11) may also be an artifact of (tearing of the cuticle), because oone 
"Here observed in S EM examination of this species. Pore canals "Here not found in any 
of the other spocinens examined. The fact that they were not found in this examination 
should not discount the presence of helical pores in the cuticle of this or other species, 
as there may be, at least, intraspecific variabilily in pore morphology. 
Setae 
Dorsal setae, such as those found on LirJ"lil$ (Figs. 1 B and 19), are distributed 
around the margins of all arthropods, and act as fine mochanoreceptors, allowing the 
animal to evaluate its depth of burial. Setae may vary in size, being dependant on the 
size of the individual, the function that has been assigned the setae, and the locality of 
emplacement. Forexample,those found on the claw of L')t't')/~a"essp. vary in size from 
thick, resistant setae (Fig. 20) on the inside of the pincers, giving it a sense of when to 
close its pincers to capture or tear prey, to thinner ones on the outside of the claw (Fig. 
21) used to detect obstacles. Size of the setae pit is mportantto note, as it is this feature 
rather than the setae itself that will be preserved in fossilized specimens 
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Rawe 18: Setae h the cepf*on 01 .. specimen 01 /.IttiI## /Nf,.... (11 322) 
Figwe 19: Setae on the cephalon 01 a specinen 01 /Jtt#i#I. (11 322) 
Fig," 20: Receptcnnacia'tt'specinen of ~~# sp. inhcr.n. Notetheae of 
the basel opri1g. (18 265) 
FlO," 21: Setaenacia'tt'specinen of Cw:ttn«I# sp. Notetheae of the bull 
op .... g. (18 265) 
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Dendritic Microslructures 
McAllister and Brand (1989) described a 'dendritic' microslructure that they 
interpreted as a diagenetic feature, based on thirty-seven Irilobite specimens and no 
Recent cuticles. At that time they noted that the knowledge of diagenetic microslructures 
was sparse. This microslructure has since been found in many Recent marine (Liml//iIS, 
Fig. 14, 22; t'":..!f"iiinr9ttes, Fig. 23) and fresh water ( L'}{~'nedes ; Fig. 24) arthropods, and, 
therefore, it is likely an original or very early diagenetic microslructure. 
In Recent specimens, the dendritic microslructure stands out in relief, and 
appears to have only shallow penelration of the cuticular material (Fig. 14), as the 
microslructure was not observed in cross-section. In studies -of other material prepared 
and analysed using similar methods and equipment, 'dendritic' microslructures VY'ere 
onl,' found on Recent and fossil arthropod cuticle. This excludes sample preparation 
error as a source for this microslructure. Further study of other arthropod species, and 
greater numbers of those already examined is therefore needed to reach a conclusion 
as to the function and/or formation of this microslructure. 
General Surface Textures 
The majority of the specimens lacked surface microslructures other than those 
already described, with a couple of exceptions. The surface of the modern lobster 
P.!f"nllirllS .!f"117IlS (Fig. 25) was found to have an apparent primary proteinaceous layer 
veiling fine calcite rhombs. The ve nITa I surface of a t'":..!f"Ibi~ctessp. specimen had 
abrasion marks (Fig. 26), likely caused by the passage of the organism over coral as it 
scavenged for food. 
TRACE ELEMENT GEOCHEMISTRY 
The chemical contents of Recent arthropod cuticular calcite will be evaluated with 
emphasis on inferring pristine compositions, as VY'ell as early diagenetic effects, and the 
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FiO" 22: 'DencMIc' mIcroatruct .. on ,,,,,,,,tnt 0I1.JttiJIa Note thelnnchilg 
chlndemtic 01 the dencMIc mlcroatruchn. (11 322) 
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RO'" 23: The 'dencMIc' mtcroaIruct", on the claY 01 aspecinen 01 CIIINd#$ sp. 
NGt.th.releI oIthemlcroltruct",endthetd", oIthecuUc*s ••. (17 207) 
RO'" 24: 'OencMIc'mtcrostruct", onth. eptullcl. 01 t~. sp. Noteth. fndno il the cuticle caused by daiccttion. (11 254) 
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Fiowe 25: SUiface te)(iure of a PM~'.9i.(t8pecinen from long Key stale Park, Fla. 
Note the prolein8ceouslayercovering the rOl.l1ded calcite rhombs. (11 300) 
Figure 26: Abrasion malts on the ventral sll'face of asp ecin en of C4IIhedes sp. (22 
210) 
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influence of environmental and depositional conditions on elemental distribution. 
This study initially focused on LmlllllS P-'M")heml~ a species suggested by 
previous 'workers (Eldredge, 1 970~ Bergstrom, 1 975a,b~ Thayer, 1979) to be ecologically 
similar to the trilobite. In the process of sample preparation, hOVv'ever, LmlllllS 
p-'lyphemllSwaS found to lack appreciable amounts of calcium carbonate in its cuticle, 
and for this reason, the majority of these specimens Vv'ere discarded. The fact that this 
species lacks extensive biomineralization, suggests that the similarities betvveen it and 
the heavily' biomineralized trilobite are purely morphological. The specimens that Vv'ere 
analysed (Appendix IIQ Vv'ere found to be very high in I. R (due to the presence of 
organics that failed to decompose). The specimens of LmilillS wilt therefore, not be 
considered further. 
Pristine Composition 
By using Recent arthropod cuticular calcite as a guide for pristine chemical 
compositions, it is hoped that a better understanding may be attained for trilobite 
cuticular calcite. Although, it is acknowledged that Recent arthropods are not directly 
related to trilobites, and that there are alternative interpretations to the proposed 
hypotheses, it is felt that the method of calcite emplacement in the cuticle may be 
sufficiently similar to justify such a comparison. 
McAllister (1 987a,b) and McAllister and Brand (1 987~ 1 989~ In press) established 
that, although, there is variation in chemical composition within the trilobite cuticle, this 
variation is smalt and they concluded that fragments are representative of the entire 
specimen. This was also found to be the case with Recent arthropods. 
A!t'ltill,:}lij I*-t'¥'nt Arthfi.:p.:)d .. ~ 
To understand the method of calcite emplacement and influences on the 
chemical compositions of cuticles, the molting process in Recent arthropods must be 
examined. Molting in Recent arthropods is triggered by a number of natural conditions. 
For example, it is thought that lengthening of the photoperiod in spring initiates molting in 
crayfish (Stephens, 1955), whereas experiments on marine crustaceans have shown 
that higher temperatures cause the organisms to molt more frequently (Travis, 1 gS4.: 
Passano, ·1960; Quackenbush and Herrnkind, 1983). 
Molting affects the general chemistry of the organism, including that of the cuticle 
(Brannon and Rao, 1979; Huner et .il, 1979a and b; Vigh and Dendinger, 1982; 
Greenaway, 1983; Quackenbush and Herrnkind, 1983; Dendinger and Alterman, 1983; 
Engel. 1987). Biomineralization of the cuticle involves the secretion of material (mm the 
creatures' epidermis onto the exterior epicuticle. Initial hardening of the exoskeleton 
occurs rapidly after molting by the impregnation of calcium salts into the cuticle, with 
SUbsequent hardening aided by the tanning of the protein component in the pmcuticular 
layers (Russell-Hunter, 1969). In the epicuticle, iron is used in the formation of the 
pigment ferrin by most arthropods (Goodwin, 1960), with copper used in the pigment 
hemocyanin by arthropods such as Lirm/lis Pf)~lP!m-lllS (Horseshoe crab) and 
HtmirllS .wrJerA.':i.ilJllS (AtlantiC lobster). A significant difference in the cuticular iron (t-
test -2.661, p<O.OS, f=12; Appendix IV) and manganese (t-test -3.2, p<O.OS, f=·12; 
Appendix IV) contents betvveen carcass and molt Or'.'>..')~ . .':tes sp. cuticles (Fig. 27) 
suggests that the iron locked in the pigments is not retrievable prior to ecdysis, and is lost 
with the molted cuticle. It is most likely that reabsorption of lo¥ter cuticle matter causes 
the high iron content of the epi- and exocuticles and leads to enrichment of the overall 
composition of the exuvia. The presence of higher concenlJations of manganese in the 
exuvia as compared to non-mort cuticles (Fig. 27) confirms Rainbow 's (1988) assertion 
that 98 % of body manganese is bound in the exoskeleton, and further suggests that the 
bulk of this manganese is in the outer layers of the cuticle. There the manganese is 
closely associated with calcium, and is likely' laid down with calcium carbonate at 
appropriate stages of the molt cycle (Rainbow, 1988). A higher level of strontium (t-test-
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Figure 27: Scatter diagram of iron versus mMgMese concentrations in molt and csrc:sss 
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figure 28: Scatter diagram of the c81cium versus strontium concentrations in moit 3l1d 
csrc:sss (NM) specimens of Olr:m#fes sp. 
3.5, p<O.OS, f=12; Appendix IV) in the exuvia (Fig. 28) suggests that this element is also 
concentrated in the outer calcified layers of the cuticle by a similar process. 
Reabsorption of calcium salts from the old exoskeleton into the blood stream is 
common in most arthropods, it not only aids in the molting process, but also provides 
necessary material to form the new exoskeleton. Hoarding of material is characteristic of 
fresh-water species (Passano, 1960), and is likely due to low concentrations of certain 
elements in the surrounding medium. For example, the blood chemistries of fresh water 
and marine species are remarkably similar, except for higher calcium and lower 
magnesium concentrations in fresh water organisms (Florkin, 1960). In ocean water, 
sodium and chloride ions are the most abundant, whereas in fresh water calcium and 
carbonate ions are the most abundant (Kinne, 1964). The higher sodium concentrations 
of ocean water are not apparent in the blood of marine crustaceans (Florkin, 1960). 
However, significantly lower levels of sodium (t-test 2.421, p<0.05, f=12; Appendix IV) 
'vV€'re observed in exuviae as compared to non-molts of (':h~'nt?ctes sp. (Fig. 29) 
suggesting that it is reabsorbed into the blood stream prior to ecdysis. It is most likely 
that sodium is stored in the lower levels of the cuticle, where it may be required in 
molting-postmolt processes. 
Leaching of sodium from non-molt cuticles is thought to represent a form of early 
diagenesis. Shown in Figure 29, carcass specimens with the lovvest sodium 
concentrations, were collected along the shore of Severn River after an unknown period 
of exposure to water and weathering. These specimens, unlike those deemed pristine, 
lacked original pigmentation and were brittle due to advanced bacterial action. The 
samples with highest sodium concentrations collected soon after death were frozen 
immediately, thus loss of sodium by leaching was minimal, and specimens represent 
pristine chemistries. It is obvious that sodium may be a useful indicator of early leaching 
in Recent specimens and, due to its mobility', diagenesis in fossil arthropods. It will 
therefore be important in future geochemical studies to differentiate bet'i't-een molt and 
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Figure 29: Scatter di{l.gram of the 1000 strontil.lm/c{lJcium ratios versl.lS the sodium 
concentrations in molt and cma3S specimens of c.~(Jt{et,tes sp. 
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non-molt cuticles (cf. Feldmann and Tshudy', 1987). Unfortunately, a comprehensive 
method for differentiating molt and non-molt trilobite cuticles has yet to be devised, 
therefore trilobite cuticles Vv'€'re not separated into these l¥to groups. 
Environmental Influences on Recent Arthropods 
5.f/inly 
. Salinity has a restrictive influence on crustaceans, as Vv'€'11 as most aquatic 
organisms. Organisms naturally attempt to escape, or compensate for the deviations in 
salinity by producing various biological responses to this stress (Kinne, 1964). Kinne 
(1964) reports various reactions from passive tolerance to adjustments of functional and 
structural properties. In crustaceans, a salini~1 of approximately 10 to 5 % leads to a 
marked decline in the number of marine species, whereas an increase from 3 to 5 % 
represents the highest tolerance limit for freshwater species (Abele, 1982). The salinity 
tolerance threshold separating marine and freshv...atercrustacea thus lies betvveen 3 and 
5 %. Response to an increase in salinil:\j varies betvveen species of arthropod, with most 
experiencing an increased metabolic rate and oxy'gen consumption (Shumway and 
Jon~s, 1 9S1; Dalla Via, 1 gS7a, b). D~cr~as~d saliniti~s g~n~rally I~ad to production of 
copious amounts of isosmotic urine (Davenport and Wong, 1987), and increased protein 
and copper concentrations (Sabourin, 1984) 
The influ~nce of variable salinity on the cuticular magnesium concentration of 
invertebrates has been the sUbject of numerous studies. Magnesium concentrations in 
echinoids (Pilkey and HOVv'€'r, 1960) and brachiopods (Lo'vvenstam, 1961) have been 
positively correlated with salinity. This is also the case for Recent arthropods, because 
Price Sheets and Dendinger (1 983) found that a substantial decrease in external salinity 
(from 30% to 10%) caused (;'~//inectes SlfpkillS to discriminate for magnesium and 
against calcium in their cuticular calcite. Greenaway (1983) also found that salinity had 
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a similar effect in the crabs t;'fj//illffl'les SLfjpidllS and Cfjf{'iJillS nlt.fje/Afjs. The changes 
'vVere more noticeable in post-molt cuticles, suggesting that levels of salinity and, 
possibly, other environmental parameters at the time of ecdysis may be reflected in new 
cutic ular calcite. 
During the spring molting period of L1'l~'/Jf.l{~~S sp., high concentrations of road 
salt in melt VYaters result in elevated salinities at the sample site of Washago, which 
should be reflected in higher than normal concentrations of magneSium in cuticular 
calcite. As predicted, chemical examination of L1'l~'/Jf.l{-tes sp. reveals that there is an 
apparent increase in magneSium with a corresponding decrease in calcium with 
elevated salinities; an observation that is also borne out by factor analysis (AppendiX IV). 
Due to the flushing action of the river, individuals molting later in the year 'vVOuld be 
sUbject to less saline VY'aters, and this 'vVOuld be reflected in their cuticular chemislries. 
The marine crab hWn4npslIS l'lIAiis from Cape Beale similarl~' shoVvS an increase in 
magnesium with a decrease in calcium concentration (factor anal~/sis, Appendix IV). 
This is likely caused by the movement of some individuals from normal subtidal marine 
VYaters into the brackish 'ofv'aters of the lagoon during the immediate post-molt period. 
Although speculative, this is a potentially testable hypothesis that could prove useful in 
paleontologic studies. 
SedirJel'J! 
The present study concentrated on the deposit-feeding crustaceans C"fj/'A':'er from 
Cape Beale and t;'fj//ille>,:les from Florida. C~fjfA'W- and J..;'fj//iIJedes are exposed to 
elevated levels of the metals iron and manganese in the sediment slurry, which they 
ingest during feeding (Rainbow, 1988), and pass into their blood and cuticle. Most of the 
metal found in the cuticle is a fraction of the metal concentrations to which the organism 
is exposed (Rainbow, 1988), hOYVever the level of manganese in the surrounding 
medium (a mixture of sediment and 'ofv'ater) will determine the concenlration of 
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manganese in the cuticular calcite. Therefore, manganese content of cuticles may be 
largely dependant upon the life mode of the organism (see Appendix II) and the 
sediment in which it feeds. In 1-/>;;!m4rapsiIS ntAi~ C.~fA-:e.r prt)dIA'i11S and {:.~fA:-er 
m..1pistN from Cap~ 8~al~, this r~lationship is refl~coo.d in statistically similar 
concentrations of manganese (see Appendix IV) in their cuticles (Fig. 30). Differences in 
sedimentJvvater composition, and thus the concentration of manganese in the cuticle, is 
apparent in a comparison of the burrowing crabs of Cape Beale and Florida. If the 
environmental conlrol hypothesis is correct, significantly lower manganese (t-test -3.903, 
p-::O.OS, f=SO) and higher iron concentrations (t-test 3.723, p-::O.OS, f=SO) in the cuticular 
calcite of {:.~fA:-er as compared to {:"~//'~7~dt9s may be interpr'eted as indicating that the 
sedimentJvvater of Cape Beale is enriched in iron, while that of the Florida Keys is 
enriched in manganese (Fig. 31.: Appendix IV). The geochemislries of the sediments of 
Cape Beale (known to be igneous derived; Brand pers. comm., 1989) and the Florida 
Keys have not been studied so that a direct test of the hypothesis cannot be made at 
present. Ho¥t'ever, Brand e1.11(1986) reported concentrations of iron in the sea'vvater at 
Cape Beale at 0.16 ppm, compared to 0.002 ppm of iron in average seavvater. This may 
therefore be indicative of overall higher iron concentrations in the sediment'vvater at 
Cape Beale. 
Slrontium did not appear to change in concentration in the cuticular calcite of 
crabs bet¥teen marine carbonate and delrital environments (see Appendix IV), indicating 
that slrontium is not influenced b~' temperature of ambient seavvater, but may reflect a 
general salinity stabili~' (cf. Brand e1.~1, '1986). This hypothesis may be supported by 
differences in the slrontium concenlrations of the fresh-· .... vater crayfish (1t~?,,~,.dt9s sp. 
and the marine lobster P.~ntllirl/S I.'i.pllS (t-test -1 S.779, p-::O.OS, f=2S; Appendix IV), 
unfortunately there is no corresponding data on vvaterlsediment chemislries. In 
molluscs, slrontium concenlrationa in surrounding vvaters has been found to biologically 
influence aragonite precipitation and test conslruction (Buchardt and Fritz, 1978; Bidwell 
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Figure 30: Scatter diagram of iron versus manganese concentrations in marine crabs from 
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et.'i" 1 986), hovvever it is unknown what effect strontium fluctuations 'vVOuld have on the 
cuticular calcite of arthropods. 
MINERALOGY 
A calcite mineralogy v .... ith 6 and 14 mole % MgC03 has been suggested for 
Recent marine arthropod cuticles (Lowenstam, 1963). It'vVas found that the mineralog}J 
of the studied marine arthropod cuticle is betvveen 4.43 and 12.1 mole % MgC03• and 
0.96 and 1.82 mole % MgC03 for Fresh 'vVater species. In the same locality. the 
mineralogies appear to vary betv'leen genera, but are similar betvveen individuals of the 
same species. For example at Cape Beale, fkm4rapsl/s mAiis has an average 
mineralogy of 5.28 mole % MgC03 (15215 ppm). whereas C.'i.I'A.'¥'I- pA.'fl..iIA'i11S and 
(";.'iIP.::-er nl'ipistN have similar average mineralogies of 6.18 (17821 ppm) and 6.02 
(17355 ppm) mole % MgC03• respectively (see Appendix IV). When plotted together 
with data of other Recent arthropods (Fig. 32), the separation becomes obvious, and 
although the data are limited, it is possible to suggest at least l\¥O explanations for 
differences in mineralogy between these arthropods. Firstly, ecophenolypic variations 
may occur in response to salinity or other environmental factor. This may be the case 
where fkm4rapsiIS mAiis has statistically lovver magnesium (t-test -5.004, p<O.OS, f=39; 
Appendix IV), and statistically higher calcium (t-test 2.661, p<0.05, (=39; Appendix IV) 
concentrations than those in I.::.'in..-:-er p1'fl..ilA'illS (Fig. 33). l-p!m4rapsilS inhabits near 
shore brackish mudflats and lagoons, while [:.tn..-:-er is a burrovver of the subtidal zone 
and, as previously explained, the concentration of magnesium in the cuticular calcite 
may be influenced by the salinil'-j of the surrounding medium. As in J..:"tn..-:-er From Cape 
Beale, specimens of J..:"t/bi'M'd~s S"..tpklllS and J..:"t//kJ~d~s sp. From Florida have similar 
concentrations of magnesium in their cuticular calcite (Fig. 34). These organisms most 
likely occupy similar ecological niches, and are highly influenced by salinity changes 
(Price Sheets and Dendinger, 1983). The less saline 'vVaters off Cape Beale (see 
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Chapter 1) therefore appear to have affected the cuticular compositions of J..;'i'l'k'.'e(, as 
!;'~/bnedeshad statistically higher concentrations of magnesium (t-test -6.379, p<0.05, 
f=50; Appendix IV) and 10'v'v'er concentrations of calcium (t-test 3.099, p<0.05, f=50; 
Appendix IV) in its cuticular calcite (Fig. 35). This hypothesis is also supported by overall 
variations in magnesium with calcium between fresh, brackish and marine arthropods 
(Figs. 32 and 36). 
The second hypothesis for variable mineralogies in Recent arthropods would be 
that differences between taxa influence the incorporation of magnesium into the cuticular 
calcite. This assumption is supported b~1 the fact that other marine arthropods, such as 
the crab barnacle J..;m;.k)l')ibJ..~ IwtllA1i., have lower magnesium-concentrations from those 
of !;'#/i/leJ..'ies (Fig. 32). In this case, the habitat of J..;m;.A'>nib.{~ is identical to that of 
J..;'~lbnede~ because it adhered to !;'~lli/leJ..'ies' carapace. These organisms may 
possess distinct mineralogies at some level above genera. It is therefore possible that 
further study ma~1 reveal that variable mineralogy is also true at IO'v'v'er levels. The most 
likely hypothesis for this phenomena, ho¥tever, is a combination of the two postulated 
hypothes~. 
Five Recent arthropods (two !;'~n..w pA?dlldl~ one C .. ~n..w nlr.~9istet; and two 
t1't:t?/leJ..:'tes sp.) 'v'v'ere analysed using XRD in an attempt to further determine their 
mineralogy, the results of which are contained in Appendix V. Due to the relatively large 
amounts of organic material in the powders used in this experiment, the machine was 
not able to resolve peaks for tyvo of the five analysed, and was ¥teak in two others. 
Those that did register peaks, did so at a level consistent with low to intermediate 
magnesium calcite (29.6 to 29.8; ,Appendix V). This only serves tCI confirm the presence 
of calcite, hO'v'v'ever, for interpretations as to the level of magnesium calcite should not be 
made from the readings obtained as the machine is not accurate enough to detect such 
subtle differences. 
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Chapter 4 
Trilobites 
INTRODUCTION 
Speculation as to the physical and chemical composition of Irilobite cuticles, and 
environmental and diagenetic influences on them, has not been supported by detailed 
study. In order to establish a basis for further speculation, Irilobites must be examined for 
pristine and diagenetic microslructures and analysed for lrace element and isotopic 
compositions. Using Recent arthropods (see Chapter 3) as models for calcite 
emplacement, hypotheses of the effects of sea-VYater and sediment chemisby, as well as 
diagenetic fluids, may be applied to Irilobites. SWrrner (1980), however, advised caution 
in comparing Irilobites to Recent arthropods since similar slructures might develop 
independently in different groups (e. g. Gould and Lewontin, 1979). Gould and Lewontin 
(1979) have also suggested that many similarities may be due to conslructional 
conslraints imposed on the organisms, such as molting, as opposed to whether there are 
Irue phylogenetic similarities (that is, they are homologous slructures which Irilobites and 
Recent arthropods inherited from a common ancestor). However, Swtmer (1980) also 
stated that analogous slructures might be important in understanding the functions of the 
organs in the fossil forms. Therefore a comparative study of modern arthropod to Irilobite 
cuticle, under-similar conditions and magnifications, with emphasis on other functions for 
th~ microstrudur~sJ may aid in id~ntifying pristin~ microstrudur~s and g~och~mistri~s . 
MICROSTRUCTURES 
Trilobite microslructures are described using the terminology of Swrrner (1980t 
who divided the cuticle into an outer prismatic layer, an outer laminate zone, a prominent 
ce nlra I laminate zone, and a relativel}' thin, inner laminate z·;)ne. The prismatic layer and 
the outer laminate zone are considered to be equivalent to the epi- and exocuticle of 
Recent arthropods, whereas the ce nlra I laminate zone is equivalentto the principal zone 
(D-alingvvater and Miller, 1977). 
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Several microstructures noted by Teigler and To....ve (1975) differ greatl~', in large 
part due to the SEM magnifications used, from those noted in this and other studies. 
Teigler and To....ve 's (1975-Plate 2) photographs ....vere made at magnifications far 
exceeding those used in this study. It is not surprising that there is a lack of 
corresponding microstructures bet...veen earlier studies using high magnifications (e.g. 
Neville and luke, 1969; Halcrow, 1978), and recent vvork employing lo....ver 
magnifications (e.g. Feldmann and Tshudy, 1987; McAllister and Brand, 1989). 
Pristine Microstructures 
Preservation criteria are absolutely essential in identifying primary material, and 
in doing so one must be familiar with the physical and chemical characteristics of original 
cuticle material. The purpose of identifying pristine and diagenetic microstructures is to 
define degrees of morphological alteration. In conjunction with geochemical data, these 
provide a means of accurately characterizing the diagenetic state of fossil specimens. 
Slm,;:·.e F.e..'itIJr.eS 
The outer prismatic la~Jer v'l'as only occasionally present, a finding similar to that 
of Swrmer (1980). 'When found, the la)Jer Y'Y'aS thin and had a distinctly striated surface 
(Figs. 37 A and B). Variation in orientation on such a fine scale (Fig. 37 A) indicates that 
the striations are not the result of errors in sample preparation, but represent primary 
microstructural features. The possibili~J of the slriations being a remnant of 
paleoabrasion is debatable. The lack of relief tc. the PIA'iI,.'),:ps ran..'i microstructure, and a 
lack of similarity to abrasions noted on specimens of the crustacean {;''ilbn.!Kies sp. (Fig. 
26), casts doubt on this interpretation. 
General surface microstructures vvere found to vary in size and texture, and are 
largely dependant on the species of the organism. For example, the majori~y of ....veil 
preserved PIA'ict>ps specimens exhibit small, rounded rhombs of calcite (Figs. 38, 39). 
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Rgure 37: Slri8ted prin8ryprismaliclayerin p~qfJ$fIJf'I8. A ShO'tlnarethestrialions 01 
the prismatic layer haWlg ammber of orientation. OsmOlsicacaWies Carl be seen 
berOOw'. B. Oet8il of the prism8lic striations. (t 791) 
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'fOlie 38: Surface te:dll"e ot a P~Qp$~specimen from the ludlo'w'\4lle FOITJ'l8lion of 
~4~Yol'tc Note the size and !3hape of the rounded caJcite rhombs. (21 229) 
, ' OIK~ 39: Detail of the surface t e'.d IJr~ ot the above P/MclJp$1'N18 specinen . Note the 
~.r.ct rounded calcie rhorrdi:~ . f21 229) 
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Crystals vary from approximately 1 J.1ffi (Fig. 37 8), to 4 ~ (Fig. 39). These rhombs are 
probably the surface 'calcite prisms' noted by Daling+tater (1973-Plate 107, Fig. 1). In 
specimens of ISt>MIl~ a larger Irilobite than Ph..ft'Xy:>!} the surface Vv'aS found to be 
composed of much larger, more angular, crystals of calcite (Figs. 40 and 41), indicating 
possible dependence ofmicroslructure size on the species and ontogeny of the Irilobite. 
OsmOlska cavities (OsmOlska, 1975; St0rmer, 1990) VY'€'re observed by SEM 
below the thin outer prismatic layer (Figs. 42, 43) of Phat."t1ps raIJ..i. Similar to the 
problems encountered by St9Jrrner (1990), linlations of SEM resolution made it 
impossible to discern whether or not the area directty below the cavities is penetrated by 
minute canals. The Osm6lska cavities of this study have dimensions of 1 0 to 1 5 ~ (Fig. 
43), which correspond to those reported by St0rmer (1990) and Dalingv...-ater (1973). The 
findings of this study agree wth SWrrn€'r's conclusion of a prtnary origin for these 
cavities, as the r€;>9ular arrangement and spacing of the OsmOtska cavities precludes 
formation due to ads of abrasion or boring algae. Furthering this postulation, it is 
suggested that this is a genetic biomineralization signatll'"e of the trilobite, and is 
indicative of the excellent preservation of clticular calcite. 
AYe C .. fnals .. f/id Setae 
The terms 'pore' and 'pore canal' used in extant arthropods and their application 
to primary microstructures found in tri/obtes has lead to some contusion. Daling'vVater 
and Miller (1977) advised caltion in the use of Teigler and To~'s (1975) term 'pore 
canal' for all categories of pri'nary duds dissecting trilobite cuticles, because they are not 
necessarily true pores. McAllister and Brand (1999) proposed the terms of 'hexagonal 
st.rface openings' and biomineralization microstructures' for primary microstructlres that 
fit the 'pore' and 'pore canal' description in trilobites. This terminology v...-as employed to 
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Figure 40: Surface te:dure of an ls«ell.(5'm£~n.<5"~pecimen from the Wa')4'l~Wle 
Formation of Ohio. Note the size and shape 01 the angularc8lcite cryst •. (19536) 
Figure 41: Detail of the surface te:dure of the above Istlelusm&linus specimen. Note 
the (fistinct angularca/cite rhombs. (19 536) 
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Figure 42: OsmObkacaWies in the uppercuticularlayer 01 as pecim en of PIltJJcQp$tlJI1tl 
,Note the regul«spacing of the ca..;ties. (11 91) 
Figure 43: Oose up of OsmO/skaca\4ties seen above. Note the rounded calcite rhombs. 
(1191) 
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avoid the confusion pertaining to the true function and genetic importance of these 
structlJ'"es. In many instances, the openings observed on the clticle or trilobites do not 
penetrate the cuticle, and a decision as to the function of the feature has yet to be 
addressed. 
In order to avoid ontogenetic variabilities, the trilobites /st'>te/lIS and .'i~~itf' 
~e chosen to be compared microstructl.rally to the smilarly sized Recert arthropod 
LinulllS. The conclusion of Rore (1962) that smaller canals in trilobites are genuine 
pore canals and larger ooos setal and tegt.l"OOntal gland ducts is supported by structures 
observed in Lmlllll5 A comparison of the shape and size of tegl.lllental gland ducts 
through the cuticle of LinlllllS (Figs. 15, 16, and 17) to slfface openings in trilobites (Fig. 
44) suggest a tegt.Jmertll origin for some features in trilobites. Other 'hexagonal 
openings' (structures not penetrating the cuticle) on the cephalon of Ist'>telllS (Fig. 45) 
are of the same size and shape as setae observed on LirJlIlllS (Fig. 18), although, as 
SINmer (1980) noted, setae themselves ~re not found on trilobites. In addition, 
clusters of surface openings found on the cephalon of ~~~f\~SA? (Figs. 46, 47) are 
identical in shape and scale to the openings observed on the dorsal cephalic surface of 
Lint/IllS (Fig. 19). Taking into consideration species and ontogenetiC differences, the 
smaller Devonian trilobite L~*-IA.'PSA?c."hjfrom New York State shows probable setae 
openings on the tubercles of the pygidium (Figs. 48, 49), while P!Ja..::~.'ps rana, also from 
the Devonian of New York, has similar structures on the cephalon (Fig. 50). From this 
comparison it is apparent that there are several similarities in microstructures, although it 
is not known if this is indicative of common architectural or ancestral origins. 
~IltTrk M).::rt)sf/"IA:tlJres . 
As mentioned in Chapter Three, the 'dendritic' microstructure of McAllister and 
Brand (1989) is most likely an original or extremely early diagenetic microstructtre. This 
new conclusion is supported by its presence on primary surface structures such as 
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Figw-e 44: Ahexagonalsurf~e opening in aspecinen of ~«t'li.<t~i.<t(OrdO\1cian) 
is shO'ot.fl. Note the simil8rityin size to the tegumental glMd ducts i"I Figll'e8 15. 16. 
and 17. (1123) 
figw-e is: Openilg on the cephafon of aspecimen of Is«dus #/IM from the Verulam 
Fmmiion (OrdcMcian). Note the hexagomJ shape of the opening. ~d the wge size 
of this microstructure. (11129) 
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Figll'e 46: Ouster of possible $etae opening3 on the ceph80n of aspecinen of 
t'opde.sl8/JrlJtr;densisfrrxnthe Bromide Form81ion (Ord~i8n). (11491) 
Figll'e 47: Possible setae in the ;'ggd~siIllJrflmidmsis. (11491) 
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RgW'e 48: Nl.ITlerous tubercles on the pygiOOi spines of aspecinen of GreenQ{J$ IJQfJlli 
from the Deep Run Shale Member of the MoscOW' formalion (Devonian). Meny of the 
tubercles have had their peaks sheared during sample separation from the 
slIToundlngmatrix. (13421) 
figure 49: The tubercles noted i'l figure 48 are shown in detM, 'With setae openings in 
the 1O'w'ef half of the picture. (13 421) 
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Fig"e 50: Nwnerous small opmgs (possible setae) on the cephalon 01 aspecinen 01 
Ph6I:bp$ftn6 from the W8netah Shale Member, luclov.ole formation (Oevoni8n). 
(21229) 
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terraces (Fig. 51 A). In Irilobites, unlike Recent a.rttropods, this microstructure VY'aS not 
limited to just the horizontal surfaces of the cuticle, but appears to permeate the cuticle 
(Figs. 51 B,52). Ifthis microstructure 'HaS primary, one "M)uld expect them to disappear 
with extensive diagenetic al:eration of the cL.ticular ealcle. These microstruchres are 
presert in not only pristine but also on al:ered specirrlens. I: is possible that preservation 
of this microstrucb .... e is indicative of a delicate diagenetic process, but there is no 
irtormation as to its function and formation in Irilobite and Recert arthropod clticles. 
Their presence in both trilobite and Recent arthropod cuticles is intriguing; this similarly 
may irter a possible common ancestor, or simply refer to architedtr'al sinilarities. 
L.unime 
Laminae in Irilobi:es have been more consistently found in thin section 
examinations (e.g., To~, 1975; Teigler and Towe, 1975; Da/if19¥r'ater and Miller, 1977; 
Towe, pers. comm., 19B7) than SEM. This is no more obvious than in a corll>afison of 
the Devonian Irilobi:e PlAfUY>PS 171m from the Windom Member of the Moscow 
Formation. In the thin section examination by Teigler and To¥t'E? (1975). they observed 
laminae in all of their specimens, ¥!hile specimens in S EM examination of this study do 
not exhht laminae. Other than the laminae noted in Chapter 3 to have OCCLrred in 
Panll/~ no laminae were observed in the present study. 
Rore (1962) suggested preparation errors for the lad< of laminae in several thin . 
sections of his Siilrian crustacea specimens, and Dalingwater and Miller (1977) 
concluded that specirrlen preparation andlor diagenesis are the contrOlling factors in 
detecting laminae in Irilobites. Feldmann and Tshudy (19B7) in thet SEM study found 
the presence of laminae in fossi/Iobster to depend on the mot phase of the cuticle, as 
well as the preservation of the cuticle. In the present study, since laminae were absent 
from all but the lobster Panll/;us (Fig. 11), it is possible that there is a genetiC control at 
the family level. This supports Towe's (1975) assertion that some trilobite cuticles 
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FioW'e 51: The 'dendritic' microstructures in specimens of the Devorm trilobite Phacops 
rena is shO'wfl. A. The microstructure on primary s Ulfate terrace struchres of 8. 
rel8tively Wl8Itered specimen ( t 6 t 3-J8.YCox Shale Member, lu(iO\1r\4lle FOI'ITIation) . 
B. Cross-sectlonal .... e'w' of afooured cuticle..".;th the microstructtl'e appearing to 
permeate through the cuticle (From Mc.AJlister, 1987-1381) 
Fig .... e 52: 'Dendritic' microstructure in a croS3-s ecti on of lsollJIllSmtt'lirtllS(Wayne$VIe 
F~ion). (19536) 
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contain laminations and others do not. It is therefore likely that the main determining 
factors as to the presence or laminae in trilobles are preservation, sample preparation, 
and too heredly of the specimen. 
BAmih!!l'ali?ftA.?n StrlJ(ilres 
In Towe 's (1913) examination or the eyes of various trilobites, he paid close 
attention to their calcitic lenses and state of preservation. Biomineralized calcle lenses 
in trilobite eyes (e.g., phacopids) ~e oriented in such a way that vision was free or the 
brefringence inherent to calcite. The fact that lens calcite has crystallographic properties 
comparable to other primary calcites, indicates that l represents pristine material and 
conditions. Therefore, other biomineralization microslructLres can and should be 
preserved in trilobite cuticles, a conclusion substantiated by the studies of Dalingwater 
(1 91Sb) and Stooner (1980). 
'Biomineralization structures' (McAllister and Brand, 1981) round in cross-
sections or ls>..?/elllS fragments consist of narrow (approximately 5-20 I-fJl1 wide) calcite 
needles aligned perpendicular to the surface or the cuticle (Figs. 53, 54, 55, and 56). 
Emplacement or these microstructures in trilobites likely OCClJTed immediately post-molt, 
"Nhen too calcification process is most rapid in Recent arthropods. The absence or these 
microstructures in many trilobites is most likely a reflection or diagenetic obliteration (ct. 
Teigler and To~, 1915; Brand, 1981a). It is interesting to note that needle-shaped 
biomineralized microstructures VY'ere observed only in species of Is>..?/el'~ but it is not 
kooVYTl if they are unique to this genus. 
Diagenetic Microstructlres 
With extensive diagenetiC alteration or the cuticle, one would expect significant 
changes in the microstructures or trilobites. Alteration has boon found to have various 
degrees or intensity, largely due to the surrounding matrix. For example, Miller (1915) 
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FigW'e 53: Biomi'len!ilz8tion struct 1I'6S in 8. ce phalon fragment of the Ord<Mcien trilobit e 
~()/l/IlISmlt";fIIJSf'Nt'I.tf.t Formation) are shO'wn to trend perpendicuklrto the sliface 
of the cuticle (upperlett). (From McMister, 1987-11 22) 
FigW'e 54: Biomilel'8ization micr03tructures in athoraxfra,nent of /$Q/I/IlISmttW1tllS 
(Wa)n es-.I e F 0I1TI8ti on) are $ ho'wTl. Not e the up p er s urtac e (t op) and 1O'w'er s urtae e 
(bottom)'dh the biomineralizslion in the midsection of the cuticle. (12526) 
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Figure 55: Detail of the the biominer8lizalion structures in Figure 54 a-e shO'wn. (12 526) 
Figtre 56: Biomineraiz8lion microstructure in a fragment of IsQ/HlJS sp . (Cobourg 
Formation) is shown. (t 9 t 14) 
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and McAllister and Brand (1 9a9) noted localized occurrences of physical ateration on a 
very fine scale in specir'nens from shale. SI:«rner (19aO) found that specmens from 
shales exht>it good sllface slructuresl whereas those from limestones generally lack 
fine internal structures and are more heavily recrystallized. Miller (1 915) suggested that 
biological and mechanical recryslallizationl solution and replacement all have to be 
considered factors in the alteration of cuticular calcite. 
The higher deg"ee of calcification in trilobite ctticles than in most crustaceans is 
a major control on the extent and preservation potential or their primary microstructures. 
Diagenesis of the cuticular calcite hinders the detection or many original microstructtres 
and creates new featuresl which may be mistaken for primary exoskeletal 
microstrtJCtt.res. For examplel !=tore (1962) stated that many of the proposed 
subdivisions made for fossil cuticular microstructures are really diagenetic products. 
Diagenetic ateration of cuticles must also be considered a major factor for the apparent 
lack of primary microstructures in SOI11e lrilobitesl particularly those from limestones. 
Ilepbt-:ernerX .flAi I;rlizafA.?n MA.7i.?S!riA.'tires 
In the cot.rSe or this studyl several apparent diagenetic microstructures were 
notedl VYith the most obvious diagenetic changes having OCClJTed in the general sllface 
structures and tewes of the cuticle. The most apparent form of diagenetic ateration is 
not what microstructll"e has been left: behindl rather what microstructures are no longer 
present. Replacement of the original cuticular calcite generally obliterates alilraces of 
primary microslructuresl while initial forms of diagenesis generally lead to a 'fusing' or 
the cuticular calcite presentl a process first noted by McAllister and Brand (19a9). For 
examplel prog-essive diagenesis of PlAft':t?p$ ctticle resuls in the primary small sub-
rounded rhombs of calcite (Fig. 38 and 39) chahging to fused cuticular calcite (Fig. 51). 
This 'fusing' ¥ras observed in the present study and by McAllister and Brand (19a9) to 
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Figure 57: Fusing of cuticle calcite rhombs inaspecimen of P!t«-bp$f!nIl . (21 229) 
also occur in ls>.?telllS (McAllister and Brand, 1989-Fig. 6) and Terataspt:; (McAllister 
and Brand, 1989-Fig. 7) specimens. 
The replacement of clticular calcite with secondary minerals was also observed 
in speci'nens of the present study. Clticles of Phat'::ps /'aID (Fig. 58) and lst?tehlS 
maxmllS (Fig. 59) displaying characteristic dip 10 ida I cOOic and pyrtohedron pyrte ~e 
found in shale units known to represent reducing environments, and that also yielded 
specir'nens wth pristine microstructures. The emplacement of pyrte into the clticle has 
boon noted previously ~' Rolfe (1962), Osm6lska (1975), Teigler and To"h'e (1975), and 
Babcock (1982), however, it is believed that this is the first SEM evidence of pyritized 
trilobite cuticle. Babcock (1982) has suggested that pyrite groYith into OsmOlsI<a cavties 
is due to the composition of the reducing sedifne.nt or diagenetic waters, and Allison 
(1988b) has found that the action of bacteria will cause pyrite groVlth on Recent cuticles 
under anoxic conditions (Allison, 1988b). It is therefore likely that initial pyrte grov-.th is 
linked to waterlsedinent conditions and the presence of appropriate bacteria on the 
cuticle. 
TRACE ELEMENT GEOCHEMISTRY 
Trilobites are thought to have been more heavily calcified than Recent arthropods 
(To\'Ve 1973; Teigler and To\'Ve 1975; Dalingwater and Miller 1 971), and to have requred 
a minimal amount of chitin in their cuticles (Dalingwaterand Miller 1 977). The chitin ¥taS 
not found preserved by Teigler and Towe (1975) in ther examination of cuticles, 
a tho ugh they emphasized that this need not mean that chitin was lacking in trilobites. 
Similarly, Sohn (1958) and Rolfe (1962) identfted little or no organic fi'arnew:;,rk in the 
poorly mineralized cuticles of fossil crustacea. The organic fraction of the trilobite cuticle 
therefore appears to be of little consequence to their present geochemical composition, 
and will not be considered further. 
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Figl.l'e 58: Large cubic p')4'ite crystals in the cuticle (cephaJon) of aspecimen of P/W:()PS 
nnti from the Penn Db:ie Bed, VYlndom Shale Member, Mosco..", Formation. {214S1} 
Figure 59: A cluster of p)4itohedron pynle crystals in the cuticle of lsole/lJ$IM.linl.(Strom 
the Whitby Formation (Ordo"';citm) . (11 27) 
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Geochemical stud~s of fossil material have proven useful in determining not only 
the degree of diagenetic aleration but also the original mineralogy of the test (e.g., 
Lo~nstam, 1961; Brand and Veizer, 1980). In addition, the stud~s of Veizer and 
Demovic (1974), Veizer et.til (1978), Brand (1987a, 1989), and Popp (1981) among 
others have developed hypotheses abott the paleosalinity, paleotetl'lperatll'"e and other 
ambient environmental conditions in which a particular organism lived. Hov.ever, the 
results of these studies are based mostly on the shell chemistries of well-preserved 
brachiopods and molluscs, and not those of trilobites. Comparing the cOOl>OSitions of 
trilobites ¥rth those of Recent arthropod cuticles (Chapter 3) will aid in removing the 
diagenetic imprint on trilobites, suggest an original chemistry and mineralogy, and irter 
envi"orrnelial influences. 
Diagenesis in Trilobites 
Discrimination or aR:ered and pristine material is imperative in determining an 
original composition for trilobites. McAllister (1987) concluded that most trilobites lose 
sodium, strontium and magnesiurn 'Nth diagenesis (d. Brand and Veizer, 1980), an 
observation expanded upon in the present study. The majority of trilobites in the present 
study have undergone some degree of geochemical alteration from thei" pristine 
composition, and most likely the degree of alteration is in large part due to the irtluence 
of the st.rTounding facies. Pristine microstrudtre5, although not exclusive to shales, 
generally are more abundant in this lithofacies. McAllister and Brand (1989) round that 
the irtluence of facies (lithology) on the geochemical contents of cuticular calcite can 00 
inferred from differences in manganese concentrations oo~n pristine specirrlens 
obtained from shales and limestones. This is interpreted as retled:ing differences in the 
redox potential of the tYVO environments in which the studied trilobites Jived, and supports 
Rainbows' (1988) observations, and those of the present study, of metal uptake in 
Recent arthropods. Although there are differences in the manganese contents, the 
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strontil.rnkalcium ratios in Irilobites from shales and limestones ....vere round to be smilar. 
This is a clear indication of the redox-independent behaviour of strontitm in calcitm 
carbonate, and the high mobility of the strontium ion in diagenesis, wth a high 
strontitmkalcitm ratio reflecting a lesser degree or diagenesis. Pristine specimens 
should therefore possess high concentrations of strontium and sodium, similar to Recent 
artlTopods, and manganese and iron being facies and diagenetically controlled. The 
fact that diagenetic nuids are able to pass through porous limestones in greater volumes 
than through shales is the obvious cause of this preservation phenomenon. 
Devonian Trilobites 
The majority of Devonian Irilobites were obtained from shale facies (Fig. 60, 61), 
and most of those studied by S EM possessed pristine microstructures (e.g. Figs. 37, 38, 
and 42). High concentrations of manganese (Fig. 60) and slrontium and sodium (Fig. 
61) in Irilobite- cuticles from the shale units emphasize the facies irtluence and better 
preservation usually inherent to this lithology. Apparent alteration of specimens in shale 
was obsery'ed (e .g.-a bf,"'?thi-Widder Fmn., Fig. 61), and therefore analysis is focused 
on both shale diagenesis, and the irtluence of the depositional envirorrnert on the 
chemislries of the lrilobite cuticular calcite. 
The strontium, manganese and sodium concentrations in lrilobites from shales 
show a high degree of variability and may change laterally from locally to locally within 
the same bed, as in Pha .. ':t?ps ~na from the Demissa bed of the LudloVY'Ville Formation 
(Figs. 62 and 63). PI1~ .. ':t'Ps specimens from the Demissa Bed at Bayview and Spring 
Brook, N. Y. were found to be statistically different in magneSium (t-test -7.11S, p<O.OS, 
f= 7; Appendix !V), strontium (t-test -S.264, p<O.OS, f= 7; Appendix !V), sodium (t-test -
3.620, p<O.OS, f= 7; Appendix IV), and manganese (Hest 6.267, p<O.OS, f= 7; Appendix IV) 
concentrations. These elements are generally thought to be controlled by diagenesis 
(Brand and Veizer, 1 980), and suggest that Pha .. ':t?pS from Spring Brook, N. Y. are less 
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Figure 60: Ditference3 in the mangane3e concentmliom in Devoni8l'l trilobites from shale 
(solid s')'mbols) and limestone (open S)4Tlbols) fsties . Due to loW' strontiumlcalcium 
ratios, 811 samples from limestone, 8I'ld some from shale, 8fe considered altered. 
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Figll'e 61: Differences in strontium end sodium concentrations in Devoni8n trilobies from 
shale (solid S'f1Tlbols) end limestone (open s')'mbofs) facies due to alteration. MO'WS 
indic8t e direction of 81 enlli on. 
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figtl'e 62: lateral wrialion il iron and mangen~e comp03lion of P,w.b~nn.t"hil the 
Demissa Bed (ludlo'vlYile formation) due to ditterenc~ in alteration at &y..4wOoc. 
1.1) md Spring Brook poco 5.1) N. Y. 
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Figure 63: V8riation irt strontium and so€ium concentrstions in Pltt¥:bp$ I'lntJ from the 
Demissa Bed (ludloWlle fonnalion) due to ditferertial8lter8lion at Bayo,;e.... poc. 1.1) 
and Spring Brook poc. 5.1) N. Y. NrW ildic8l~ direction of alteration. 
8.2 
aR:ered than those from Bayview, N. Y., due to higher magnesium, strontium, and sodium 
concentrations with a decrease in manganese. t is therefore most Ikely that t is lateral 
differences in degree or alteration, and diagenetic nuids, wthin the unt that are 
observed. Lateral variance in preservation \'Vas also observed in specmens from the 
Smoke Creek Bed of the Moscow Formation. Phat':Ops specimens from the Smoke 
Creek Bed at Bayview, N. Y. 't'Y'ere found to possess slatistically lower concemations or 
magne5iLrn (t-test -6.842, rxO.05, f=25; Appendix rY), strontium (t-test -5.674, rxO.05, 
f=25; Appendix rY), and sodium (t-test -3.349, p<O.05, f=25; Appendix IV) than those at 
Fall Brook, N. Y. (Figs. 64 and 65). Specimens from this unt have been found to contain 
pristine microstructures (Figs. 37 and 42) and are thought to be some of the least atered 
specmens from this study. 
Ateration of clticular calcite may also vary stratigraphically within a section. For 
example, the cuticular calcite of Pha ... x>ps~n..? from the section at the Penn Dixie Quarry, 
Bayview N.Y. (Fig. 5) varies in i"on and manganese (Fig. 66) and strontit.rn and sodium 
(Fig. 67). Variation or these elements is most likely a reflection or differential al:eration or 
the specimens due to the passage or diagenetic fluids. Concentrations of all elements 
investigated in specimens from the l'NO Io~ost beds, the Demissa Bed (Ioc. 1.1) of 
the LudloWv'ille Formation and the Smoke Creek Bed (Ioc. 1.2) or the Moscow Formation, 
~e found to be statistically sirnilarto one another (Appendix rY). This may suggest that 
ether the t'M> units were altered by the same diagenetic fluid, or that very similar 
conditions existed for both periods of deposition. Since the concentrations of the 
diagenetically controlled elements have folloVY'ed an alteration trend (namely loVY'ered 
concentrations or magnesium, strontium, and sodium from 'pristine' specimens at Fall 
Brook), the f~r appears to be indicated. The cuticular calcite chemistries or these 
units, and the stratigraphically superior Penn Dixie Bed of the Moscow Formation, are 
statistically different in calcium, magnesium, stronthln, manganese, and iron (see 
Appendix rY), and suggest different diagenetic fluid chemistries. Compared to the Penn 
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Fig ... e 64: Oitterenti8lalteratioo of the Devonian trilobie PIt8cDPSf!JM from exposures of 
the Smoke Creek Bed (Mosco'w' Formation) at Fall Brook poco 3) and Bay.Ae'w', N. V. 
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Figll'e 65: lateral wrialion in preservation of Pht¥:DPSflil1lJ from the Smoke Creek Bed at 
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Agure 66: stratigraphic variation in ron and manganese concentrations in P/W:QfJ$11Im 
from Bayyie'w', N. V. Specimens from the Penn Dixie Bed \lIere found to be partially 
sicified in XRD analysis (Appendx Vl, and p)fitized in SEM e:xaminalion (Fig. 58), and 
therefore are considered the most altered of this suite. 
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Agure 67: stratigraphic variation in alteration is iRustrated by PNcDp$ I11n8 ha'ving 
different levels of the diagenetic8Jly controlled elements strontium 8f'Id sodhlfl. The 
Penn Dixie Bed possess es the 1O'w'est cone entralions of the beds at Bay.,;e'w', N. V., 
confmning obsetV81ions made in Figure 66. 
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Dixie Bed, the Smoke Creek Bed VYaS found to have statistically higher concentrations of 
strontium (t-test 5.596, p<0.05, f=24; Appendix IV) and sodh.rn (t-test -2.251, p<0.05, 
f=24; Appendix IV) (Fig. 66), which suggests greater alteration of the Penn Dixie Bed 
than the underlying strata. The presence of abundant pyritized brachiopods (Brett, 
1974b) and trilobites (Fig. 58), and XRD analysis (Appendix V) showing partial 
silicification of some trilobite specimens, serve to cortim this hypothesis. 
Altered trilobites, and brachiopods (Brand and Veizer, 1980), generally show a 
decrease in magnesium and the ratio of strortitrn to calcium 'v'rih diagenesis. Trilobite 
specimens from the lo~rshale of the Widder Formation, for example, possessed much 
lower concentrations of strontium (Fig. 61), magnesium, and strontilR1lkalcium ratios 
(Fig. 68), than other specimens from shale units, and have previously been described as 
physically atered (Vrt"ight and \M"ig~ 1961). Conversely, high concenlrations of 
magnesilrn in cuticular material does not necessarily mean that the material is in a 
pristine state. For example, samples from the Edgecliff Member, Onondaga Formation, 
are considered microstructtrally (McAllister and Brand, 1989) and geochemically 
aR:ered, due to low strontitrn and sodilrn concentrations (Fig. 61). The high magnesilrn 
concentrations (Fig. 69) in this case reflect the partial dolomitization of the cuticular 
calcite, a process not limited to limestone facies. Trilobites from the Kashong shale are 
most likely dolomitized due to low strontiumlcalcium ratios (Figs. 60, and 68) with high 
concerb'ations of magnesillll (Figs. 68, · and 69). Pristine cuticular calcite should 
therefore have high strontium and sodium concentrations, wth a high magnesilrn 
concentration and SrlCa ratio apparently being secondary consideration in some shale 
and limestone facies. 
Strontium and sodium have been proven effective as sensitive indicators of 
diagenesis (Brand and Veizer, 1980). urtortunately, these elements are not useful in 
determining all types of alteration. Silicification of trilobite cuticle can not be detected 
through trace elements, largely due to the recalculation back to a 100 % calcillll 
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carbonate compostion for the fossil. Representing the material that failed to dissolve, 
insohble residue proves useful in detecting silicfication. For exarrple, the Deep Run 
and Jaycox shales yield specimens that can not be determined from strOrtillll, sodit.rn 
and magnesh.rn concenlJations to be highly aR:ered (Figs. 61, and 69). High insollble 
residues for spocirrlens from these units (Appendix IV) suggest silicflCation, and this was 
COnflll1OO by XRD analysis of the cuticular po~ (Appendix V). Although insoltble 
residue may be indicative of other procedural errors (i. e. inclusion of matrix), high I. R's 
in trilobites should warrant further XRD examination. 
Ordovician Trilobites 
Unlike the Devonian specimens of this study, the majority of Ordovician trilobtes 
~re obtained from limestone facies (Figs. 5, 70, and 71). This has had the effect of 
~ighing the Ordovician data in favour of limestone diagenesis, ¥tilere preservation 
potential is low. This has proven beneficial to the present study as it allo"NS examination 
of limestone diagenesis in trilobites and perhaps more definite determinations of pristine 
trilobites from this facies. Generally, in fossils obtained from limestone the ratio of 
strontium to calcium decreases while the manganese contents increase wth progressive 
post-depositional alteration of metastable carbonate phases (Brand and Veizer, 1990). 
This rationale of elemental re-distribution with diagenesis applies to the trilobite material 
from lirrlestones (Fig. 71), where the most altered specimens from limestooos have the 
loVv'eSt strontiumlcalcil.rn ratios and the highest manganese contents, whereas unaltered 
and slightly altered samples contain I€'ss than 200 ppm manganese and have 
strontiumkalcium ratios greater than 1.5. 
Alteration of trilobites obtained from limestone varied stratigraphically, and was 
indicated by significantly lo~r concentrations of sodium, strontium and magnesium, and 
increases in manganese (Figs. 72, 73), all of which are diagenetic indicators in this 
facies. 1st?t~Il/Sfrom the VeruJam Formation at Ogden Point (Ioc. 9.1) ~re observed to 
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Figure 70: Sc8!ter diagI'8ITI of 1000 strontiurnlc3Jcium rali03 versus rmt'lg«lese 
concentrations in 81 OrdO\4cian tnlobites e)Ql1)jned. 
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Figure 71 : The influence of facies on Ord~ trilobite geochemistry is sho'wt'l. Note 
the sePM!tion of strontiwnlc8lciwn and manganese conceOO8lions of trilobites from 
shale (solid se,mbols) and linestone (open S)mbols) facies. 
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Figure 73: strniigraphically differences in magnesium and strontiumlc8lcium rniios in 
1s0l6l11S from the Verulam (9.1) and Cobourg (9.2) FOJTn8lions. 
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have signncantly lower concentrations of strontium (t-test -3.783, p<O.OS, f=32; Appendix 
IV), soditrn (t-test -3.601, p<O.OS, f=32; Appendix IV), and magnesitrn (t-test -2.487, 
p<O.OS, (=32; Appendix IV), and signficantly higher concentrations of manganese (t-test 
4.228, p<O.OS, f=32; Appendix IV) than Ist?/elil$ from the Cobourg Formation. This 
suggests that at this locality specimens from the Verulam Formation are more altered 
than those of the overlying Cobourg Formation. 
Geographically lateral variation in Irilobite geochemistry was found in specimens 
of lst?telilS n1fXirJllS from the equivalert Trilobite S hale and lrepA?(:e./'as dlJSe.li beds of 
the waynesville Formation (Frey, 1987). Compared to Frey's (1 987) lrepA?c.~s Bed 
(Ioc. 1 S), signrlCantly higher concertrations of the diagenetically controlled elements 
strortit.rn (t-test -7.328, p<O.OS, f=23; Appendix IV) and sodium (t-test -S.017, p<O.OS, 
f=23; Appendix IV) (Fig. 74) in lst?tehlS from the Triloble Shale (Ioc. 17) suggest less 
alteration in the latter's Irilobites. An examination of the iron and manganese 
concertrations in lst?/elllS from these localities (see Appendix IV), suggests that the 
alteration fluid in the lrepA?c.~s Bed YraS enriched in these elements, relative to that in 
the Triloble Shale (Fig. 7S). The Irilobites from both unls possess chemistries that are 
low in magoosil.m, sJrOrtilill and sodit.m, relative to other specimens of Ist?tell~ and are 
therefore considered geochemically aR:ered. 
Evidence for the resistance of clticles to ateration may be found in a c~ison 
of l'M:> Isoteline genera, }~~~if M?lJ'Jk/ensis from the 'Pooleville Member, Bromide 
Formation and lst?tehlS g~fS from the LO'TYer Verulam Formation. Analysis of the malrix 
revealed concertrations of iron (11 96S ppm) and magnesium (79 273 ppm) in the range 
of ferman dolomle in the Bromide, and much lower concentrations in the Lower Verulam 
. (890 ppm iron; 4060 ppm magne5it.rn). The levels of these metals in the cuticular calcite 
of the bilobites were far 1o'TYer than in the malrix, and concentrations of iron in the cuticles 
of ~'{~B specimens were found to be significantly higher (t-test 12.703, p<O.OS, f=21; 
Appendix IV) than that in lst?/elllS(Fig. 76), although they "Here reasonable for Irilobites. 
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The sodium values for both trilobites are far below what is consistert wlh pristine 
preservation. MicrostTuctl.ra11y (Figs. 46 and 47) and geochemically (Fig. 77), .·t~'i\~.a 
VYas found to be less altered than Ist)telll!} and it can therefore be concluded that 
alteration or the clticular calcite is occasionally independent of the al:eration or the 
slITounding matrix. 
Facies influence on trilobite cuticle geochemistries has to be considered while 
evaluating diagenetic effects on elemental re-dislribl.tions (Veizer, 1977; Brand, 1988). 
As demonstrated in this study, chemical trends in specimens from shales are more 
difficult to interpret due to high amounts of manganese in the depostional sedinent, and 
the variation of this element with diagenetic alteration. This may be ft.rther cOf"rl)licated 
by the possibility that trilobites, similar to Recent artlTopods, took l4> metals such as iron 
and manganese into their cuticles from the sediment. Variations in amounts of the metal 
in the sediment could result in a corresponding deviation in the concentration of metal in 
the pristine cuticular calcite or the trilobite (d. RainboW, 1988). Therefore, differences in 
cuticular pristine manganese concentrations between localities may represent localized 
conditions of the sediments. For this reason the preservation or trilobites from shales 
should not be evaluated solely by the level of manganese or other metal in thei" cuticular 
calcite, because this is likely influenced by the depositional environment/sediment. An 
example or this sediment influence, is most likely in trilobites from the brachiopodal 
pavement and black shale or the Whitby Formation (Maysvillian). I: has been suggested 
that the brachiopodal pavement was formed from shale due to winnowing by storms 
(West.rop, pern. comm., 1989). Judging by the condition of the lst?telllS specimens, it is 
most likely that the braChiopods and trilobites ¥/ere encased in the same sediment 
before winnowing OCClRTed, because specimens migrating into the sediment after 
winnowing VYQuld not have been rragmented. Microstructurally pristine specimens of 
~lAit'!f/!1ites /at~1inatllS obtained from the black shale facies (Fig. 6, 1oc.6.1) 
possess significantly greater concentrations of manganese (t-test 3.771, p<O.OS. f=31; 
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Appendix IV) and iron (t-test 3.291 P<O.OSI r=31; Appendix IV) than the pristine specimens 
of lst?telilS l'lJ..uimlS obtained from the brachiopodal pavement (Fig. 61 Ioc. 6.2) (Fig. 7B). 
r alteration ¥/as to be based solely upon the manganese concentration, pristine lst"elilS 
"M:)uld be found to be more geochemically atered than ~i).~'{lY!7i'es However, the 
diagenetically controlled elemelis slrortil.rn and sodil.ml which are not di"E~ctly facies 
irtluenced, show all specimens from the Whitby Foonation to possess similar 
preservations (Fig. 79), and are the least aR:ered of the Ordovician trilobites (Fig. BO). 
The black shale matrix, in support of Rainbow's (19BB) observations in Recent 
arttv"opods, possesses manganese concentrations of B90 ppm and iron concentrations 
of 4S0S ppm, far higher than that found in the trilobite cuticular calcite (means of 223 
ppm manganese, 96S ppm iron). The brachiopoda I pavement matrix smilarty 
possesses higher metal levels than "haS observed in the cuticular calcite, however the 
concentrations in this matrix are much lower than those in the black shale. R: is therefore 
unlikely that the brachiopodal pavement VYaS derived from the black shale sedmert 
Thus, it is possible that the elevated concentrations or manganese in the 
microslructurally and geochemically pristine specimens from the 'Nhitby Formation 
rertect elevated metal concentrations in the sllTounding sediment/environment at the 
time or cuticle formation. However, since Ist?telils and ~iA:A~'M7reS do not co-occur in 
the black shale or brachiopodal pavement, there is a possibility that differences in metal 
concentrations in lst?/elilS and ~i.dW17i'esare taxonomic rather than environmental. 
Until co-occurring pristine specimens of lst'J/elilS and ~iA~~'M7res are found and 
analysed with matrix, no definite conclusion to this question can be drawn. 
MINERALOGY 
Few researchers have examined the composition or trilobite cuticular calcite in 
detail. Using X-ray ditfraction (XRD)I Stehli (1 9S6) examined one trilobite pygidium from 
the Middle Pennsylvanian Boggy Formation or Oklahoma, and supported B0g9ild 's 
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Figure 80: Loss of strontium and sodium in OrdO\Acian trilobles. MO'Windicates direction· 
of 8It eration. 
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(1930 in Stehli, 1956) suggestion of a calcitic trilobite cuticle. Lo~nstam (1963) 
suggested a cuticular MgC03 composition of 2-14 mole% for Prootid trilobites (Lower 
Pennsylvanian). He noted that the data base VYaS too limited to enable comroont on the 
original mineralogy of other groups of arthropods and trilobites. Dalingwater (1973) and 
Towe (1973) also irterred an original calcite mineralogy for trilobite cuticles, whereas 
Richter and FOchlbauer (1978) suggested an original high magnesian calcite 
composition for trilobites because of their alteration to ferroan calcite. Kanip (1986) 
examined the elemental composition of ten trilobite 'fragments from the Kashong Shale 
of the Middle Devonian Hamilton Group and concluded that trilobite cuticles ¥!ere 
originally Iow-Mg calcite. 
The use of XRD examination (Appendix V) VYaS linited by the resolution of the 
equipment. Although confirming the presence of calcite in cuticular po"Nders, the amount 
of magneSium carbonate was not discernible, and therefore XRD data will not be 
considered fLrther. 
The present study has found that alteration of specimens can be determined by 
low strontium and sodium concentrations, and removal of atered specrnens based on 
microstructural and geochemical considerations, yields essentially pristine specrnens. 
Determination of mineralogies from these screened specimens indicates that the 
Devonian trilobite PMf.'>.:pS ran..i in shale possessed a pristine composition of be~en 
5 000 and 7 000 ppm magnesium (1.73 - 2.43 mole % MgC03), and both Ordovician 
trilobites 1st?te./IISilJa.¥mllSand Pse.1A.~~7)111e.s· /ati'IJarpinatl~ also in shale, possessed 
magnesium values of 8000 to 9500 ppm (2.77 - 3.30 mole % MgC03) (Fig. 81). Since 
these trilobites are considered microstructurally and geochemically pristine, it is 
apparent that variable mineralogies for trilobites occurred in the Paleozoic. A possible 
hypothesis for this may be suggested by observations made of Recent arthropod 
reactions to salinity changes, and/or taxonomic irtluences on the secretion of 
magnesium calcite (see Chapter 3). In Recent marine arthropods,. an increase in the 
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clticular magnesil.rn conceroation is the reaction to increased salinity. Asst.rrling no 
taxonomic irtloonce, t is possible that Phat'>.?pS inhabited was less saline ¥taters than 
thatby Js>..?/e/lISand ~iA.~,!7}!7i'es FlI'ther study of this possibility, and these trilobites 
is obviously required to prove or disprove this hypothesis. 
STABLE ISOTOPES 
The use of isotopes in the analysis otfossil material has proven beneficial in 
determining the fluids responsible forateration, and in the case of pristine material, may 
yield paleoenvi"ol'll'lental irtormation. 
Diagenetic Evaluation 
A suite of specir'nens was chosen for Sl8() and s13e analysis, to provide the 
greatest variety in preservation of the trilobte calcte and a good balance of samples 
from the different tine periods (Figs. 82 and 83). There is only a slight difference in 
isotope values ~n the Ordovician specimens of Js>..?/e/ilS from the Whlby, Cobourg 
and Verulam Formations (AlSO = 1.03 %; A13e = 0.46 %) (Fig. 82). This difference 
betoNeen the tv«> populations may be a reflection of the secular variation of seawater 
composition and/or temperature (e.g. Knalth and Epstein, 1976; Brand, 1989). This 
conclusion, based on stable isotope values, is in agreement with their overall 
preservation as indicated by trace element analysis (Fig. 80). OVerall, the slightly altered 
specimens from limestone (Cobourg and Verulam Formations) show a minimal increase 
in oxygen from the pristine specimens in shale (Whitby Formation). Carbon in 
specimens from the Cobourg Formation do not appear to be different from those from 
pristine specimens of the Whitby Formation, although specimens from the Verulam 
Formation are marginally higher (Fig. 82). This suggests that ateration of specimens 
from the Verulam Formation probably took place in the presence of marine-dominated 
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Figl.l'e 83: Carbon and oX)'gen isotopes in P~QPS from the Devonian of Ne'w'York state 
and Ontario. DefA1ed field represents calcite precipitated in isotopic equibrium ~h 
normaj marine wers (lo'w'enstam, 1961; Brand, 1989). 
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mixed ¥raters, while those of the Whlby and Cobourg Formation were subject to 
meteoric-dominated mixed ¥laters. 
S milar to the Ordovician samples, there is only a slight difference OOl'vYeen 
Devonian trilobites from shales and limestones for carbon but not for oxygen (Fig. 93). 
The specimens from the Onondaga limesto~ wth their textural and trace element 
features are indicative of extensive alteration (McAllister and Brand, 1999). The overall 
shift to slightly heavier carbon and oxygen values and the concomitant partial 
dolomitization of the matrix iTplies that waters of mixed origin \tVere probably responsble 
for the observed diagenetic feat .... es and elemental as ~II as iSotopic trends (e.g., 
Pingitore, 1976; Brand and Veizer, 1990; Brand, 1999). Specimens of Pha..:> .. ?pS ram 
from the tv1oscow Formation (Deep Run Shale, Smoke Creek Bed, and Kashong Shale) 
illustrate a variety of preservations, and slable isotopic compositions. Phacops from the 
Smoke Creek Bed has been found to less alered than other Devonian trilobites. Altered 
specimens are characterized by Io~ strortium and sodium contents, as ~II as lighter 
6 13C values (Figs. 61, and 83). It is postulated that aleration of the specimens from the 
Kashong and Deep Run shales occurred in the presence of marine-dominated mixed 
¥laters. 
The average S180 valoos for the ~II-preserved Ordovician (-5.6 %, POB) and 
Devonian (-5.5 %, POB) trilobites are sinilar to those obtained from contemporaneous 
brachiopods (Popp et lil, 1996; Veizer et .fll, 1996; Brand, 1999). Several factors such 
as either extremely warm tel'l1peratures, dilution by isotopically-light ¥later, and.'or the 
secular variation of seawater may 00 responsible for the light values observed in the 
trilobite calcite. Ho"Never, the shortage of data at this time limits the discussion on these 
different factors, and more data is obviously needed to address this question 
conclusively . 
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Chapter 5 
Summary and Conclusions 
The IJse of Recent ~.rthf<)pods in microsJrlJctlJ~.! ~.nd geochemical investigations 
of trilobites has proven successful in many facets of this study, and problematic in others. 
Recent a.rthropods provide much needed data on the idetiification, origin and function of 
pristine microstructures in trilobites. Due to observations made in Recent arthropods, the 
dendritic microstructure, originally thought to be a diagenetic indicator, may in fact be 
suggestive of the delicate nature of diagenesis in trilobites. Microstructures, such as 
setae a.nd tegumental gland duct openings, in like sized LmtllllS and Isoteline trilobites 
may indicate common ancestral origins for these organisms, or simply pa~.llel cuticle 
evolutions. Due to a paucity of calcification in LmtllllS, a geochemical comparison 'vVa.S 
impossible. This in itself may indicate parallel evolution, and data to resolve this issue 
are urgentl~l reqUired. 
Contrary to thin section observations made by Teigler and To\¥€' (1975) and 
TO\'\te (pers. comm., 1987). SEM examination of cuticle fragments of trilobites from the 
same unil1locality failed to detect the presence of a single laminae. Assuming no 
preparations errors, it is concluded that there is some inherent feature of SEM 
examination which may not allow detection of some features that are visible in thin 
sections, while features such as the dendritic microstructure are apparettly visible only 
under SEM. Geochemical data from Ph.if).?pS from Teigler and Towe's (1975) locality 
indicates that 1) not all trilobites have the same microstructural and geochemical 
preservation, and 2) that variations between trilobites are controlled by diagen~ic rather 
than genetiC factors, observations that dispute Teiglerand Towe's (1 975) findings. 
The region of the cuticle sampled for examination is also a ma.jor influence in 
detecting pristine microstructures, as not all areas of trilobite and Recent arthropod 
cuticles will have microstructures identifiable in a SEM stUdy. For example, the 
cephalons of trilobites are the most ideal area to examine because this is where setae 
were most abundant. Subtleties in the process of alteration, howeVer, rna>1 leave pristine 
rnicrostn~ctures in cuticles that are p~.rti~.I!y silicified or dolornitized, ~.nd degree ~.nd type 
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of alteration ma~.· vary stratigraphically and longitudinally within a unit. It is therefore 
imperative that alteration be determined by both microstructural and geochemical 
analysis. 
Environmental and sediment influences on Recent arthropod cuticle calcite can 
be documented, and comparisons made with extraneous chemistries in trilobites, 
eventually indicating possible environmental influences in pristine trilobite material. 
Natural processes in Recent arthropods, such as molting, also lead to variations in 
cuticle chemistries, apparentl~J resulting in enrichment of the exuvia in some elements 
(iron, manganese and strontium), and a depletion in others -<sodium). Variations are 
thought to reflect the area of concentration of the elements during calCification, and their 
SUbsequent reabsorption (or lack thereo~ during ecd~'sis. Subsequent exposure to 
vv'eathering 'was found to lead to leaching of mobile elements, such as sodium .. from the 
cuticle. Environmental conditions, such as the salinity of "hater and metal content of the 
surrounding life medium, have been found to affect the composition of the cuticular 
calcite. Variable salinity produces distinctive results, specificall~J a lo\over salinity 
producing lo ........ -er magnesium and higher calcium values. Therefore, obser .... ed 
differences in cuticular chemistries betYoteen individuals of the same taxon, such as 
l-/emiprapsllS or {.ll.:{)lJe(t&~ likely reflect salinity. Differences in magneSium bet-h'een 
species, however, may be related to biological processes controlled by the individual 
organism, suggesting that all chemistr.; is uniform within a taxon and all · .... ariation is 
therefore intertaxic. This process remains to be full~J understood. 
The nature of the life habitat may be reflected in cuticular iron and manganese 
concentrations of Recent arthropods, and therefore 'vVOuld be applicable to pristine 
trilobites. Metal variations in pristine Ordovician trilobite cuticle appears to follow the 
constraints outlined for Recent arthropods, of regulation due to the chemistry of the 
surrounding medium (Rainbow, 1988). Variation of manganese concentration 
stratigraphicallJ' in pristine trilobites at Craigleith, necessitates caution in the use of this 
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element in determining diagenesis. Experimental studies into the responses of Recent 
taxa to variable environmental chemistries, and further study of pristine trilobites, is 
required to fully understand the processes responsible for metal variations. 
In diagenetic analysis, sodium, strontium and magnesium proved most beneficial 
in determining altered b-ilobites. This follo¥ts observations made of high concenlrations 
of these elements in Recent arthropods. Using this criterion, Ordovician specimens from 
shale generally sho'Wed the least amount of alteration (Fig. 80 and 81), with the majority 
of specimens from the LO'Wer Whitby Formation being considered both geochemically 
and microstructurally pristine. Facies influence can therefore be considered to be the 
primari factor in cuticle preservation at the microstructural and geochemical level. 
Removing altered specimens from the data set gives a better indication of original 
mineralogy, with mineralogies of 1.7 - 2.4 mole % MgC03 (BODO to 9500 ppm 
magneSium; Fig. 81) for both &?te/11S nAi..YfflJ/1S and PselAit~~lites J.'itm'ir9in..'ill~ and 
2.B - 3.3 mole % MgC03 (5000 to 7000 ppm magnesium) for PhL'i{1pS This is slight~i 
lo~ than the mineralogy of Recent marine arthropods (4.43 - 12.1 mole % MgC03), 
and slightly higher than that of fresh-'vVater crayfish (0.96 - 1.B2 mole % MgC03). 
Because of its metastable intermediate-magnesian calcite mineralog~/, trilobite cuticle 
calcite is generally altered to low-magneSian calcite in the presence of meteoric or burial 
fluids. Stable isotope values and trends support the assertion that meteoric/burial fluids 
were responsible for the alteration observed in a number of the trilobite specimens. 
Pristine /s>:'J/e/tl..~ and .PsetA1>.~~l/tes from the LO'Wer Whilt>y Formation possess 0 180 
values of -7.3 - -5.31 %. PDB and -0.5 - -5.23 %. PDB respectively. These values are 
similar to those proposed by Brookfield (1988) to support his hypothesis of temperate 
rather than tropical Ordovician sea. However, application of the 0 180 values to formulas 
proposed b~.1 Brand (Lo'Wer Paleozoic 'vVaters to be corrected b~' -3.5 SMOW, pers. 
comm., 1 988) yield paleotemperatures of 25 to 34°C for /s>..?te/l~ and 25 to 31°C for 
,DselAit~1}11ites. These temperatures are much higher than \'YOuld be expected in a 
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temperate sea. However, taking into consideration a less saline vvater (30 % as 
apposed to 35.5 %) yields paleotemperatures of 18 to 27 ~c and 17 to 23 ~c for 1.:" .. ·JteJ~·/s 
and PselAit~1Y!7ites respectively, which fall 'within the temperate realm. Since Recent 
arthropods have been excellent analogous organisms thus far, it is obvious that study 
into the isotopic composition of pristine trilobites and Recent arthropods should be 
persued, before further speculation into paleotemperatures from trilobites. 
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Appendix I: 
Species .. locality .. Sample Information 
Table 1: This table fists the different species of organisms of this study 'with their common 
neme (if applicable) and assigned number. The numbers bted will appear in the first 
column (Sp) of the tables in AppendixlU. 
Species NII.aI~er 
(..1"dDI..ti.vl 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
/)1Jta'fJf1ilJn 
30 
31 
32 
33 
Recent/lflNineJ 
70 
71 
12 
73 
74 
75 
16 
77 
78 
Recent/fresh h«erj 
80 
99 
Speeies 
/$«ellI$ sp. 
/$«6111$ titIM 
/$oI61usm£WnIl$ 
t'Dgdes18 /Jromidensis 
Pselldou''''8iesllJliTwgirWlI$ 
P/w:DPSSp. 
P/tlrDp$1'IJnIi 
Gl'eenDp$ bDoIli 
T IJI'lIIMp/$ fIIW1tM 
CIlnCet' {A'oduclll$ (Red Rock Crab) 
Hmip.psll$nllds (Purple Shore Crab) 
('6ncet'mt(qislet' (Dungeness Clab} 
Pllg~1itJ: {A'Dducla (K elp Crab) 
lim'lI$ pd)-phemll$ (Niantic Horseshoe Crab) 
P8I111i'usN'gll$ (Spiny lobster) 
C8Ifneclessapidll$ (Blue Crab) 
C8IIInedes sp. 
Ch6lonilillp8Jub (Crab Barnacles) 
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Table 2: This table lists the ttagment of cuticle sampled 'with its corresponding 
number. This number wi appear immediately betore the sample number in 
App en dix lB. 
Fint Tvo Diaits Meanina 
11 cephalon (ceph8.1othorsxin lobsters) 
12 th orax{ doroal C8I"8.pac e) 
13 pygidium (t8il) 
14 hyperstoma 
15 antennae 
16 leg segment 
17 lettcJaw' 
18 rightcJaw 
19 rinO\YTl fragment 
20 matrix 
21 'Wh oj e in di'vi d U8J 
22 ventral carapace 
23 W'hole carapace 
The sample numbers consist of essentially t...vo numbers. The first t...vo digits 
correspond to the segment or combination of segments that make up the sample. The 
next l'NO to three digits are simply the number of the sample (ie. 01 to 500) and 
correspond to the order in which they ¥t'ef'e analyzed. The numbering of the samples for 
the present study will commence at 141. The data from McAllist~r (1987a) contains a 
symbol (t) irnrnediately follo¥ling the sample nt.mber. Where data from the previous 
study ~e usedl the numbers for localities and ~cies have been changed to reflect 
the new data setl with the mrnbers from McAllister (1987a) in parentheses. The old data 
has retained the previous numbering for the segment (s) that 'rVere analyse<t and these 
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should be noted to avoid confusion. The mentioned nurnberings are listed in table 3 
below. 
Table 3: Sho'wf. is the meaning of the first t ...... o digits of the samples 'wih the 
nurnberilg from McPJlister{ 1987}. 
Fint Two Diaits 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
LII/ LOCH/Ny NIJII1ber5 
Old Data Set Meaning 
"'h 01 e tril 0 bit e 
cephalon Md thorax 
thorax and pygidium 
cephalon Md pygidium 
",hole trilobite (eyes not included) 
Table 4 incl~: the age of the unit (given as the North American Stage. and the 
European equivalent (Barnes et aI., 1981; Harland et aI., 1982)]; the unit name; a general 
facies description; a hand specimen description (using Dunham's (1962) nomenclature); 
and a description of the locality of the sampled unit. 
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Table 4: Lists ofloceJities oft his study that correspond to the numbers in the second column in Appendixlll, ,~t h reference to stratigraphic 
level of samples (Le .loceJityX.2 is beloW'X.3 and above X. n the age ofthe unit, the nam elf onnation, the general facies ofthe unit, 
and han d specimen descriptions (Dunham, 1962). 
Local" # Age Forrnalion General Ficies Hand Specinen Locauon 
1.1 Mddle Devonian Demissa Bed C$loareol,ls gray MJdstone E~osed irl €I. stream in the 
Tio~hniogan Upper Wanskah Shale shale north end of the querry 
(Gi-..-etien) Ludlowville Formation 
1.2 (1) Smoke Creek Bed Caloareol,ls gray MJdstone E~osed in scattered pits in 
Windom Shale shale and limestone the north end 0' the ql,lerry 
1.3 Penn Di>de Bed Dark gray shale MJdstone E~osed by entrance road 
Windom Shale with p'y'ite Former Penn..oi>de Ql,larty 
tvbsoow Formt.tion Big Tree Rd., Bayview, NV 
2 (2) Mddle Devonian Edgeoliff tv1ember, Dolomitio We.okestone Quarry' floor, Canadian PortlW'ld 
Onesquethawien Onondaga Formation limestone Cement Co., QuenyRd., 
(EittIiM) Port Colborne, ON 
(NT'S 30 L/14. Grid Ref. 382490) 
3 (3) Mddle Devonian Smoke Creek Bed, tv1edium gray MJdstone Notth f&oe, Fall Brook Falls, 
Tio~hniogan Windom tv1ember oaloareous shale 0.5 km east of US 20.'. and NY 39 
(Giwtian ) tvbsoow Formation Geneseo, Livingston Co., NV 
4.1 (4) Mddle Devoniill Jay'Oox Sh. Member Blue-grt.y We.okestonel South Fork of Jaycox Creek, 
Tio~hniogen oaloareous shale mudstone 0.4 km west of Rt . 39, 0 .8 km notth 
(Gi-..-etien) of Natons Rd., Geneseo, 
4.2 (5) Deep Run Sh. Member Medium gray MJdstone Livingston Co., NV 
Ludlowville Fmn. oalCM!lOUS shale 
5.1 Mddle Devonian Upper Wenskah Sh Celoareous Mudstone E)<J)osed in Cezenovi .. Creek 
Tio~hniogen shaJe 2 m below the Tichenor' Ls., "est of 
(Giwtien ) the bridge, NorthNP Rd., 
5.2 Upper Wanskah Sh Caloareous MJdst.onEl E)<J)osed in Cezenovia Cr. esst of 
Ludlowville Formation shale the bridge, end below the waterfeJI 
(TiohenorLmst.), Spring Brook, N'v' 
6.1 Upper Ordovician Collingwood Member Bituminous black Ble,.~k :::hede 1 km east of Cl'*igleith Provo Pm 
l'v1e.ys 'fillian Whitby Form8.tion shale HwiS 26, Cre.igleith Ste.tion, ON (C8J'8doci9¥l) (N 41 Al9. Grid Ref. 5253112) 
6.2 (6) Bioclastio Brt.¢hiop()d~ 
-limestone gre.instone N 
c.o 
Localk# MJi Fomation ~neral Faci6 HlDS1 ~ptCineD LocaIbn 
7 (7) Mddle Ordovician Upper tv1ember Limestone Packstone Exposed outcrop on stretm bed 
Edenian Cobourg Formation Lot 38, Con. VI NOlte.wesage. Twp ., 
(Cart,dooiWl) Collingwood, ON 
(NTS 41 Al8. Grid Ref. 660254) 
8 (8) Mddle Ordovician Upper tv1ember Limestone Packstone Abt.ndoned quMY,. 
Edenian Cobourg Formation Lot 40, Con. VI NOlte.wesage. Twp ., 
(CandooiWl) Collingwood, ON (NTS 41A18. Grid Ret. 658266) 
9.1 (9) Mddle Ordovician Upper Member Limestone Wackestone Outcrop in north4ut tace of 
Trentonian Verulem Formation quwry (10m level) 
(Cwt.dooiWl) 
9.2 (10) Lower Member Limestone Wackestone Outcrop in the middle ot querry' 
Cobourg Formation Ogden Point Qu*'1'y'-St . Le.wrti"lce 
Cement Co ., Colbourne, Ontario 
(NTS 30 N/13e, f. 
Grid Ref. 690731) 
10 Mddle Ordovician Lower Member Argillaceous Wackestone North ' toe of the tormerKirkfitld 
Trentonian Verulem Formation gray limestone Crushed Stone Ltd. Q\.Ierry 0.8 km 
(Cen.dooiWl ) eut of the Kirktield Liftlock, 
Kirkfitld, ON 
(NTS 31 D/10. Grid Re'. 612387) 
11(11) Mddlt Ordovician Upper tv1ember Argillaceous MAdstone , Junction of Hwy. 33 tt'ld Hwy. 401 
Trentonien Verulem Fortr,ation limestone north of Trenton, ON 
(Care.dooiWl) (NTS 31 C/4. Grid Ret. 925890) 
12 (12) Mddle Ordovioian Mddle Member Limestone Wackestonel Abandoned Bellevlle Querry, S. of 
Trentonit.n Vel"l~lem Formation packstOM 401, W. bll'lk 0' lVbira River, (CaradooiWl) Belleville, ON 
(NTS 31 C/3 . Grid Ref . 088958) 
13 (13) Mddle Ordovician Lower Member Limestone Wackestonel Abendorled Centt.la. Cerr,ent Co . 
Trentonilll Vel"l~I$IO Formation packstone Qu~r eest of Lakefield, ON (Cari.dooiWl ) (NTS 1 D/8 . Grid Ref. 187225) 
-c.H 
c> 
LocaIW# NJe FormaIion General Facies Hand Specjnen Location 
14.1 Upper Ordo'vician Blanohester Member SheJe with M..idstone Eut exposure of emergenoy 
Fiiohmondian Ws.'yfIes'ville Fonnation limestone spillway CuseJ" Creek State PM< 
(Ashgillie.n) 
14.2 Lower Member Limestone Wackestone Exposed on floor and wells of 
Liberty Formation spillws.y, 5.2 km S of Rt . 73, 
Wt.'yfIes'ville, WetTen County, OH 
15 Upper Ordo'vician Ft. Ancient Member Argillaceous SrachiopodeJ Telus slope, Rt. 42 (west road cut), 
Richmondian Wa'yfles'ville Fonnation limestone packstOM 4 km NE of junction with Rt.n .• 
(Ashgillian) (equil. Loc. 17) Wa'yfles'ville, Wt.mln Co ., OH 
16 Upper Ordo'vician Kope Fonnttion Blue shele with Packstone TeJus slope, Rt. 68 (west road cut) 
Edenian (Edtn Shele) limestone partings 5.7 km N of Junction with Rt . 52, 
(Caradocian) (Le.tonit. Fonnation) and p'yfitl Ripley, Brown Co., OH 
17 Upper Ordo'vician MadieJ Member Shlle with Waokutone Bon Well Hill Section, Rt. 101 (NW 
Riohmondian Wt.'yfIls'ville Fonnt.tion limestone pertings roed out). 2.1 km NE of Brook'ville, 
(Ashgillian) (Trilobite sheJe unit) FlWlklin Co ., IN 
18 Upper Ordo'vician Upper Member Argillaceous Brachiopods! Rt. 50 (south road cut), 9.8 km W 
Mt.ys'vil!ian Fe.ir'view Fonnation limestone packstone of Junction with Rt . 1, Aurora, 
(Ashgillian) Detlbom Co., IN 
19 Mddle Ordo'vician Poole 'ville Member Fine gt'e.ined Tt;lobiteJ ' Rock Crossing, HiokoryCreek, 
Black Riverian Bromide Fonnation ferroan dolomite wackestone SWot Ardll"lore, CerterCo ., 
(Caradocian) Sill"lpson Group Oklahoma, Arbuckle tvtns. 
(geMraJ section in Fay, 1969 p .30 
and Fay and Gretthem, 1969 p. 37) 
20 Mddle ()rdo'Yician Lower t>.~mber Argillaceous Wackestone Hwy. 33 end Wooler Rd. 
Trentoniat) Cobourg Fonnation limestone south ot Trenton, ON 
(Cwt.dociwl) (NTS 31 Cf4 . Grid Ref. 922(37) 
21.1 Mddle De'Y'Onien 1.5 m below M..Irder Shele M..idstone Mouth of 18 Mle Creek (north side) 
lioughniogM Creek Bed at Lake Erie Shoreline, 
(Givetian) newWanekah, Erie Co ., NV 
21.2 M..irder Creek Bed Shele tv~dstone 
Wanakah SheJe 
Lydlowville Fmn. 
-
.~--~--- - --------------- ----- - -- - -- -- - - - - - ---- ~---- -~-- .. - .-------- .--- ---
VJ 
-
localI)P# Age Formation General Facies Hand Specinen Location 
22 Mddle Devonie.n Lower Member Sh$.le M.ldstone Hungry Hollow., 
Tioughniogen Widder Form.lion 3 km east of Arkona, ON 
(Givetien) (Ludlowville eql,.liVllJent) (NT'S 40 Pi4. Grid Ret. 354695) 
23 Mddle Devonie.n Kashong Sh8.le Shale Wackestone Inteme.tional Salt Co., by railway 
Tioughniogen tvbscow Formation trt.Cks, 0.2 km S of Rt . 63, R&tsof, 
(Givetian) Livingston Co., NV 
24 Mddle Devonie.n Kashong ShtJI Shale Wackestone The bank ot Wheeler Guny 
Tioughniogan tvbsoow Formt.tion Rt. 39 Eut, 4.5 km NE of (Givetitrl) Geneseo, Livit\gston Co., NV 
25 Mddle Devonie.n Silica Formation Caloweous Wackestone Medusa Pottland Cement Co. 
Tioughniogan 
(Givetitrl) Shele Silvania, Luoas Co., OH 
21 Reoent NiA Detrital Severn River, Centre Branoh) 
fresh we.ter Wuhe.go,ON 
environment (NT'S 31 Df 14. Grid Ref . 322578) 
28 Reoent NiA Detrital Notth P$.Oifio Shore, C~e Beele 
marine lighthouse, C~e Beale, BC 
environrnent SW rim of Berkley Sound, ~prox. 
145 km NW of Victoria, B. C. 
{NT'S 92 Ci14 . Grid Ref. 314059} 
(100. in Brand .afI.iI., 1987) 
29 Reoent NiA Certone.te Atltrltio OceWl shore off US 1, 
marine Bahia Hondt. Ste.te Perl<, 
environment Bt.hia Honde. Key, Florida 
~prox. 185 km S of Me.mi, Fla. 
30 Reoent NiA Certont.te AtlMtio Ooeen shore oft US 1, 
manl'le Long KlyState PIrk, 
environment Long Key, Florida 
~prox. 139 km S of Me.mi, FIe.. 
-(,J 
N 
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Appendix II 
E~olo9V of ne~ent Arthr"opods 
CAPE BEALE, B. c. 
Cill'A'W" mfls1ist~ (Oungeooss Crab), a carnivore, is found intertidally in *1 
grass, and is otten half-buried in the subtidal mUddy sand (Harbo, 1980). The special 
arrange~nt of the gill chamber slTains sand particles out of the water (Johnson and 
Snook, 1967), and allo'NS the crab to bllfow deeply into the sediment. Immature 
specirrlens of C m.i~list~ may slTay from their usual deep water habitat into intertidal 
areas (Ricketts and Calvin, 1962). The average life span for this species is 
approximately eight years, and individuals do not become sexually active until their 
fourth or 11th year (Ricketts and Calvin, 1962). 
{;'fll'A'W" p't'>-,illt'illS (Red Rock Crab) is found in both intertidal and in shallow 
subtidal areas ofthe north-east Pacific Ocean (George and George, 1979) and on rocky 
and eel grass-covered subslTates (Harbo, 1980). Unlike C ma~lister, C p!t'>t11A.'t11S lacks 
a mechanism for filtering fine debris out of its gill chamber (Ricketts and Calvin, 1962), 
and is therefore confined to relatively rocky terrain. 
1-h!rJ~,"PSIIS ntA.1is (Purple Shore Crab) is a dominant species of the middle 
tide-pool region (Ricketts and Galvin, 1962) and is commonly found under intertidal 
rocks (Harbo, 1980), oron mud flats along the Pa.cific Coast (Johnson and Snook, 1967). 
By contrast, PI~7eltia prOdlA'ia (Kelp Crab) is found clinging to or around kelp 
(Harbo, 1980) but only 000 specirl'len of this rare species was obtained at cape Beale. 
MIDDLE FLORIDA KEYS, FLORIDA 
f{flnlllrllS .i/!lllS (Spiny Lobster) is most common at water depths of 
approximately 20 m in rocky and sandy areas (George and George, 1979), but it ranges 
from shallow subtidal areas to the edge of the co ntioo nta I shelf. It also ventures into 
slightly brackish water wth salinities of 20 to 25% (Gosoor, 1978). 
.• C.flllih!'!t'tes sapA111$ (Blue Crab) is omnivorous and found on muddy sand 
sediments in shallow water (George and George, 1979). A eutyhalioo organism, it is 
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most common in estuaries but also ranges into fresh water and may be found in nonnal 
marine environments at depths of at least 36m (Gosoor, 1978). C S.¥>it111S is an avid 
burro~r, producing pits ranging in size from 3 to 9 em deep (Plotnick, 1986). 
C.flJJinr!f::/~!p. is morphologically similar to C it.f/>A:IIJS; bLt it has a mor~ ~~ 
carapace. It probably inhabts an environment similar to that of C s..¥>A111S. 
Specmens of the crab barnacle, t7hekmDi..i P.itll/a., 'MM"e found aifixed to the 
carapaces of Cilh~'ies sp. and therefore matured in a similar environment. 
iiJ'llI./IISPOW>.1Je.m11S (At~. ntic ~shoo Crab) is a sMir'nent feeder, ~.nd is 
known to produce extensive bioturbation (Plotnick, 1 986). Predominantly a nocturnal 
species, it spends the daylight hours covered by a thin layer Of substratum (Eldredge, 
1970). Its functiooo.1 morphology is Similar to th~.t of trilobites (EIdr~, 1970) ~.nd it M.S 
therefore been used as a model for both trilobite circulatory systems (BergstrOm, 1975a) 
and feeding mechanisms (Thayer, 1979). 
NORTH-CENTRAL ONTARIO 
t'¥t-:>.?/'It?>..'ies sp. (common crayfish) is generally omnivorous (Pennak, 1953) and 
is usually restricted to shallow waters, of less than 1 to 2 m, but, some species have been 
found as deep as 36 m (Pennak, 1953). As nocturnal feeders, crayfish remain in 
burrows or under rocks during the day but they venture out into the open and even on to 
shore at night (Pennak, 1953). Most species are able to tolerate wide ranges in 
temperature, hydrogen ion concentration, and ITee and bound carton dioxide (Pennak, 
1953). 
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Appendix III 
Geochemical Data 
Geochemical dataforRecent specimens or CMC'etpt'oductus, (.,"8ncet~et and Pupeltl8pt'Qduct4 sempled from the detriteJ marine 
en·...;ronm ent off of Cap e B eeJ e J Bntis h Col um bia. (I. R. -ins 01 u bl e resi due J L -I en gt hi W-'w'i dt h; all el em ental val 1..1 es 81e in p pm-
parts permillion; isotopes 81e expressed in permille) 
Sp.# Loc.# Semple# I. A. C~ Mg ~r Mn Na F~ AI §.13C ---&'SQ. L- W 
s:t) ppm ~. PDe em 
~":N/~JIit"PfI.'¢Ifff{;f ( detriteJl 
70 28 12142 13 .9 330260 19465 2700 16 7330 170 4.7 6.5 70 28 12143 6.8 330940 18550 3270 20 6305 60 4.7 6.5 70 28 12 150 17.6 318530 20400 4005 15 6955 185 
70 28 12151 7.7 308030 18640 3230 20 6235 75 
70 28 17152 15 .3 306960 19205 3615 21 7825 145 3.5 2.0 70 28 17 153 16.2 305670 18110 3785 19 8360 130 3.5 2.0 70 28 17 154 16.8 317680 18530 3900 19 9300 95 3.5 2.0 70 28 17155 15.2 312470 15470 4180 16 8750 85 3.5 2.0 70 28 17159 11.8 338930 15630 3870 18 7075 70 3.5 1.7 70 28 12163 25.2 327730 17645 4115 13 7820 155 7.0 9.4 70 28 18168 21.0 335870 12760 3900 16 5590 75 
70 28 18168 20.4 286210 18150 3905 12 12575 75 3.3 1.6 70 28 18169 32.1 271480 16070 3520 8 14485 60 3.3 1.6 70 28 18170 19.2 307470 14760 3905 10 9950 50 3.3 1.6 70 28 18171 11.9 292380 18500 3365 19 9115 100 3.9 70 28 17172 8.9 258100 18640 3315 18 8460 85 3.9 1.7 70 28 17173 15.7 293770 19620 3725 18 7870 80 3.9 1.7 70 28 18174 14.8 278400 18340 3735 18 6920 130 3.6 1.8 70 28 18175 18.1 286180 17775 3750 17 8570 110 3.6 1.8 70 28 18176 16.0 281240 19055 3770 16 8890 85 3.6 1.8 70 28 18177 14.7 333670 17960 3835 20 5740 80 1.9 1.3 70 28 12185 7.8 274240 17950 3670 18 6160 90 70 28 17 186 12.0 289250 15960 4000 15 9170 75 70 28 18187 13 .0 305780 15455 4230 14 7810 70 
r,":N~·"tIltNi;,-t>lt· rdetrittJl 
72 28 12146 27 .4 326480 17250 4400 10 7205 105 4.6 7.0 72 28 12147 28.6 349040 17610 4250 12 6640 200 4.6 7.0 72 28 12156 23 .5 305780 17180 4120 21 9985 125 3.8 5.9 72 28 17 157 22.0 350170 19560 4195 24 5720 340 3.5 1.7 72 28 17158 6.8 331660 18535 3565 26 6140 70 3.5 1.7 72 28 12160 18.6 330640 17000 4480 17 7915 90 5.5 7.5 72 28 12164 22 .1 337700 14790 3840 19 6020 135 3.0 4.7 72 28 18165 25 .5 302900 14610 3680 18 14220 245 2.4 1.1 72 28 17166 20 .3 313730 14900 3645 17 12500 155 2.4 1.0 
-~ 
72 28 17286 0.6 308870 20390 3645 11 11420 80 2.0 1.3 
Sp.# Loc .# Semple # L..EL Ca Mg ~[ Mn Na E~ AI ~13C p18Q. L W 
~ eem ~I PD~ om 
72 28 17287 0.3 305950 19370 3535 11 11215 85 2.7 1.7 
72 28 17298 2.8 316660 17060 2980 12 10150 60 
~IN~'CA (detriteJl 
73 28 21184 32 .5 306190 15430 3945 30 3750 305 2.2 1.8 
G e oc h emicai data f or R ec ent s p ecim ens of Hemipt'8p$1I$ nutM from a d etritel, lag 0 onai en\lironm ent at Cap e B eel e, B. C. (I. R. -ins 01 u bl e 
residue, L-Iength, W-'w'idth; ell elementel veJues ere in ppm-perts per million; isotopes ere expressed in permille) 
Sp.# Loc.# Semple # I. A. C~ Mg ~r Mn N~ Fe AI ~13C S'8Q. 1.- w 
as eem ~I ppe om 
tfwnNrW)~JI?-'Hlr#:r fdetritaJl 
71 28 21 141 20 .8 366200 13390 2855 20 6190 190 1.7 2.0 
71 28 21144 22.3 359640 14335 4070 18 5130 90 2.1 2.3 
71 28 21145 26.3 273680 14785 4290 14 8550 205 1.6 1.9 
71 28 21148 15 .1 328480 16010 3880 15 11190 270 1.8 2.1 
71 28 12149 21 .4 343480 14900 4005 15 6615 100 3.0 3.6 
71 28 12161 25 .2 381320 14065 3840 13 7305 80 3.5 4.0 
71 28 22162 19.4 304350 14700 3820 14 6670 90 3.5 4.0 
71 28 21 178 15.9 307080 16570 3350 25 7860 140 280 
71 28 21 179 17.7 328120 13200 3345 20 7375 160 280 
71 28 18190 8.8 305830 15595 3715 10 5745 80 2.0 1 .1 
71 28 18 191 21.0 294570 18060 4070 10 7915 100 2.2 1.3 
71 28 17182 16.7 313600 ,15570 4205 12 5460 100 1.8 1.1 
71 28 18183 14.8 306370 18530 3990 18 7055 190 1.9 1.1 
71 28 12281 7.2 323310 15690 3650 11 8740 70 3.0 2.5 
71 28 12282 3.0 319170 13090 2800 14 8815 70 2.2 1.8 
71 28 12283 9.9 340900 14090 3685 12 13455 110 1.8 1.4 
71 28 12284 3.3 296710 18625 3090 10 17335 70 2.7 2.5 
"" CX) 
G e oc h emical data f or R ec ent s p ecim ens of Limulll$ p~''lttmuis an d P8I'UIlirVS 8I'QII$ from the carb onal e en"';ronm ent off the ,A.tlantic coast 
of Florida. (I. R.-insoluble residue, L-Iength, W-w;dth; all elemental values are in ppm-parts permillion; isot opes are expressed 
in permille) 
Sp.# Loc .# Sample# t1L Ce. Mg Sr MO Na Fe ,A~ §.13C ?O lr.-W 
~ Iu~m 96), PQ~ em 
l8twlf(;,-Po/tM«10- ( C8lbOn$l(5) 
74 29 11189 97 .8 32655 34515 2470 2.:15 5.:1890 160 4870 10.3 7.3 
74 29 13190 94 .1 13275 25460 910 140 149150 190 3360 
74 30 11321 83.7 86680 19670 700 16 1680 200 14.6 10.3 
74 30 11322 88 ,8 14370 16770 520 1 6810 30 
f'wNtlit0-~VPL (28lbonat!1 
75 29 11 188 23 .6 267870 26035 4070 19 10800 40 
75 29 11203 22 .2 266200 26590 3610 11 6740 45 
75 29 15204 42.1 242860 34970 3645 8 17530 50 
75 29 16205 34.6 274100 30300 4080 12 10255 65 
75 30 15298 9.1 259670 20355 2650 12 17790 20 
75 30 16299 16 .6 246000 20500 3180 8 25110 25 
75 30 11300 12.0 276270 24750 3305 12 23080 20 
75 30 11 301 13 .9 292000 18125 2895 5 12450 20 
75 30 15302 18 .1 280460 20395 3180 6 18405 30 
75 30 11303 11.9 291810 17170 3250 9 14955 30 
75 30 11307 .:12.2 153630 25135 2635 8 51270 70 
75 30 11308 43 .0 156050 30395 2180 8 37705 50 
75 30 11309 40.6 175280 2.:1405 2645 9 34380 80 
fj 
Geochemical dataforRecent specimens of 1..'"'N/H?4'd8$$8pldU$~ 1.."8IIin4'C'l8$ sp. and the attached crab bernacle CIt4l(/nllJi8pN~ from 
the carb onate en"";ronment offthe Pt.tlantic coast of Florida . (I. R.-insoluble residue~ L-Iength~ W-'w'idth; all elemental values eJ'e in 
ppm-parts permillion; isotopes are expressed in per mill e) 
Sp.# Loc .# Semple # I. A. ~§: Mg ~r Me N§: Fe AI 213c 0180 L- W 
~ ~~m ". p~~ ~I!! 
(,'WIt,'WP#:>-~-w#H:>- (c!lt?onata) 
76 29 17 191 15.6 300450 20580 4495 14 7750 60 5.0 1.6 
76 29 17192 15.5 357830 21485 4665 66 5620 120 5.0 1.6 
76 29 17193 14.2 262920 20195 4240 30 11015 100 5.0 1.6 
76 29 17194 17.1 321430 19745 4480 34 9025 50 5.0 1.6 
76 29 17195 13.6 343684 21175 3935 40 8630 90 5.0 1.6 
76 29 18196 16.5 276550 21280 4150 18 10865 60 5.0 1.6 
76 29 18197 9.3 297950 19320 3440 50 6445 50 5.0 1.6 
76 29 18198 9.5 297630 19115 3440 30 7065 70 
76 29 18199 12.5 289080 20390 3730 40 9110 45 
71) 29 12200 14.4 266920 20860 3945 14 10250 40 
76 29 12201 7.5 299180 18380 3410 45 7690 40 
76 29 16202 28.0 243400 21805 3720 40 16405 50 
"'#Ii'Wfp#:i sp . (cwb0n!.tel 
n 29 23206 20.7 279870 20840 4105 15 8027 30 4.9 10.0 
n 29 17207 15.8 257070 19585 3670 10 10715 30 
77 29 18208 21.6 251270 19950 3900 11 9860 40 6.1 1.8 
77 29 16209 36.7 214920 21595 3730 11 17150 50 
77 29 22210 19.5 273930 21040 3950 11 7765 35 
!:'~w~$lboJ"ate) 
73 29 21211 3.1 351840 5130 3450 20 8340 40 210 1.6 1.4 
7:~ 29 21212 2.8 332070 5105 3235 17 9910 40 210 1.1 0.9 
7:~ 29 21213 0.7 365890 5370 3140 6 7590 40 1.2 0.9 
~ 
Geochemic8.1 dataforRecent specimens of the fresh watercra')tfish l..,'"Itf:IJn4C'l8s sp. trom the Great Lakes region ot Ont8l'io. (I. R.-
insoluble residue, L-Iength, W-'w;dth; aJl elementaJ values are in ppm-pelts per milli on; isotopes ere expressed in permille) 
Sp. #. Loc.#' Semple #. I. R. ea Mg Sr Mn Na Fe ,l:.J 2.t3C 919Q. L W 
SIS J)J)m " . PDBcm 
""~Wl1f!?f4!.( sp. rf,.,sh wtt.r:d.trittJl 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
17248 
17249 
17250 
17251 
18252 
11254 
11255 
11258 
11264 
18265 
16266 
18268 
17269 
13270 
10.3 
12.4 
11.1 
11.4 
8.9 
10.2 
8.2 
8.7 
9.3 
4.7 
10.6 
14.6 
13.1 
22.4 
338200 5030 
338840 3545 
366520 2770 
341490 3755 
319690 4475 
319110 4470 
346700 3845 
323760 4030 
311060 5215 
313500 5240 
285320 4530 
35~80 5150 
355630 4450 
315710 5010 
680 60 
650 45 
750 130 
595 70 
650 35 
920 160 
620 65 
680 45 
725 85 
760 85 
750 130 
820 195 
710 180 
840 510 
2470 35 
3440 30 
1030 225 
3660 30 
3240 35 
320 120 
1100 80 
965 45 
7205 35 
6960 45 
6880 60 
2125 390 
1420 350 
1280 1460 
4.0 
4.5 
2.7 
4.0 
3.3 
4.3 
4.0 
4.0 
3.5 
2.6 
2.8 
4.0 
2.0 
2.0 
1.0 
1.9 
1.8 
1.7 
2.0 
2.1 
1.3 
1.0 
1.0 
1.3 
- j;i, 
-... 
-
Geochemical datatorthe trilobite P/t8cQp$f8i78 trom the Middle DevonienLudlowlie Formation. (I. A.-insoluble residue, L-Iength, W-
'vAdth; all elemental values are in ppm-parts permillion; isotopes are expressed in permille) 
Sp.# Loc .# Sample # UL ~8. Mg Sr MO t:j~ Ee AI ,n g,13C S18Q. L- W ~ ppm ~, PRe em 
~@:.; I~."i 
31 1.1 21225 9.5 369100 4365 1060 1905 905 2710 290 31 1.1 12226 5.0 380950 3995 920 2240 690 2540 210 -0.55 -5,94 1.0 1.8 31 1.1 11227 6.9 371030 4385 910 2255 730 2220 195 1.5 2.5 31 1.1 12228 15.8 366670 4165 920 2500 730 2765 325 1.8 2.2 31 1 .1 21229 12.8 370050 4085 845 2415 690 3095 265 -0.70 -5 .54 2.4 2.0 
31 (1) 4.1 (4) 11 11+ 32.8 328380 3660 1280 1110 940 6470 140 7 31 (1) 4 . 1 (4) 1312+ 29.6 380330 4550 1430 1250 990 4150 280 5 31 (1) 4 .1( 4) 16 13+ 29.3 303870 4145 1175 1115 920 3740 250 4 31 (1) 4.1(4) 1294· 28.0 424660 ' 3990 820 2290 610 2915 535 7 +2.87 -5 .31 31 (1) 4 . 1 (4) 11107+ 25.2 385400 3520 880 1350 720 3910 220 6 31 (1) 4 .t( 4) 12108· 22.7 379570 4160 1020 1300 000 3470 240 7 31 (1) 4 .t( 4) 13 109· 27.7 306480 3000 850 1420 600 3530 225 8 +2.78 -4.65 31 4.1 21395 46.8 380720 4310 935 1390 740 2710 590 3.8 2.2 31 4.1 11397 12.0 303610 5090 1110 1415 880 2320 395 31 4.1 1339S 5.9 358510 6330 1465 1225 1200 1770 240 1.2 2.0 31 4.1 13390 11.2 368080 6760 1330 1405 920 1860 460 1.2 2.0 31 4.1 13400 24.4 352730 4250 950 1595 740 2500 450 1.0 1.9 31 4.1 13402 40.9 360540 4200 980 1170 1055 2760 315 1.1 2.0 31 4.1 11403 20.9 327090 5665 1100 1220 995 2185 410 1.1 1.0 31 4.1 11404 26.6 360330 7100 1470 1370 1275 2640 ~25 1.0 1.8 31 4.1 11405 18.1 364760 4570 875 1850 780 2895 580 1.1 1.7 
31 (1) 4.2 (5) 11 15+ 28.6 365550 4050 1275 990 890 4770 375 3 +3.60 -4.68 31 (1) 4.2 (5) 16 16· 39.3 403820 4790 1620 1020 1160 3270 285 4 31 (I) 4.2 (5) 11 106· 16.7 387920 3815 900 1480 640 2550 60 9 +3.36 -5.45 31 4.2 11406 22.2 367500 3970 750 1610 650 3540 450 2.2 3.8 31 4.2 13407 25.5 365530 4795 925 1065 795 3020 515 1.3 2.0 31 4.2 11408 24 .2 398560 4370 1150 1160 610 2775 375 1.9 3.7 31 4.2 11409 10.7 395110 4440 890 1285 625 4200 420 1.5 2.2 31 4.2 11 412 20.4 391140 4295 1000 1250 580 2330 370 1.7 4.0 31 4.2 11 413 21.0 385860 4310 1140 1055 660 2405 445 31 4.2 11 414 19.0 394780 4000 920 1595 620 2905 420 31 4.2 12415 26 .3 300900 4775 1205 890 810 2300 410 1.3 3.9 31 4.2 11417 20.1 401210 3060 785 1510 500 3245 445 1.3 3.0 31 4.2 11 418 24 .7 302840 3770 830 1500 515 5440 340 1.9 3.9 31 4.2 11423 30.4 317780 3770 870 1070 730 3190 325 
-~ 
Sp.# Loc.# Sample # La.. ~~ Mg ~r Mn Na Fe PJ Zn 2'3C ; 180 L-W 
S'I5 ppm ~, ppe om 
31 5.1 12424 31 .5 360960 6630 1535 1410 970 2520 550 1.2 2.2 31 5.1 13425 18.4 371500 6615 1455 1420 865 2290 560 1.0 2.2 31 5.1 11426 21.5 373640 6080 1310 1660 845 2600 550 1 .0 2.2 31 5.1 12428 30.8 358090 6710 1510 1400 885 2500 510 1.5 1.7 31 5.1 . 13429 10.9 367650 4705 1130 1515 1005 2430 480 
31 5.1 11430 19.4 360240 4835 1330 1505 950 2860 500 
31 5.1 11 431 37.9 369910 5750 1450 1820 870 3510 995 1.2 1.7 31 5.1 11432 27.4 385490 4810 1525 1855 820 2570 910 1.2 1.7 31 5.1 11433 38.8 374190 5780 1160 1989 900 2760 570 0.8 1.4 31 5.1 21434 34.9 380070 6390 1720 1585 810 3210 690 2.5 1.1 31 5.1 11435 22 .2 361460 5125 1250 1760 770 2840 490 31 5.1 11436 36.6 383990 6000 1605 1280 1140 3325 570 31 5.1 11437 26.9 318090 4560 1135 1570 835 2885 440 31 5.1 11438 23.1 371950 5470 1400 1710 800 2300 355 1.0 1.8 31 5.1 11439 18.8 365730 5620 1530 1610 840 2670 365 
31 5.2 11440 22.0 366340 5S30 1550 1830 825 2210 205 1.0 1.8 31 5.2 11442 21.9 377290 5960 1670 1710 1060 2220 435 31 5.2 12443 33.4 332110 6495 1860 1730 1040 2730 790 1.5 1.5 31 5.2 11444 28.6 284630 5415 1230 1370 1030 2250 440 
31 21.1 21216 14.6 386950 4685 1045 995 860 3420 315 31 21.1 21217 22.1 369980 5045 1170 945 750 3130 310 31 21.1 11218 19.6 356740 4920 1120 1135 775 3240 675 1 1.9 31 21.1 11219 18.5 376730 5365 1250 1025 1010 2875 490 0.9 1.8 31 21.1 11220 16.2 361420 5210 1290 1095 870 3130 440 1.3 2.2 31 21.1 21221 20.5 371960 5340 1160 1100 825 3190 590 2 1.6 
31 21.2 12493 11.9 366160 4320 840 1570 770 3665 310 +1.81 ~.26 1.9 1.0 31 21.2 12494 8.3 347340 4240 900 1505 705 3655 310 1.4 1.2 31 21.2 13496 7.4 352380 5130 1090 1460 920 3260 310 31 21.2 21497 9.7 365970 4260 810 1620 880 3875 185 +1.95 -4.97 31 21.2 11498 9.5 357710 4570 930 1780 785 3710 330 31 21 .2 21499 11.6 353470 4680 820 1700 790 4545 430 31 21.2 12505 13.4 368130 5350 515 945 115 2525 220 2.3 1.8 
Matrix 
99 1.1 20224 54 .1 336360 2555 510 2525 395 4930 730 
99 (5) 4.1 (4) 2014" 42 .2 390990 1940 320 1720 230 3725 375 4 
-.. 
'"" 
Sp .# Loc .# Sample # lJL ~a Mg ~r Mn Na Fe ,AJ Zn 213C S180 L-W 
SIS (!(!m ~. PDe om 
99(5) 4.1(4) 2018· 53 .8 363520 2235 395 990 375 3925 505 8 
99 5.1 20427 90 .0 214490 4545 945 910 820 10070 6105 
99 5.2 20441 85 .4 269660 4225 690 1260 1200 6470 2900 
99 21.1 20222 83 .2 310590 7790 525 860 640 10170 3425 
99 21.2 20495 50.5 322470 3980 390 2000 445 4985 660 
Geochemical dataforthe trilobite PIt8c()p$1'8f'I8 from the Middle Devonien Silica Formation. (I. R.-insoluble residue, L-Iength, W-
'width; eJi elementeJ veJues ere in ppm-patts p ermilli on; isotopes ere expressed in permille) 
Sp.# Loc.# Sample # lJL ~a Mg Sr Mn Na F~ ,AJ Z[J 213C S18Q. L-W 
~ (!~m ~, PQ~ 2£0 
.~~.)-tW.l~ til.· 
31 25 11472 6.5 363990 3720 390 685 350 510 0 -1.19 -5.35 2.1 2.7 
31 25 11474 5.1 358610 4610 510 1050 490 855 0 1.5 2.7 
31 25 12475 4.1 329460 3790 370 790 300 500 14 +1.02 -5.63 3.1 2.3 
31 25 12476 11.3 376290 4220 455 935 440 960 50 2.7 2.6 
31 25 13477 7.0 341980 4510 410 640 435 440 100 +1.48 -5 .39 2.0 3.5 
31 25 11478 4.7 371690 4000 345 985 400 565 75 1.0 2.2 
31 25 11479 7.3 375840 4740 490 690 390 475 0 1.2 2.6 
31 25 11480 3.2 354700 4430 545 730 415 340 0 1.3 3.2 
~ 
99 25 20473 33 .9 354750 5120 285 830 400 660 260 
-t 
Geochemical dahtorthe trilobite PIt8cQ/lS/8t1IJ from the Middle Devonian MoscoW' Fonnation. (I. A.-insoluble residue, L-Iength, W-
w;dth; all el en ental values are in ppm-pans per milli on; isotopes are expressed in per mille) 
Sp.# Loc.# Semple # La.. C§: Mg ~r MO Na Fe AI Zn i.'3C olSQ. L-W 
~ ~Rm ~.PDB em 
"''*':+'2.:; l:tIfA 
31 (1) 1.2 (1) 1601+ 8.6 365430 5530 1305 1650 1510 3585 180 9 
31 (1) 1 .2 (1) 1602+ 7.0 360370 4615 880 2020 1090 3020 350 11 
31 (1) 1.2 (1) 1603+ 4.3 361340 5260 1170 1970 1345 2620 120 17 
31 (1) 1.2 (1) 1604+ 5.8 389130 4630 1110 2745 920 3700 180 5 31 (1) 1.2 (1) 1805+ 4.6 395170 5590 1380 ·2040 1230 2695 120 6 31 (1) 1.2 (1) 1606+ 4.7 330250 4830 1180 2320 1020 3140 210 10 
31 (1) 1.2 (1) 1607+ 4.1 375490 5060 1215 2175 950 3640 200 18 31 (1) 1.2 (1) 1608+ 5.5 398720 5320 1395 1940 1090 3370 160 5 31 (1) 1.2 (1) 1409+ 11 .3 383820 5850 1520 2040 1465 3465 295 7 31 (1) 1.2 (1) 1610+ 3.4 398040 3835 1045 2215 1000 2570 170 12 31 (1) 1.2 (1) 11 30+ 5.2 375060 4630 1115 1925 790 3400 170 13 
31 (1) 1.2 (1) 1496+ 13.1 398770 3920 855 3560 590 2290 210 60 ~.62 -5.46 31 (1) 1.2 ~ 1) 1497+ 11.5 422420 4380 980 2840 850 1365 330 12 31 (1) 1.2 1) 1698+ 10 .1 422290 4060 875 3240 690 2160 315 20 ~.51 -5.84 31 (1) 1.2 (1) 1499" 9.2 413960 3855 830 3650 545 2255 360 20 
31 1.3 21454 3.0 359770 4550 775 1850 725 1330 0 -2.04 -4.72 1.3 2.5 31 1.3 21456 10.0 350660 4635 760 1680 790 1765 20 -2 .30 -5.50 2.4 1.8 31 1.3 13457 6.3 354600 4420 790 1425 885 1300 0 0.8 1.9 31 1.3 13458 9.4 332590 4680 840 1610 940 1485 0 0.9 1.8 31 1.3 11459 11.5 350680 4710 830 1565 960 1555 0 1.1 2.6 31 1.3 13460 4.8 369400 4195 735 2005 900 1615 0 1.1 2.2 31 1.3 21461 17.7 354040 4600 615 1920 700 2350 ' 0 3.2 1.3 31 1.3 11462 8.5 332600 4470 710 1845 670 1510 0 1.0 1.9 31 1.3 12465 19.1 362990 4465 620 2105 720 1925 0 0.5 1.3 31 1.3 12466 18.0 343020 4375 660 2230 620 2285 0 1.2 2.0 31 1.3 13467 9.3 324550 4580 810 1975 825 1420 16 0.9 1.6 
31 (1) 3 1188" 11.4 349240 6360 1620 2730 1355 1830 425 12 31 (1) 3 11 90+ 21.6 411550 5880 1180 2550 1075 2450 855 16 31 (1) 3 1791" 11.1 411560 6180 1930 2905 1170 2350 410 5 +1.27 -6.36 31 (1) 3 11 100" 13.3 369130 6700 1650 2595 1260 2260 330 12 31 (1) 3 14101+ 5.1 353620 6110 1645 2095 1380 2115 120 35 31 (1) 3 14103" 7.7 368510 5905 1675 2010 1310 2960 65 5 31 (1) 3 14104· 5.7 380310 5440 1420 2150 1150 3680 0 6 +1.17 -5.66 31 (1) 3 11 105+ 21.4 376810 6360 1610 1800 1485 3290 800 7 31 3 13391 10.4 392260 6930 1445 2240 1420 2130 365 31 3 11392 12.3 380670 6620 1660 2005 1350 2890 400 
-it. 
Sp .# Loc .# Sample # La.. Ce. Mg Sr Mn Ne. Fe ,AJ Zn ~13C S180 1-.W 
~ RRm ", PQ~ ~ro 
31 3 11393 10 .9 354070 6225 1490 2005 1320 2680 355 0.9 1.9 31 3 13394 10 .3 377800 7150 2110 2120 1460 2550 455 
31 23 13445 38.7 284560 5760 1400 1805 1650 3170 280 Vte -4.70 31 23 12446 14.5 251810 5900 1740 1700 1400 3770 180 2.53 -4 .31 31 23 12447 19.0 364530 6080 1385 1360 1845 3250 200 
31 23 13448 33 .3 367390 6620 1440 1820 1660 3230 480 
31 23 19449 17 .7 387910 6300 1310 1600 1795 3745 205 
31 23 19450 12.0 380290 5535 1160 1765 1490 4320 235 31 23 19451 16 .0 386520 6080 1200 1845 1590 4700 180 
31 23 13452 39.1 349090 6100 1170 2075 2070 3530 365 
31 24 19214 22.0 352320 5385 1190 1365 970 2150 540 2.31 -4.98 31 24 19215 13.7 369130 4955 1280 1860 930 3095 240 1.88 -3 .25 31 24 11469 28.7 363210 5290 1250 1230 1300 2585 500 1.5 2.0 31 24 11470 36.4 362820 5345 1160 1135 1460 2450 520 
31 24 13500 9.3 295590 5975 1175 1300 1555 2940 240 1.1 2.7 31 24 11502 21 .0 307010 5815 1165 1290 1460 3100 465 
31 24 19503 25.5 352340 6350 1350 1310 1760 3215 595 
tv1ltrix 
99 (5) 1 .2 (1) 2031+ 33 .8 350510 2400 210 2100 265 4550 470 12 
99(5) 1.2 (1) 2032+ 38 .5 336120 2480 260 2090 345 3800 455 10 99 (5) 1.2 (1) 2033+ 42.8 340040 2605 280 2265 360 3200 445 10 
99 1.3 20455 23.5 377900 2910 150 1930 170 2060 245 
99 (5) 3 2089+ 45 .6 330000 3360 460 3785 390 3830 765 10 99 (5) 3 20102+ 11.7 366370 1515 7805 3140 90 4760 0 9 
99 23 20453 30 .5 378190 3545 370 4885 845 7470 455 99 24 20501 63.2 325010 5090 425 1680 530 5285 970 
99 26 20471 76.0 330590 4205 3M 1560 505 5355 1945 
-~ 
Geochemical datalorthe Devonian trilobite Gr~ffl()p$bQgllti from the Middle Devonian of Ne'w'York and Ontario. (I. R.-insoluble 
residue. L-Iength. W-'w'idth; all elemental values ere in ppm-parts per million; isotopes are expressed in permille) 
Sp. # Loc.# Semple # I. R. Ca Mg Sr Mn Na Fe AI Zn Q1-3C --- -~18Q. L W 
.~__ DDm ~__ ___~ ___ ". _PCB _om 
lifwIk)C;,-IAAJdN' 
32 (2) 1.2 (1) 1492· 22 .4 
32 1.2 13223 19.6 
32 (2) 4.1 (4) 16 17· 24.2 
32 4.1 13401 30.9 
32 
32 
32 
32 
32 
32 
32 
32 
32 
32 
32 
32 
32 
32 
Ma.trix 
4.2 
4.2 
4.2 
4.2 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
99 (5) 1.2 (1) 
99 (5) 1.2 ( 1 ) 
99 (5) 1.2 (1) 
99 (5) 4.1 (4) 
99 (5) 4.1 (4) 
99 22 
13411 
13420 
13421 
13422 
13619 
13620 
21621 
11623 
13624 
11625 
13626 
11627 
13628 
13629 
2031· 
2032· 
2033· 
2014· 
2018· 
20622 
37 .2 
17.3 
26.8 
27.6 
7.5 
9.7 
9.7 
7.7 
16.1 
13.6 
11.7 
11 .6 
13.0 
11.7 
33.8 
38.5 
42.8 
42.2 
53.S 
53 .8 
428000 3725 790 3155 700 1945 495 675 
359310 3870 885 2355 710 3290 470 
373710 3955 1050 1050 790 4000 290 
370740 4985 1215 1300 1080 2570 570 
377390 3370 
405710 3715 
378780 5170 
370290 4115 
370900 2950 
378470 2865 
354260 2875 
368130 2780 
350580 2800 
357180 2880 
355490 2820 
380220 2910 
359330 2780 
344450 2870 
350510 2400 
336120 2480 
340040 2605 
390990 1940 
363520 2235 
900 1760 
900 1150 
1190 1120 
980 1260 
360 2055 
325 2360 
290 1960 
280 2230 
275 1715 
330 1970 
290 1810 
255 2130 
280 2010 
520 1815 
210 2100 
260 2090 
280 2265 
320 1720 
395 990 
357960 3445 230 2860 
650 4550 
500 2370 
875 1935 
710 3025 
800 
310 
610 
450 
540 5745 300 
405 5665 420 
500 5725 330 
415 4965 375 
415 5450 475 
345 4935 550 
470 5240 630 
490 6330 680 
400 4845 535 
395 4650 380 
265 4550 
345 3800 
360 3200 
230 3725 
375 3925 
470 
455 
445 
375 
505 
340 6825 SOO 
4 
12 
10 
10 
4 
8 
-1.01 
+3 .69 
+3.22 
-H).54 
-H).S6 
-6.35 
-4 .14 2 .0 3 .2 
-4.84 
2.9 
2.5 
3.4 
3.5 
1.3 2.0 
0.9 1.3 
-6 .35 2.0 1.4 
~ .72 
.i: 
....J 
G e OC h emicaJ dala f or the D avonian hil 0 bit es PII8cIJp$ f.rI/"t8 an d T .et8iMpi$ Ql8l7dis from the On on daga F onnati on .(1. R. -ins 01 u bl e 
residue, l-Iength, W-'w'idth; 811 elementaJ values ere in ppm-parts permillion; isotopes ere expressed in per mille) 
Sp.# Loc.# Sample # La. ~a Mg §r MO Na E~ ,AJ '0 2,'3C 01S0 L W 51$ ppm ~, PDe om 
~$!;2.;'- IW/.:i 
31 (1) 2 1381+ 9.8 391430 6030 390 560 310 120 95 14 
31 (1) 2 11 83+ 10.6 327070 16250 280 135 295 295 70 13 +1 ,13 -6 .09 
31 (1) 2 1384+ 9.8 312250 12110 380 145 560 275 70 20 
31 (1) 2 11 85+ 6.5 361520 5470 310 550 280 115 100 6 +1.07 -4.18 
31 (1) 2 1393+ 13.3 418780 12930 285 175 220 200 210 19 
lfHW:bm (f!.wK/i;,-
33 (8) 2 1267+ 13.5 381550 6485 275 260 230 120 100 7 +1.18 ..5.57 
33 (8) 2 1268+ 15.2 375260 7950 280 280 270 140 135 8 
33 (8) 2 1369+ 9.9 368100 5960 165 265 220 100 80 13 
33 (81 2 1370+ 4.8 421740 7230 230 225 180 110 130 13 33(8 2 1171+ 14.2 445190 11285 350 525 270 190 200 8 
33 (8) 2 1172+ 2.1 384000 11600 280 525 190 180 180 6 
33 (8) 2 1173+ 15.7 431340 12870 330 505 240 220 255 8 +0.79 -4.96 
33 (8) 2 1976+ 14.1 435520 10090 390 305 320 280 190 7 
33 (8) 2 1977+ 14.0 419100 10120 410 295 360 290 220 8 
33 (8) 2 1379+ 13 .5 424770 11150 415 340 370 200 270 6 
33 (8) 2 1980+ 10.6 368040 8690 330 540 330 270 205 7 
3:3 2 19376 12 .3 395290 10795 385 310 480 770 0 
33 2 11377 8.8 407320 1295 440 270 435 635 0 
33 2 11 378 13.0 382970 11920 480 445 530 910 ' 0 
3:) 2 11379 15 .6 378510 13315 490 335 465 1000 0 
33 2 11380 15.2 389570 12790 390 340 490 920 0 
33 2 19381 14 .2 382000 11440 370 280 340 700 270 
~ 
99 (5) 2 2015+ 34 .5 375630 45935 275 245 240 420 635 14 
99 (5) 2 2078+ 44 .1 283040 63270 360 380 285 480 825 9 
99 (5) 2 2082+ 14 .1 360310 6515 195 460 165 80 120 13 
r.t 
G e oc h emical dala I or s p ecim ens of Vopdesi4lKomlden.sis from the Mi d dl e Ord o"';cian (Black River) Bromi d e F ormati on . (I. R. -ins 01 u bl e 
residue, L-Iength, W-w;dth; aJi elemental V81ues are in ppm-parts permillion; isotopes are expressedin permille) 
Sp .# Loc.# Semple # LA. Ca Mg Sr Mn Na. Fe AI Zn 2'3C &'80 L-W 
~ ~~m ~I PQ~ 2m 
V~.)~ IHVln/!l~t/~i;[ 
13 19 11 481 2.0 358620 6250 990 280 350 1270 0 
13 19 13482 1 .1 339530 5590 965 280 360 960 0 2.8 3.8 
13 19 13484 1.0 380260 4615 1020 310 350 890 0 2.9 4.7 
13 19 13485 1.4 364390 4545 995 330 360 865 0 
13 19 21486 2.2 360860 4695 950 325 350 890 0 6.7 3.1 
13 19 13481 2.3 354660 4575 920 310 305 735 0 ..(l.42 '"'1.81 2.8 3.2 
13 19 11488 4.6 357170 4735 960 355 370 960 0 4.0 NIA 
13 19 13489 5.0 366310 3990 995 195 365 880 60 
13 19 11490 1.0 347120 4305 1070 225 305 1170 45 ..(l.42 '"'1.75 2.5 4.0 
13 19 11 491 2.4 355890 4210 980 230 350 990 50 ..(l .26 '"'1.46 2.6 4.7 
13 19 11492 1.9 303490 4030 940 210 290 790 30 2.6 4.7 
Matrix 
99 19 20483 16.4 267220 19273 760 480 280 11965 115 
Geochemical dalaforspecimens of tsQ/elus sp. and tsQ/elusp'uM from the Verulem Fotm8!ion. (I. R.-insoluble residue, L-Iength, W-
w;dth; all elemental values are in ppm-parts permillion; Isotopes are expressed in permille) 
Sp .# Loc .# Semple # I.R. Ce. Mg Sr Mn Na Fe AI Zn 2'3C~~-S1gQ. L W 
~ ppm _________ ~ _____ ~ ~_____ _ ~. PDe om 
/:,~- .)"P. 
10 (4) 9.1 (9) 11 118+ 9.0 360750 5120 420 250 320 640 165 3 ..(l .43 '"'1.99 
10 (4) 9.1 (9) 11 120" 7.6 393260 4830 540 225 315 550 110 6 
10 (4) 9.1 (9) 11121+ 6.8 386240 4665 505 225 320 490 40 6 
10 9.1 19346 8.3 376220 5420 630 215 255 785 230 
10 9.1 19348 4.3 375230 4625 585 270 240 550 210 
10 9.1 19349 13 .9 370590 5835 625 245 285 1020 520 ..(l .11 -5.08 
-~ 
Sp.# Loc.#- Semple #- La.. ~§: Mg ~[ Mo Ne. E~ ,J!.J Zo i '3C q18Q. L-W 
~ Rem ~ I PQ~ om 
6,~-qfm 
11 10 11630 7.9 349220 4710 585 300 370 240 210 +0.66 -5 .31 
11 10 13632 8.5 361080 4670 575 410 275 225 190 
11 10 11633 8.0 346040 4750 470 340 310 375 250 
11 10 13634 7A 340240 4490 485 360 335 360 310 
11 10 11635 7.5 365880 4365 610 500 230 270 250 
11 10 11636 9.0 346670 4165 580 480 225 310 240 
11 10 11637 9.4 340350 4250 550 490 220 365 355 
11 10 11638 11.2 354880 4460 510 560 270 320 295 
11 10 13639 4.9 357970 4790 640 215 360 330 420 
11 10 12640 5.8 326410 4310 640 160 260 210 230 3.2 1.0 11 10 13 641 9.0 322460 4250 395 190 280 370 310 
11 10 13642 12.1 341000 4560 520 235 340 430 330 +0.66 -5.79 
11 11 11 122+ 6.4 387220 4365 550 220 220 560 50 6 
11 11 11 123+ 6.1 388630 4280 540 190 200 550 80 4 
11 (3) 11 13 125+ 8.9 387450 4205 640 400 250 675 150 6 
11 (3) 11 13 126+ 8.7 376960 4045 690 330 295 730 280 6 
11 11 13362 3.7 353190 4270 635 240 195 480 0 2.7 3.5 11 11 19365 8.3 354420 4580 610 180 180 680 105 2.2 1.0 11 11 13366 7.9 355980 4600 780 400 310 570 150 5.5 6.0 11 11 13 367 4.6 324000 4570 795 380 315 620 180 
11 11 11368 7.3 283270 4350 565 270 210 630 140 2.6 2.5 
11 12 11 127+ 6.7 380090 4335 520 270 200 460 210 5 -0.34 -5.48 
11 12 11129+ 6.9 393330 4200 675 155 190 200 '30 5 +0.63 -6.16 11 12 13 130+ 5.9 360930 4240 550 290 685 395 210 9 
11 12 11370 1.1 244010 4700 660 160 200 60 6 5.5 6.8 11 12 11372 2.5 238730 4570 820 175 170 245 30 11 12 11373 4.3 229670 4700 910 160 235 190 25 11 12 13382 6.7 381040 4425 530 220 195 650 185 
11 12 12361 4.8 357210 4270 860 250 230 480 0 3.5 O.S 
11 13 11 86+ 5.6 363270 5060 985 425 350 160 100 6 11 13 11 132+ 8A 344710 5845 700 190 250 810 330 5 +1.34 -5.72 11 13 19133+ 8.4 353720 4405 49!5 260 175 820 290 4 11 13 12 134+ 8.0 353440 4600 580 300 230 1040 380 4 
11 13 19 135+ 13 .3 350810 4780 580 320 255 840 455 4 11 13 11 136+ 6.7 348610 4435 580 370 275 690 155 4 +0.17 --4.91 11 13 19325 15.5 366420 4700 570 330 510 1120 470 11 13 12327 11 .1 362070 4475 480 330 245 1150 345 
11 13 11350 8.4 363650 4810 735 200 210 625 170 
-
'" 
" 
Sp.# Loc.# Sample # LJL ~e. Mg ~r Mn Ne. Fe ,AJ Zn §.':{c &'8Q. L-W 
5ti RRm ~, PQE! om 
11 13 12351 6.1 371910 4680 660 210 145 510 80 4.2 0.9 
11 13 12352 11.1 359290 4730 1040 340 250 670 100 2.1 0.6 
11 13 19354 8.5 357780 4430 1030 350 275 460 0 
11 13 19356 3.3 339380 4060 870 310 175 610 0 
11 13 19357 6.8 368600 4720 700 190 170 530 0 3.5 1.1 
11 13 19369 10.5 277790 4850 500 270 180 640 270 3.5 2.0 
Me.trix 
99 (5) 9.1 (9) 20 119+ 39 .2 347270 10410 475 305 470 1590 845 8 
99 10 20631 26.1 346630 4060 495 370 400 890 610 
99 (5) 11 20124+ 11.6 386030 3525 410 230 95 740 210 6 
99 (5) 12 20128+ 26 .6 381740 5370 565 260 430 870 490 5 
99 (5) 13 2087+ 26.2 368030 4735 640 455 250 260 430 7 
99 (5) 13 20 131+ 24.7 349190 9870 625 330 260 1890 580 5 
G e oc h emiceJ date. t or s p ecim ens of IslJlelus pi~ /slJlelvs sp.an d PseudfJ§".yites/NHr'wpinatus trom the Mi d dl e Ord o-v;cian Cob 0 Ufg 
FOITl"le.tion. (I. R.-insoluble residuel L-Iengthl W-'vAdth; all elemental values ere in ppm- parts permillion; isotopes ere expressed 
in per mill e) 
Sp.# Loc .# Sample # L..8... Ca Mg Sr Mn Ne. Fe ',AJ Zn §.f3C-H -§lgQ, L W 
5IS MJrL_~_~~ ___________ _ ___ _____ _ ____ ;e(.. PDB em 
.'4~-~-
11(3) 9.2 (10) 11 37+ 6.7 328500 5420 555 200 340 585 150 4 
11 (3) 9.2(10) 1238+ 8.3 381830 5730 660 180 220 670 250 7 
11 (3) 9.2(10) 1339+ 5.8 316200 5060 700 250 400 720 135 3 
11(3) 9.2(101 11 41+ 5.5 
11 (3) 9.2 f'O 11 42+ 5.9 
11 (3) 9.2 10 1143+ 6.2 
355530 5340 955 175 475 670 170 14 -0 .20 -5.18 
345190 5580 845 115 415 625 160 7 
336290 5420 910 125 435 580 150 4 -0.13 04 .97 
11 (3) 9.2 ( 10) 11 44+ 9.3 331660 5580 925 150 500 840 210 1 1 ~ .O2 -5.45 
11 (3) 9.2 ( 1 0) 11 45+ 5.3 321630 5410 840 135 495 600 130 8 
11 (3) 9.2 ( 1 O~ 11 46+ 11.5 
11 (3) 9.2 (10 11 47+ 6.6 370440 5885 740 190 670 975 280 115 351850 5435 750 150 520 700 175 9 
-<It 
-
Sp.# Loc.# Sample # L1L Ca Mg Sr Mn Na Fe PJ Zn 2,'3C 9'80 1...- W 
S'4S e~m ~, PQ~ 2m 
11 (3) 9.2(10) 11 48+ 8.4 334090 5265 690 200 540 1030 250 4 
11(3) 9.2(10) 1149+ 10 .6 331430 5780 1205 190 510 835 290 5 ~.02 -5.28 
11 (3) 9.2 (10) 11 51+ 9.5 346930 5700 1155 170 490 925 210 14 ~.15 -5.13 
11 (3) 9.2 (10) 1152+ 5.7 443720 5355 780 190 440 370 70 S 
11 (3) 9.2 (10) 1153+ 13.4 448830 5510 710 160 460 305 20 5 
11(3) 9.2(10) 11 54+ 4.1 434910 5140 690 225 350 305 30 5 
11 (3) 9.2 (10) 11 55+ 6.3 452750 5170 830 155 390 320 3 7 
11 (3) 9.2 (10) 1256+ 5.4 438680 5200 680 130 360 370 95 4 
11 (3) 9.2 (10) 1257+ 6.6 440630 5330 690 180 275 605 85 16 
11 (3) 9.2 (10) 11 58+ 4.6 443310 5025 760 175 330 450 80 5 
11 (3) 9.2 (10) 11 59+ 3.0 445830 5150 650 200 400 320 20 7 
11 (3) 9.2 (10) 11 60+ 4.3 391250 5050 800 205 410 305 70 14 
11 (3) 9.2 (10) 11 61+ 5.3 377700 5170 745 215 435 345 60 8 
11 (3) 9.2 ~'0) 1362+ 6.2 382770 5460 730 210 415 110 75 8 
11 (3) 9.2 10) 1363+ 7.6 386810 5430 720 210 400 120 95 7 
11 (3) 9.2 (10~ 1364+ 6.7 378990 5390 770 205 410 130 90 7 
11 (3) 9.2(10 1365+ 7.1 384110 5535 750 190 440 160 150 9 11(3) 9.2(10) 1966+ 6.5 391890 5610 650 170 325 165 120 8 
f:L~SD. 
10 (4) 7 13 110+ 7.8 369380 4310 380 260 190 755 155 45 ~.19 -5.66 10 (4) 7 19 111+ 8.3 350660 6830 500 300 340 1110 75 4 10 (4) 7 11 112+ 6.8 355200 4070 430 205 325 640 150 13 ~.08 -5.29 
10 (4) 8 19 114+ 6.8 367390 5350 480 280 330 705 60 4 10 (4) 8 19 115+ 7.9 358490 5330 435 265 270 740 110 5 10 (4) 8 19 116+ 8.0 361380 5650 400 310 230 980 130 8 ~.06 -4.95 10 8 13 390 3.9 396170 5280 335 240 280 630 75 2.7 1.8 
10 20 11339 1.6 375620 7885 1510 190 1205 510 70 6.8 2.3 10 20 11340 2.6 371600 7830 1670 220 1290 750 45 10 20 11 341 3.4 370490 7955 1585 200 1360 610 60 10 20 11342 1.6 364240 8080 1465 205 1350 580 70 10 20 11343 3.3 362910 7990 1650 200 1490 570 100 10 20 11344 3.2 375850 7140 1525 180 1265 870 130 10 20 11359 2.2 375530 4435 680 220 195 315 0 3.3 1.5 10 20 11360 4.0 365580 4580 735 240 255 315 0 2.9 1.5 
... 
~ 
Sp.# Loc .# Sample # I.R. ~§: Mg Sr Mn Na Fe AI Zn 2,'3C 0' 80 L W 
5E: ppm ", PDe em 
~~;:,-tl.i*n:Ngft,~';:,-
14 7 13374 5.8 202660 5120 570 250 310 790 25 3.5 4.8 
14 7 13375 3.2 196640 5750 560 260 270 1030 60 
14 8 11389 2.7 410300 7330 430 255 275 930 45 2.1 1.5 
Me.tix 
99 (5) 7 20113+ 23 .5 356770 4990 330 440 265 915 290 5 
99 (5) 8 20 117+ 16.6 350550 5950 270 265 190 940 220 5 
99 (5) 9.2 (10) 2040· 34.5 312660 9730 555 275 470 1970 535 6 
99 (5) 9.2 (10) 2050· 37 .5 349930 8425 840 205 650 2010 800 7 
99 20 20345 9.6 375030 4170 870 175 380 1205 160 
Geochemical dataforspecimens of ts1ll4'lll$m£Vmll$ end PS,6Vdqg,I.#/8S/Nitrwpin8ill$ from the lowermember of the UpperOrdo"";cian 
Whitby Formation. (I. R.-insoluble residue, L-Iength, W-'vAdth; all elemental V81ues ere in ppm-perts permiilion; isotopes ere 
expressed in permille) 
Sp.# Loc .# Sample # I. R. Ca Mg Sr Mn Na E!2 AI ,n 2'3C §18Q. L-W 
5E: P'UQ "I PQ~ em 
I:,~ '~W'lf9-
12 6.2(6) 1919+ 2.6 356230 6210 1110 230 735 470 100 2 -0 .60 ~ .76 
12 6.2 (6) 1120· 2.7 331150 8450 1980 120 1410 670 60 4 -0.29 ~.51 
12 6.2 (6) 1921· 3.3 326620 8255 1960 110 1215 635 70 3 -0.34 -7.26 
12 6.2 (6) 11 22+ 2.1 371780 8255 1945 110 1425 815 80 3 -0.42 -6 .20 
12 6.2 (6! 11 23+ 4.6 368800 8120 2050 110 1980 730 90 2 -0 .73 ~ .31 12 6.2 (6 1924+ 5.2 365490 8510 1915 125 1810 845 100 3 
12 6.2 (6 1225+ 4.8 362990 8110 1905 165 1730 940 135 2 -0 .73 -5 .54 
12 6.2 (6 11 27· 3.6 361430 8200 1700 100 1240 820 95 2 -0 .09 -6.59 
12 6.2 (6) 11 28+ 4.6 320600 6805 1600 110 1040 1190 125 3 ..0 .15 -6 .20 
-VI 
'-' 
Sp.# Loc .# Sample # UL ~§: Mg Sr Me Ne. F~ .AJ ,n ~13c 9'80 L-W 
~ 'lR!D ". PQ~ em 
12 6.2 19605 3.1 335840 8090 1640 140 1510 785 18 
12 6.2 11609 3.5 339580 8565 1650 130 1660 550 0 
12 6.2 19610 3.0 347140 8220 1490 105 2290 660 0 
12 6.2 19611 2.8 359050 8145 1560 135 1965 630 0 
12 6.2 19614 1.9 3.:18800 8040 1570 1.:10 1780 570 0 
12 6.2 11 615 1.3 354050 8170 1700 150 1970 550 0 
12 6.2 11616 2.2 364130 8010 1550 145 1985 580 0 
12 6.2 11617 0.9 345860 7865 1590 160 1700 590 0 
f}~;rt://i1.w.!li!..~ 
14(7) 6.1 1336· 5.5 360490 8690 2195 140 1735 890 100 8 
14(7) 6.1 1395· 7.1 418690 8850 2240 455 1570 330 310 10 
14 6.1 13595 3.3 318890 9455 1910 430 2130 1010 170 -1.10 -5.23 
14 6.1 11596 6.9 313560 1640 1685 275 2060 1110 310 
14 6.1 13598 6.1 3.:16980 1180 1240 175 1920 1345 190 1.5 2.3 
14 6.1 11599 2 . .:1 338210 8035 1585 220 2005 720 195 
14 6.1 13600 10.7 333920 7090 1390 220 1.:160 1260 250 
14 6.1 11601 2.1 328490 6100 1090 205 1510 1120 175 
14 6.1 13602 7.6 355650 7875 1680 195 1680 1000 265 
14 6.1 13603 6.9 341850 1740 1630 190 2100 915 250 
14 6.1 13604 6.2 3.:10240 1385 1.:120 200 1535 1365 245 ...0.41 -6.6.:1 
14 6.1 13606 3.4 338390 6990 1535 180 1.:140 175 210 
14 6.1 13607 6.8 351170 8500 1730 165 1170 870 0 
14 6.1 13608 2.0 355170 1220 1360 170 1590 1145 0 ...0.10 -6.49 
14 6.1 13612 3.7 359230 8650 1800 180 1920 150 0 
14 6.1 13280 5.2 366210 1880 1650 165 15.:10 830 ·120 
M!&ms. 
99 6.1 20597 42 . .:1 291760 8605 630 890 585 4505 840 
99 (5) 6.2 (6) 2026· 30.41 360410 8740 1420 260 515 3335 380 .:I 
99 (5) 6.2 (6) 2029· 8.2 365760 5920 1710 95 830 1380 90 2 
-()\ 
~ 
G e oc h emical data f or s p ecim ens of the tnl 0 bit e tsQ/eliIS tnft.;J/mus from the Up p er Ord ovician Wayn esvill e F ormati on. (I. R. -ns 01 u bl e 
residue, L-Iength, W-'w'idth; all elemental values are in ppm-p81ts permillion; isotopes are expressed in permille) 
Sp.# Loc.# Sample # I.R. Ca Mg Sr Mn Na Fe ,lij ,n 2'3C ~IS0 L-W 
S'fS eQm .~. _~De em 
6~tn~Vn~-
12 14.1 12526 2.1 339740 3250 835 1720 215 4350 185 -0.95 -5 .02 2.7 1.4 12 14.1 12527 2.9 343610 3250 790 1810 300 3975 175 -1.09 -5.08 3.4 1.5 12 14.1 12528 1.8 353490 3280 840 1865 200 4305 185 2.7 1.3 12 14.1 12529 9.7 362980 3180 625 2110 260 5425 0 3.8 1.7 12 14.1 12530 2.2 355690 3195 655 1670 230 4625 0 12 14.1 12531 2.5 350540 3240 800 1965 210 4705 0 12 14.1 12532 2.4 377490 3365 890 1910 180 4395 0 -0.68 -5 .06 12 14.1 12533 2.0 349460 3360 780 1910 230 4495 0 12 14.1 19534 6.7 359660 3660 570 1845 270 4950 0 12 14.1 19535 4.5 352340 3685 720 2170 220 4915 0 12 14.1 19536 1.8 343390 3420 580 1785 210 4400 0 -0.30 -4 .40 12 14.1 19537 2.2 359090 2830 555 1860 195 4420 0 12 14.1 19538 2.4 370200 3180 470 1930 180 4140 0 12 14.1 19539 3.8 338880 3200 455 1865 180 4775 110 -0 .74 -5.64 12 14.1 19540 4.1 340690 3195 420 1735 200 4980 100 -0.77 ..s.20 
12 15 11553 4.3 369030 2785 305 1930 175 2100 115 12 15 19555 4.5 366980 3360 770 2160 220 4250 175 12 15 19556 4.5 363720 3610 390 1735 220 4570 190 12 15 14557 5.0 364440 2920 520 1945 235 3715 170 -0.45 -5.36 3.2 2.5 12 15 14558 6.5 354990 2635 490 1790 265 3655 150 12 15 19559 3.8 366760 2840 345 1900 145 3470 PO 12 15 19560 5.7 357050 3820 410 1550 215 3760 140 12 15 19561 8.5 353290 5015 440 1725 215 4760 210 12 15 19562 7.5 372970 2340 600 1765 250 4420 145 -0.39 ..s .27 12 15 12563 8.3 363720 2550 520 1780 205 4305 270 2.0 1.0 12 15 19564 8.2 371340 4125 645 1575 250 3735 260 
12 17 11565 6.4 346280 3500 750 605 340 2160 150 12 17 11566 7.2 353090 3895 920 820 300 2720 270 12 17 11570 2.2 355480 3540 940 750 280 2225 150 3.0 4.5 1" 17 11571 4.1 367810 3410 855 735 335 1740 170 -0 .69 -4 .91 2.2 3.0 .-P 17 12572 3.8 375990 3335 770 740 350 1890 240 3.5 0.9 . p 17 11573 3.2 356680 3410 1005 675 265 2015 165 -0.90 --4 .55 5.5 8.5 .. 12 17 11574 2.4 368460 3280 990 660 280 1910 230 5.5 8.5 12 17 11575 3.0 363700 3410 960 685 300 2005 250 5.5 8.5 12 17 11576 2.7 365700 3325 885 760 330 2070 60 5.5 8.5 1" 17 11577 3.3 353690 3380 820 695 390 2320 110 5.5 8.5 ..
... (II 
<J1 
Sp.# Loc.# Semple # LA. Ca Mg Sr Me Na E~ .AJ ,n 2'3C S18Q. L-w 
~ [!(;!m "I PQIi! 2m 
12 17 11578 3.3 350700 3200 830 715 370 2090 105 5.5 8.5 
12 17 11580 6.7 355900 3865 805 805 270 2570 230 2.0 3.5 
12 17 11581 1.0 356570 3660 655 810 350 2775 125 
12 17 12582 2.2 365000 3600 720 1090 185 1440 95 4.5 1.0 
~ 
09 14 .1 20541 38.5 350740 9555 510 1720 235 6540 450 
99 15 20554 15.5 369560 2790 245 2140 140 2700 210 
99 17 20579 13.7 347730 3950 740 870 370 2600 320 
Geochemical da8.lorspecimens of the trilobite /$oI4'1lJ$trI8,VmllS trom the UpperOrdo"";cian Liberty Formelion. (I. R.-insoluble residue, 
L -I en gt h, ;t.I-wi dt h; 811 el em entaJ val u es are in p pm-parts per milli on; is ot 0 p es are express e d in per mil e) 
Sp.# Loc.# Semple # L.a. ~a Mg ~r Mn N§: Ee .AJ Zn 2'3C S18Q. L-W 
~ eQ!I! 2i1 PQ~ om 
6W/fA-H'I:A,W/UI$' 
12 14.2 19542 3.6 355990 2890 410 580 180 2860 55 
12 14.2 19543 2.7 343370 3080 430 660 160 3070 75 
12 14.2 11544 6.8 350830 3090 370 715 140 3030 125 1.3 3.7 
12 14.2 11546 4.7 329060 2625 305 820 180 2790 20 3.8 3.2 
12 14 .2 11547 3.0 360770 2790 390 870 125 2700 80 
12 14.2 19548 1.6 359460 3455 460 1295 200 3640 80 
12 14.2 11549 3.8 339920 3000 485 1660 205 4630 65 -0.53 -.5.60 3.1 1.0 
12 14.2 19550 3.3 370640 2080 320 950 300 3580 100 
12 14.2 11551 5.4 349990 3025 330 055 230 3710 160 -0.72 -4 .67 
12 14.2 12552 2.5 355680 3070 260 1350 100 5005 200 
~ 
99 14.2 20545 8.7 350040 4375 690 510 90~ 1935 195 
... 
CIt 
0\ 
GeochemiceJ datatorspecimens of the trilobite lsolelus sp. from the UpperOrdovician Kope Fonnation. (I. R.-insoluble residue, L-
length, W-width; eJl elementeJ values are in ppm-parts permillion; isotopes are expressed in permUte) 
Sp.# Loc.# Semple # L.fL ~a Mg ~r Mn Na Fe AI Zo 2'3C 9'80 L-W 
8? ppm " . PPB om 
l!l~iP· 
10 16 11504 5.8 335240 4470 460 920 160 1150 110 
10 16 19507 10.4 371840 5480 1995 1240 1595 6115 700 
10 16 11508 8.4 375350 3595 460 970 110 1870 510 1.5 1.0 
10 16 11509 6.3 355900 3675 510 860 70 1160 360 
10 16 19510 21 .5 367640 4785 440 1070 260 4380 750 ~.91 -5 .34 2.1 2.5 
10 16 19511 6.5 371960 3045 500 930 130 1040 230 4.0 1.4 
10 16 19512 12.2 358100 3375 405 1335 100 2615 260 
10 16 19513 9.4 381660 3690 390 950 130 1500 400 
10 16 11516 7.0 381340 3600 370 1290 120 2245 280 
10 16 19518 4.9 361420 3240 440 825 115 970 170 
10 16 19519 3.2 370850 3680 355 655 135 885 235 
10 16 19520 9.8 342850 3755 395 885 100 1250 410 
10 16 14521 3.4 364750 2730 335 1135 110 1495 340 ~.62 -5 .05 5.0 5.0 
10 16 14522 3.3 366330 3035 510 905 115 1295 170 5.0 5.0 
10 16 14523 3.7 367580 3785 410 870 105 1480 205 5.0 5.0 
10 16 14524 3.8 354690 4450 410 900 110 1450 215 5.0 5.0 
~ 
99 16 20525 15.6 337720 16835 705 1060 280 3920 390 
GeochemiceJ datatorspecimens ot the trilobite holelus sp. from the Upper Ordovician Fairview Formation. (I. R.-insoluble residue, L-
length, W-width; eJl elementeJ veJues are in ppm-parts permHlion; isotopes are expressed in per mill e) 
Sp. # Loc.# Semple# I. R. Ca Mg Sr Mn Na Fe AI Zn 2'3C~~gQ. L W 
8? DJ)m _____ ". PPB em 
/:f@lfI;,-~"p . 
10 18 19583 11.8 357420 3370 760 1230 210 5005 270 
10 18 19584 4.0 356580 2900 745 1030 180 4040 170 ~.89 -4 .91 
10 18 19585 11.3 358640 3610 765 1155 250 4950 320 
10 18 12587 2.8 246930 3120 1150 1100 220 5145 250 2.0 1.0 
-<.n 
-J 
Sp.# Loc.# Sample # I. A. ~~ Mg Sr MO ~a Fe ~ Zn ~13C S'8Q. L-W 
s;.s ~Qm ~I PI2Ei! 2m 
10 18 19588 1.1 379460 2130 590 900 140 3~30 160 
10 18 19589 2.8 386170 4080 495 1010 17~ 2940 170 
10 18 19 ~91 6.5 371220 2090 890 1170 130 4240 220 +1.40 -6.20 
10 18 12592 4.4 382500 2550 470 960 190 2920 270 2.7 1.0 
10 18 19593 12.2 349590 4605 315 940 210 3955 470 
10 18 12594 3.8 335470 2770 1125 1120 250 5765 265 1.8 1.2 
~ 
99 18 20586 23.1 360560 4780 760 1050 385 4750 450 
-81 
Appendix IV: 
Slatistical Dala 
RESULTS OF FACTOR ANALYSIS 
(){~?nedes $po from Central Ontario 
Orthogonal Transformation Solution-Varimax 
Facror 1 Facror 2 
/ogl.R. 0.705 -0.254 
10gCs. 0.089 -0.849 
10gMg 0.212 0.826 
10gSr 0.790 0.343 
10gMn 0.945 0.127 
10gNs. -0.498 0.568 
logFe 0.941 -0.158 
Factor Eigenvalue Pet. of Var. 
1 3.211 45.9 
2 1.939 27.7 
3 0.795 11.4 
HernAPPSIlShiA1is from Cape Beale. B. C. 
Orthogonal Transformation So I ution-Varimax 
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 
10gl.R. 
10gCs. 
logMg 
log Sr 
logMn 
10gNa 
logFe 
Factor 
1 
2 
3 
0.832 
0.016 
-0.026 
0.877 
0.034 
-0.695 
0.111 
Eigenvalue 
2.521 
1.797 
1.351 
-0.170 
-0.822 
0.860 
0.334 
-0.424 
0.490 
0.232 
Pet. of Var. 
36.0 
25.7 
19.4 
0.429 
0.043 
-0.230 
-0.101 
0.812 
-0.027 
0.908 
CommuMlity 
0.561 
0.729 
0.727 
0.742 
0.910 
0.572 
0.910 
Communality 
0.905 
0.678 
0.741 
0.891 
0.840 
0.723 
0.890 
11)0 
STUDENT T-TEST 
AecentPlthropods 
Differences between the e:xu"Yia and non-tnolts of the cl'!.'y'flSh (,"'IC()f~~S sp. 
Element Condition Mesn Rsnges (ppm) Std. Dev. Num. t-stSl:. Degrees of Signiticsnce 
foom} fooml Obs. Freedom 
I. R. non1OOlt 9.4 4.7 -12.4 2.2 9 
e:xu\'ia 14.3 102 -22.4 4.9 5 -2.627 12 0.022 
···_·Ca········· "Mfi:moi '324284' ""2iis320':34670if' ·····19471"····· ·······9······ .................. ............................ . ................................... . 
..................... .... ~.~."!i!. ..~.?:1?9 ........ ~.t~?J.9 .. :-.~~~?9.... . .... ?~19. ............. ~ .......... :.L~!'!~ .............. ..1? ......................... 9J.1L .......... . 
~ norHOOlt 4407 3545 -5240 650 9 
..................... ..... ~?!M~ ... .... ~.?lt... . ........ ??l.9..::.~.l.~ ......... ........ 9.~ ................. ~...... . .. QJ)'~ ............... l?............ . ............ Q ... 9.~.? ............. . 
Sr non-molt 679 595 - 760 57 9 
e:xu"Yia 808 710 -920 82 5 -3.5 12 0.004 
· .. ·-Mi········· ··non..:iilOit·· ··· .. ·69······ ············ .. 35·~··13O···--····· ······ .. ·29········· ·······9····· ........................ _ .......................... -................................ . 
e:xJ.l'lia 235 130 .. 510 156 5 -3.2 12 0.000 
.... -Na" ......... "n;;n:{O()jt. "'399"1'" .. ·········965·~ .. 7005·········· ···· .. ·2457 .. ····· ·······9······ .................. . ................................................................ . 
e~A\1a 1235 320-2125 6S3 5 2.421 12 0.032 
······Fe········· ··nor.-.:moit" ······44······· ··············30·:·80············· ·········1·6········· ·······9 .. ···· ...................................................................................... . 
e:xu'iia S09 120-1460 542 5 -2.661 12 0.021 
Element Species Mesn Rsnges (ppm) Std. Dev. Num. t-stSl:. Degrees of Significsnce 
r'bo. fwml flllllrll Obs. Freedom 
tR. 71 16.1 3.0-262 7.0 18 
70 15.3 6.8-32.1 5.7 23 +0.420 39 0.677 
............................ ~? ............. .t§ ... ~ .................. 9..,~~.:~............ . .... .19.:.7. .............. .!?_ ..... :9.:.'},§,. _ ......... ?~............ .. ........... Q:.~ ............. . 
Ca 71 323260 273680-381320 28124 18 
70 302378 258100-338930 22167 23 +2.661 39 0.011 
......................... ..I? ............ ~?~ ......... ~.?2®.~!l17..Q ....... J~.7.!..L ........ J? ....... :9.:!lQ~ ................ ~ ............ ............. 9.;~l.. ............ . 
~ 71 15215 13090-18625 1808 18 
70 17821 12760-20400 1526 23 -5.004 39 0.000 
.. ·_·sr······ .. · · .. ··-~1········· "'1[l11'" ······..!r~~w-····· .. ······~w{-·-··· ·····1i··- .. ::lJ~ ..... -..... -~ ......................... QJ~~ ............ . 
70 3713 2700-4230 354 23 ~.121 39 0.904 
........................... !..? .............. ~J.. .......... _ ... W..~.1!!Q ................ 1~1 .... _ ....... J.? ........ :9.:~.~ ............... ~ ............ ............. 9.;~.?1. ............. . 
M'l 71 15 10-25 4 18 
70 17 8-21 3 23 -1.455 39 0.154 
.......... _ .... _ .......... 7.?......... . .... J!'!....... . .. _ ......... J.Q~ ......................... ~ ................... 1? ...... :9..,~.~_. . .......... ?~............ . ............ Q:.~.1 ............. . 
Na 71 8166 5130-17335 3091 18 
70 8333 5590-14485 2008 23 ~.209 39 0.835 
..................... . ..... T.l: .............. ~ ............... ~7..?9.:-.1.1;l:.?!l ............. ?~ ........... J.? ........ :9.:~~ ................ ?~ ......................... 9.;~J.~ .............. . 
Fe 71 122 70-270 58 18 
70 98 SO-l85 37 23 +1.572 39 0.124 
72 141 60-340 84 12 ~.743 28 0.463 
· .. -13C···· .. ·· ····· .. 7·1········ .. "=1~845" ··· .. :·1·:53··::····~·:25· .... ·····0·.365-···· ....... ;-..... .................. . .............................................................. _. 
70 ~.808 ~.30 - -1.32 0.725 2 -2212 3 0.114 
............................ 71.......... ..::1:.~... . ..... :9.;~J. .. :::: .... :-.1.:f'.§..... . .... Q.\?~.7. ....... ....... .?...... ..::?:.~.1.9.... . ... _ ...... ~.............. . ............ Q:.Q~§ ............. . 
18 o 71 -2.08 -1.62 - -2.46 0.426 3 
70 -2.40 ~.97 - -3.83 2.022 2 +0.288 3 0.792 
72 -1.09 ~.77 - -1.41 0.453 2 -2.494 3 0.088 
162 
Elelnent Species Mean Ranges (pPIn) Std. Dev. Hum. t~at. Degrees of Significance 
Nuln. {PPm} rDDllll Obs. Freedom 
I.R. 70 15.3 6.8-32.1 5.7 23 
........................... .?~.......... . ... J!!:.~ .................. 9..~~::?~.:~ .................... '.9 .. J....... . .... .1~ ....... :9..~~} ............. }~ ......................... 9.:.~.? ............. . 
Ca 70 302378 258100-338930 22167 23 
..................... ...... l.? .......... . ~.~ ......... ~~.~J.7..Q ....... ..1~.?7.J.. .......... J.? ........ :?:~ ................ ~ .......................... 9.:9.9.7. .............. . 
fv\J 70 17821 12760-20400 1526 23 
72 17355 14610-20390 1907 12 0.738 33 0.437 
· .. ···Sr·········· ······70········· "'3713"'" ··········2·700=4230········· ········35·;r······· ·······23 .. ·· .................. . ................................................................ . 
...................• .•... .7.'5. .............. ~.~~.'-................ ~.~ ......... ....... 1~1 ......... ....... ,.? ........ :-.t:9.~~ ................ ~~ .......................... 9.:~.~ .............. . 
M'l 70 17 3-21 3 23 
........................... 7.~.......... . ..... J.~ ..................... J.9.::?~ ......................... ;?._ ............. Jl ....... 9.:.9.J.~ ............... ~.~ ......................... 9.:.9.~.? ............. . 
Ha 70 8333 5590-14485 2008 23 
.................... . ..... 1.? .............. ~.~.1 ............... ~!..?9.:.1.1??9 .............. ~.1 ............ J.?.... . .. :9.:~J1. ............... ~~ ........................ 9.:~ .............. . 
Fe 70 98 SO-185 37 23 
............................ 7.?......... . .. ..111...... . ............. w.~~ ............. ......... ~~ ............... J?... ..::?:.1p..?... . ......... }~............ . ............ QJ!~ ............. . 
13(; 70 -0.800 -0.30 - -1.32 0.725 2 
72 -1.085 -0.91 - -1.26 0.247 2 0.512 2 0.659 
..... 1'80 ......... · ..· ..·70 ........ · .. ·~~40 ...... ·· .. ~:97 .. : .... ;:S3 .... · .... ·'2'.022 .... · .......... 2 ........................................................................................ .. 
72 -1.09 -0.77 - -1.41 0.453 2 -0.89 2 0.466 
T -test statistics! differences between (,":NJfJI.N' and (,'<iIiI&:~S 
Eleinent Species Mean Ranges (ppm) Std. Dev. Hum. t-st8l:. Degrees of SignifICance 
(DOIn 1 'ODlnl Obs. Freedoln 
I.R. CNI/,"I.N· 15.7 0.6-32.1 7.7 35 
..................... ..f~?: ........... J.~.:~ ...... ............ I.:~ .. :.;!§:.7. .......... ........ 7....1 .............. ..1.7.. ....... :9.:.~ ................ ~ .......................... 9.:~.?~ .............. . 
(;a (,~/I.'M!I' 309551 258100 - 350 170 22593 35 
..................... ..~1:..... .~.?mQ. . .... ~.1~.w..:.~;?~.~ ......... l~l.ll ....... ..... ..17...... ...~ .. ~Q?9. .... ............ ~L ....................... 9.:.QP..~ ............. . 
fv\J CNwI.N· 17661 12760-20400 1653 35 
...................... f~?~ ......... ?9.1l? ........... 1?~.?9 .. :.?.1~ ............. ~~......... .. .... l? ...... :.~J1.2 ............... ~ ......................... 9.:!!9.9 .............. . 
Sr ,":NI/,"I.N" 37M 2700 - 4480 385 35 
........................ ~1: .......... ~~.L ........... ~19..:.~§ ................. ~!..? .............. J!... ..... : . .L~n. ............. ~ ......................... Q..J.??. ............. . 
M'l (,"tNkJN 16 .5 8 - 26 4 35 
..................... . .. f~~{: ............ ~.:? .................. J.9..: .. ~!! ...................... l?. ............. ..1.7. ...... :J·.9.9.~ .............. ~9. ......................... 9.:9.9.9 .............. . 
Ha (,":NI/,"I.N' 8594 5590 - 14485 2323 35 
........................ ~~: .......... ~.lL .......... ~.:.,.!..1~ .............. ~J.l~ ............... ,.!. ....... :J.:~.?'J. ............. ~ ............ _ ........... 9.J~.? ............. . 
Fe (,~kJl.N· 113 50 - 340 60 35 
''<iIiI. 56 30 -120 25 17 3.723 50 0.001 
·· .. ·1"3C .. ···· ... ~;~;: .... "=0':946'" ··· .. ·=·1·.32 .. :··=·0·.30·· .. ·· .. ·0':4"70· .. · ......... 4" ............................................................................................ . 
..................... ... ~~{: ......... ":.t7.?l ........ :.~:.~.= ..... 9.:1.7. ........ l:~!!J .............. 1 ............ :~.?7. ................... ~._......... .. . ........... 9.:~.?1 ............. . 
180 (.":NI!:I.N' -1.745 -3.83 - -0.77 1.415 4 
~/. -1.895 -4.00- -1.01 1.412 4 0.150 6 0.886 
EleJnetil Species M!an Ranges (ppI'I) Std. Dev. Num. t-st81. Degrees of Significance 
"ppm) (ppm) Obs. Freedom 
I. R. cra~ish 11.1 4.7 -22.4 4.0 14 
....................... .J.9.I?§.t~.. . ... g.~.:.i ................. 9.J.::.~.:Q ........... _ .. .J.~ .. g .............. 1l... ..::t?~.1 ............. J~ ............ ............. Q.,Q9., ........•...... 
Ca Cfa'yfish 330786 311060 -366520 21984 14 
..................... .... ~.~~r. .. .. ?~~ ......... J~.::.?2?9.Q9 ........... ~;l9. ............ J.~.... ..~&7.~ ................ ~ ......................... 9.:99.9 .............. . 
tv\J cra'yfish 4394 2770 -5240 733 14 
....................... J9.~.~~.~r... .J~~.... . .... ..!~J.g.~.::.~l.9. ...... ....... ~g.1.L .......... It.. ::.1~.:glL ........... g.~ ............ ............. 9.:.9.9.9. ............. . 
Sr cra'yfish 725 595 - 920 90 14 
........................ .!!?~~.t~I .. ... 1!l9. .... .......... ?.t?.9.::.~ ............... ~.7.~ ............. .J.~ ...... :J.~:ll..9. .............. ~ ......................... 9.:9.9.9 .............. . 
M't cra~ish 128 35-510 122 14 
..................... ..... ~.~.~r... ....... ~ ......................... ~.:J.~ ......................... ~ ................... 1~..... ..1·.~9.§.... . .......... ~............ . ............ 9.:.®.f ............. . 
Na cra~ish 3007 320 - 7205 2393 14 
............ _ ...... .... ~~~r.. .. .. .?.1.~~ ............. Ei9..:~J.g.19 ....... ... ..!g.7.~.7.. ..... .... ...11 ...... :~:.~.~ ............... ?~ .......................... 9.:®.9 .............. . 
Fe cra~ish 210 30 -1460 380 14 
lobster 42 20-80 20 13 1.592 25 0.124 
·····13C········ ... ;;;;. ":3:270" ·····:·4:70·=···~·2:00 .. ·· ······1·.·;;···· .. · ........ ; ......................................................................................... . 
lobster 0.212 -1.01- 1.38 0.794 6 -5.043 7 0.001 
..... 180 ........ · ..~;~;h· ':'S:295" ·····:·S:44·:··~·S:02 .. ··· ·····0·."238······ · .. ···3······ ................................................................................... . 
lobster -4.605 -6.63- -0.96 1.975 6 -3.117 7 0.017 
Deovonian 
Statistical diffe~es between ~("s I~ specimens from the Demissa Bed (lYdlow'Ville Formation) at Bayview 
(foc. Uland Spring Brook , N. V. (Ioc. 5.2). 
Elellletlt locality M!an Ranges (pptn) Std. Dev. Nuro. t-st81. Degrees of SignifICance 
Nwn. (PJ)Illl (ODInl Obs. Freedorn 
I. R. 1.1 10 5.9 -15.8 4 5 
5.2 27 21.9-33.4 6 4 -5.059 7 0.001 
·····Cs:········· ········1~1······· '3'7'1560" ····366610·:·380950··· .. · .. ·5493······· ·······5······ .................. .. .. _ .......................................................... . 
.................... . ...... 5.:.? ......... ~:1Q99.~ ... ..... ?~~ .. :17.l.?9.Q ... ..... 1J.~~1 ............ ~ ........ J.:~.~ ................. .7.. .......................... 9.:~.~? ............. . 
tv\J 1.1 4199 3995 - 4385 172 5 
52 5850 5415-6495 490 4 -7.115 7 0.000 
···· .. s;:········· ·········rr····· .... 93"1" ..... · .. ········84~f:·1060· .. ······ ········79·········· .. ·····5 .... ·· .................. ............................ . .................................... . 
..................... ........ ~.,? ........... J.~l..? ............... J.~9 .. :..1.~1..9. ........ ....... g.~1 ........ ....... 1 ......... §.:?~~ ................. 7. ........................... 9.:99..1 ............. . 
M't t.1 2263 1905-2415 228 5 
..................... ........ ~.:g ....... .. .J.~..... . ....... ..l~1.9..::J.~9 ................. ?9.9. ................. 1...... ..l,?~.1. ............... 1 .......................... 9.J~9.1 ............. . 
Na 1.1 749 690-905 89 5 
..................... . ....... ~:.? ............ ?.~~ ....... ......... _~.?~ .. : . .1.Q§9. ......... .•.••.. .1.19 ................ ~ ......... ::~.:~.?9 ................. 7.. .................. _ ..... 9.:~ .............. . 
Fe 1.1 2666 2220 - 3095 320 5 
..................... ....... ~:l ...... .... ?~.~l ............. g.?l9..:.?l..~ ................. ~.? ................. 1 ......... !...~.1.... . .......... .1. .......................... 9.:.1~.~ ............. . 
AI 1.1 257 195-325 54 5 
5.2 467 205 -790 177 4 -1.922 7 0.001 
Statistical differences between 1'mc~$I8M specimens froln the Smoke Creek Bed (fvbscow Formation) at Bayview 
(loe. 12)and Fall Brook , N. V. (Ioc. 31. 
Element locality Mean Ranges {ppIrt} Std. Dev. Nwn. t-stat. Degrees of Significance 
Nwn. (PJ)ml (ppm} Obs. FreedOln 
I.R. 1.2 7.2 3.4-13.1 3.1 15 
.................... . ........ ~ ............. .lL.~ ................. ~:J .. ::.~.L~ .................. ~.:?......... .. .... !? ...... ~:.?J1 ...... _ .... ~ ......................... Q.J!9.2 ............. . 
Ca 1.2 386017 330250-422420 25383 15 
............................. } ........... ~nJ.?l. ....... ~~?1!l::.~J.l~.9 .... ..... w.99. ...... ...... J.? ........ 9.:~.~ ................ ~ .......................... 9.J1~ .............. . 
tvtJ 12 4758 3835 -5850 665 15 
3 03ll :J4IIO -11~1j ottt$ II -b.t$'U l~ U.OOI:J 
···· .. Sf··· .. ····· ........ 1":2"...... ..··11·24 .. ·· ··········s3ii":·152if····· .. · ······2·15····· .. ·· ·······15.... .................. ............................ . .................................... . 
..................... .......... ~ ........... J.~?9. .............. J.J.W..::.ltl.9. ............... ?~ .............. l? ..... .. ::.~:.~1..1 ... ............ ?~ .......................... 9.:9.9.9 .............. . 
M--. 1.2 2422 1650 - 3650 632 15 
............................... ~ ......... .... ??!!l. .... ........ J.?99..:.~.~ ................. ~~.~ .............. J? .... ... Q.}~ .... .......... J~ ....................... JL~ ............. . 
Na 12 1005 545-1510 294 15 
3 1311 1075 -1485 127 12 -3.349 25 0.003 
·····Fe·· .. ····· ·······""1'.2·_··· · .. 2885····· ··· .. ·····1"365:·3700·· .. ···· ···· .. 678········ ···_·15····· ..................................................................................... . 
..................... .......... ~......... . ... w..... . ........ .l?~.9..::.~.?9 ................ ~~.? ............... 1? ..... J . ..J~ ............... ~............ . ............ Q:.?1~ ............. . 
AI i.2 225 120 -360 83 15 
..................... . ......... ~ .............. ~ ....... ............... Q.::.?~.~ .................... ~l. ......... ..... J? ..... .. ::?:.:?~r .. ............ ?~ .......................... 9.:9.~~ .............. . 
Zn 1.2 15 5 -60 13 15 
3 12 5-35 10 8 0.506 21 0.618 
·····13;::··· .... · ......... ,.:2"...... ··~·0:S65 .. ·······~~62··:·~·.S",······· ""'O~07;-"'" ....... 2"..... .................. ........................... .. ................................... . 
3 1.19 +1.17 - +1.27 0.028 2 ~9.988 2 0.001 
·····180'······ .. ···· .. ···1·:2"··· .. · "~';':65"" ·· .. ·· .. -5· .. 84·:·:5·.·;······ ·····0' .. 26"9······· ·· .. ···2···· ................................................. _ .......................... _ .... . 
3 ~.905 ~.36 - ~.66 0.346 2 0.822 2 0.497 
Stratigraphical differences between I'mcqJ::.-,Wkil specimens from the Demissa Bed (1.1), and the Srr.oke Creek (1.2) 
and Penn Db<ie Beds at Bayyiew , N. V . 
Elernent locality Mean Ranges (ppm) Std. Dev. Nwn. t~tat. Degrees of Significance 
Nwn. (ppm} {pJ)f(Il Obs. FreedOln 
I. R. 1.1 10.2 5.9 -15.8 4 5 
12 7.2 3.4-13.1 3.1 15 1.687 18 0.109 
............................. .t:l..... . ... 19.:.1...... . ........... 1,9..::.1~.J ................... ~.:~......... . ..... -'.1.... ..::9..,l~l ............ ..1.1............ . ............ 9.:.~.~ ......... _. 
Ca 1.1 371560 366670-380950 5493 5 
1.2 386017 330250 -422420 25383 15 -1.242 18 0.230 
..................... . ....... 1J ......... ~ .. ~~.?!. ........ ~?§.~ .. :.~.~~99. ... .... J.19.!!? ........... ..1.1. ...... ~.:~!. ................. 11 ......................... 9.:!!M. ............. . 
tvtJ 1.1 4199 3995 - 4385 172 5 
1.2 4758 3835 -5850 665 15 -1.826 18 0.084 
.......................... J.:~....... . ... ~J.~ ............. Jl~l::.1l.J.9 ............... J~.L....... . ... J..1..... ..~:.7.11... . .......... H............ . ............ 9.:.9.9.? ............. . 
Sr 1.1 931 845 -1060 79 5 
1.2 1124 830 -1520 215 15 -1.928 18 0.070 
..................... . ....... Ll .......... .7..19 ................... ~J.~ .. :.~.~........... . ........ ?9.......... . .... ..1.1.. ...... 1:~.~ ............... .J.~ ........................ J1.:00.1 .............. . 
M--. 1.1 2263 1905 - 2415 228 5 
1.2 2422 1650-3650 632 15 .{J.542 18 0.594 
....................... _ ... J.:~....... . ... I~.~l .. _. _ ....... .t1?~.::.?~.~ ................. ?§. .............. JJ ........ }:?? ..... ......... J.~............ . ............ Q.,9.9.~ ............. . 
Na 1.1 749 690 -905 89 5 
1.2 1005 545 -1510 294 15 -1.891 18 0.075 
.................... . ...... J.:.~ ... _ ...... ~_ ................ ~.?9.::.~9.......... . ...... .1J.§ .............. ..1"-.... . .. :9.:1..~1.. ... ........... .11 ......................... 9.:§.!io .............. . 
Fe 1.1 2666 2220 - 3095 320 5 
1.2 2885 1365-3700 678 15 .{J.688 18 0.500 
..................... _ ..... ..t.:1...... . ... !~~.... . ........ .1.~99..::.?~.~Jt...... . ..... J~J. ................ '.1 ....... ~ .. J~.... . .......... .1.1 ......................... 9.:.9.99. ............. . 
AI 1.1 257 195-325 54 5 
1.2 225 120 -360 83 15 0.812 18 0.428 
1.3 3 0 -20 7 11 15.827 14 0.000 
······i3c········ ........ ; ...; ......... ·~:625·· ········~:io·=·~:55··· .. · ·····0·:106 .. ···· ·······2·· .... · .................................................................................... .. 
1.2 -0 .565 .{J .62 - .{J .51 0.078 2 0.645 2 0.585 
1.3 -2.17 -2.30-~.04 0.184 2 10.294 2 0.009 
..... 180 ........ ········1·.·1 .... · .. · .. ~:74····· ········~·:94·=··~:s4·· .. ·· ·····0:28;······ ....... 2" ........................................................................................... . 
1.2 -5.65 ~.84 - ~.46 0.269 2 -0.362 2 0.175 
1.3 -5.11 ~.5O--4.72 0.552 2 -1.437 2 0.287 
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Strst~ic8I differences between ~~s IWkA specimens: from the Smoke Creek (1.2) and Penn Di)<je Beds (1.3) at 
BaYView , N.V . 
Element locality ~ Ranges (ppm) Std. De'l. Hum. t-stat. Degrees of Significance 
NUff.. lODml looml Obs. Freedom 
I. R. 1.2 7.2 3.4 -13.1 3.1 15 
............................. L:1 ........... J.9.:!.. ................. ~.:9.:: .. 1.9.:J. .................. ~.~~ ................ U .......... :?:~.... . ........... ?~ .......................... 9.:~.1 .............. . 
Ca 1.2 386017 330250 -422~"O 25383 15 
1.3 348627 324550-369400 14002 11 4.404 24 0.000 
...... ~ ................. 1":2" ...... ····4758···· ·········3"835·:·5850······· ····· .. "665········ ·······1·5····· ................................................................................... . 
..................... ...... .J.:.~_ ......... ~J.~ ............... 1J.~.::.~.?J.Q .............. ..1.~J......... . .... ..1.'-.... . . ..1.J?'~ ................. ? ..·t ........................ 9.:~ .............. . 
Sr 1.2 1124 830-1520 215 15 
............................ ..l:l ........... ?1Q...... . ........ J.~~.~.:.?~.~ ................ ..!~f!.. .............. .1.1..... ...~.~~~.... . .......... ~.~............ . ............ 9.:.9.99. ............. . 
tvt. 1.2 2422 1650 -3650 632 15 
........................... J.:.~ ........... l?~.? ..... .......... ,.~.?~ .. 7.g;.:~ ............... g.~ ......... ...... 1l ......... ?:~.9.~ ................. ?1 ........................ 9.:~ .............. . 
Na 1.2 1005 545-1510 294 15 
............................. .l.:~....... . .... 7.~...... .._ ........ f!~.:.~.9. ................. .!.l.f! .............. .-'..1.. ...... ?:.~.t... . .......... ?1............ . ............ 9.:.Q~1 ............. . 
Fe 1.2 2885 1365-3700 678 15 
............................. L.~ .......... J.~ ............. J.~ .. 7.~~ .•..•..• __ •• ~.1. ............... 11 ....... ~.,~.?.1.. ............... ?~ .......................... 9.,Q9.!} .............. . 
AI 1.2 225 120 -360 83 15 
1.3 3 0 -20 7 11 8.825 24 0.000 
·····13C········ _······1·:;······ -~·O:565·· ·······~·:62·=·:{l.5·,······· ·····0~078······· ....... 2'..... . ....................................... _ ............. _ .................... _ ... . 
1.3 ~.17 ~.30-~.04 0.184 2 11.37 2 0.008 
_··'fso···-·· _······1:;······ · .. ~i6S'··· ·······:.s~·84·=·:.s·.46······ ·· .. 0·.·2{;9······ ········2 .. ···.. .................. . ............................................................... .. 
1.3 -S.11 -S.50--4.72 0.552 2 -1245 2 0.339 
Ordovician 
T-test statistics! differences strstigt-sphicaJlybetween f.:i~IIb-$l~- from the Cobourg Fmn. (loc8lity 9.1 ) and 
~- sp. from the underlWtg Vetul8KI Fm. (1oc8l"Itv9.21. 
Elelnel'lt Species Mean Ranges {ppm} Std. Dev. NUIn. t-stat. Degrees: of Significance 
{ooml {ooml Obs. Freedom 
I. R. 9.1 8.3 4.3 - 13.9 3.2 6 
.......................... 9.:? .............. §:.9. .................. ~.,Q.=.J.~.:~......... . ....... ?:.~......... . ..... ?? ....... J.:~~ ................. ~ .......................... 9.:~.9.? ............. . 
Ca 9.1 377048 360750-393260 11477 6 
........................... 9.:.? .......... ;mH.Q ....... n~.?9Q:1~.~ .. Q .......... ~.?~ ............. ?t ..... :!! ... ???... . .......... ~ ......................... Q:.~.L .......... . 
tv\! 9.1 5083 4625 - 5835 475 6 
.......................... ?:?......... . ... ~.~~ ..... ........ w..= .. ~!!?~....... . ...... ??!! ............... ?? ........ :?:~.??. ............... ~ .......................... !!,9.t~ .............. . 
Sr 9.1 551 420-625 80 6 
........................... 9..~?......... . ... .?!l?...... . ........ ~.~~ .. = . .t?g.~ ............... J.~.1 ............... .?!!.... ..~:.?~... . .......... ~.?............ . ............ QJ!9.' .............. . 
Nh 9.1 238 215-270 20 6 
.......................... ?.2 ............... .1.~ ............... JJ.~.= .. ?~.Q_ ... _ .......... l?......... . ..... ~ ........ 1:~.?!! ................ ~~ .......................... 9.:®.9 .............. . 
Na 9.1 289 240-320 35 6 
........................... 9.:.? .............. 1~1 ............... ~.?9 .. =.~.7.Jt ................. ~ ................. ?!!..... ..~:.~.L. . .......... ~............ . ............ Q.,OO.1. ........... .. 
Fe 9.1 672 490 - 1020 199 6 
·······Ai· ...... ··· ····l1·········· ..... ~~ .............. J.~.=.~~9 ........ ·······i~ .. ······ ...... ~? ........ .L~J.L .... _ .... 1? ..... ~ ............. 9.:.l~ ... _ ........ . 
................ _ ......... 9.:.? .............. ,.~...... . ............ ~.= .. ?~ .................... .1.9. ............ _ ... ?~ ...... J.:.~ ............... ~............ . ............ Q:.~.? ............ .. 
Zn 9.1 5 3-6 1.7 3 
9.2 11 3 -115 20.6 28 ~.542 29 0.592 
····l3C········ ·····9:·1·········· ···=0~27····· ·······~·O:43·=··~O·:·1·1····· ·····0:226··· .. ·· ··· .. ··2······· ...................................................................................... . 
9.2 ~.028 -0.20-+0.15 0.138 5 -1.811 5 0.130 
..... 180 ........ ·····9·:·1·········· ··=;-'035·" ·······~·5:0;·=·~·4:99· .... ··· .. 0:064······· ·······2· .. · .. · ...................................................................................... . 
9.2 -5.202 -5.45--4.97 0.178 5 1233 5 0.273 
Statistical differences between l::.~n~utS' specimens froM the Trilobite Shale (17) and Frey's (1007) 
1i!¥}tffIN~ dtb.-wi bed ( 15). 
Element locality tv1ean Ranges (pptn) Std. Dev. NURl. toStat. Degrees of Signific$tlCe 
Num. IDDIIll fDDtnl Obs. Freedom 
I. R. 15 6.1 3.8 -8.5 1.8 11 
............................. ..1.7. ............ ~.1 .... _ .............. 1:.2.::.?,?. ........ _ ......... J.:~ ................ J~ ........ ~:.?~L.. .._._ .... ~.~............ . ......... _.Q:.Q9.~ ............. . 
Ca 15 364026 353290 -372970 6486 11 
....... _ ................... JI ......... ~ ........ ~~.~.::J.~9.99. ......... ~.?~.? ........... _.1.1 ........ .L~1 ............... ?1 ......................... 9.:.1.~1 ............ . 
tvt 15 3273 2340-5015 808 11 
17 3'199 3Z80-38~ ZIM 1.. -1.01" Z3 0.321 
······Sr·········· ··········1'5······· .... 494" ..... ··········-305·:·770··········· ········138······_· ······"1"f··· .................. . .............. -... _ .... - .. _ ... _ ...... _ .................... . 
17 850 720-1005 105 14 -7.328 23 0.000 
······Mi········· ·········15······· -_.j805 ..... ··········155i)".:·2·1·60········ ········1"74········ ·······j·1····· ....... _ ..................................................... -..................... . 
...... _ ...................... .1.7........ . ... m ...... ........... ~.::J.99.9 ............ _ ..JJ.~._..... . .... J.~ ...... J.§.~J..t.. . .......... ~.~ ....................... Jt..OOQ ............. . 
Na 15 217 145 -265 34 11 
............ _....... . ...... .J1_ ........ _.~J.9....... ._ ....... ..1.?;?.:.l9.9 ... _...... . .. _ .... ~~ ....... _. . .... ..1.1 .. _ ... ::.~:.Q.1.7. ......... _ .... ?~ .......................... 9.:.Q.Q!! .. _ ......... . 
Fe 15 388S 2100 -4760 729 11 
17 2138 1440 -2775 369 14 7.818 23 0.000 
··-·-Ar········· -_······1·5······· _···1·78······ ············1·15-:270-········ ·_······5r-······· ······"1"1····· ........ _........ . .............. _ ............................ _ ............ _ .... . 
..................... . ...... ..1.I ........... J.~ ..................... @. .. :.~.7.9 ..................... ~ .............. J~ ..... ... 9.:~.Q~ ..... ............ ?~ .......................... 9.l~1 .............. . 
13C 15 -0.42 -0.45 - -0.39 0.042 2 
............................ ..11 .......... ::.9....7.1~ ......... ::.9.:.~.:::: .. ::.9..,~..... . .... 9.:9.?l! ............. ~ .......... ~J.~ ................. ? ........................... 9.:9.~~ .............. . 
180 15 -5.315 -5.36 - -5.27 0.064 2 -
17 -4.73 -4.91- -4.SS 0.255 2 -3.153 2 0.088 
T-test statistical differences between Y~.:."lIii bnMMktI::Ji:.- fl'OfrllocaJity 19 (Bromide Fmn.) and I::.~­
flP# fl'Ofrllocslity 10 (Verularn Fmn.). 
Element Species Mean Ranges (ppm) Std.Dev. Nwn. t-stat. Degrees of Significance 
fDDml fDDIn) Obs. Freedom 
I.R. '~.)"lIii 2.3 1.0-5.0 1.3 11 
..................... .. f: .• ~.... . .... §.:~....... . ....... _ .. 1:.9..::.1~.:.1. .................. ~.:9 ................. l~ ...... ::·.~.:17.9 .............. ~.l............ . .. _ ....... !!.,Q99. ............. . 
Ca y~~ 353482 303490-380260 19587 11 
..... _ ......... _ .. !.~ ...... ~~.ll... .... }~~ .. :.~~_~ ...... J.~ .......... J.? ........ .L9.?1 ............... .?.L ....................... 9.:f.2.L. ... _ ..... . 
tv\I Y~"lIii 4685 3990 -6250 677 11 
_ ................... .. f: .• ~~ .... .... 1~.?.1. .. _ ......... ~J.~l::.1!..9.!L ............. ?.l~_ ...... _ ....... !~ ..... ... Q:.m.... _ ..... _ ..~.t........... . ............ Q}~.1. ............ . 
Sr Y~ 980 920 -1070 41 11 
..................... .!:A~~ ......... ~1 ................... ~.7.9.;:'.~........... . ...... ..7.~ .............. J.? ..... .J.7.:.?J.~ ............... ?.t ........... ............. 9.:99.9 .............. . 
tvtI Y~.)"lIii 277 195-355 54 11 
.... _ ..... _ ....... . .f:..~ .... ..... ~.~_ .. _ ............ l~.::.~.Q_ .............. J.~ .............. J.~ ....... ::.1.I~1 ......... _ ... ~J._ .......... ............. Q:.Q~ ............ _ 
Na Y~.)"lIii 341 290 - 370 28 11 
....................... (,A~ ....... _ ......................... ~9 .. :.~.7.9 .................... ~~ ................ .1.? ... _ ... ?:~1 ................. ?.1 ................. _ ....... 9.:~ .............. . 
Fe Y~~ 945 735 -1270 156 11 
..................... . f: .. ~:... . .... ~J.?. ................. ?J.9..::.119. .................... §J! ................ J.~ ...... J.~.:!..Q~... . .......... ~.,............. . ............ 9.:.9.9.9. ............. . 
AI Y~ 16.8 0-60 24 11 
...................... !:A~~ ........ .?~ ....... _._ ....... .1.9.9 .. :.1?9........... . ........ ~]_........ . ..... .1.? ..... :J.?:.19..~ .............. ?.1. ...•..• _ .......•....... 9.:99.9 .............. . 
13c Y~.)"lIii -0.367 -0.42 - -0.26 0.092 3 
...................... !:~ ....... 9.:~.§9 .............. 9.:.~~ .. = .. 9.:!?§....... . .... 9.:9.9.9. ............. ? ....... : . .1.1:.2.1.1 ............... ~ ........................... 9.:9.9..1 .............. . 
180 Y~~"lIii -4.673 -4.81- -4.46 0.187 3 
I.~~ -5.55 -5.79 - -5.31 0.339 2 3.864 3 0.031 
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T-test statistical differences between f'>~s (14) and ~1I~VRut;;" (12) from the btie of the 
Whitby Fmn. 
Element S.-.pIe Mean Ranges (ppm) Std. Dev. Num. t-stal. Degrees of Significance 
Ntnn. fDDtn} f[)[)tnl Obs. Freedom 
I. A. 14 5.4 2.0-10.7 2.4 16 
........ _ ... _ ...... _ ....... 1?._... . .... ~.:1...... . ............ 9.:.~.:-_~.,? ................. _ ..L? .............. J.!..... . .. ~:.1~.?._. ._ ....... JL.......... . ............ 9.:.9.9J.. ............ . 
Ca 14 347984 313560-418690 23999 16 
........................ _ ...J.~ .......... ~~.H ...... ~~ .. :}?.lr09.... . .. .J.~.t? ............ .t7. ....... :.9.:.~.9. .............. 11... ....................... 9.:l.J.~ .............. . 
tv\} 14 1830 6100 -9455 851 16 
.............................. J.? ........ .J!99J._ .... _ .... !??J.9..:.?~.~~ .............. _~?i! .............. ..1!...... ..:.9.&7..1 .............. ~J............. . .......... j':.~l. ............ . 
Sf 14 1634 1090 -2240 310 16 
................ _... . ...... ..1.?_ .......... 17.9.' ................ 11.'-9 .. :.~9.;?9......... . ...... ?~!.......... . ..... .1.7. ....... :.9..,7.9.? ..... _ ........ ~J .......................... 9.:~~ .............. . 
I'vtt 14 223 140 -455 91 16 
............................. J.? .......... J~.~_._ .... _ ..... J.9!t::.?;l9. ................... J? ............... ..1.7.. ....... l.7.7..L.. . ......... JL.......... . ............ 9.:.9.9J ............ . 
Na 14 1748 1440 -2130 242 16 
... _ ....................... .J.~ .......... ...19.11_ ......... _ . .1.~~ .. :J?99. ................ :!Q9 ..... _ ....... .1.7. ........ J.:.l.~J ................ ~J ............. ............. 9.:~.t9 .............. . 
Fe 14 965 330 - 1365 26S 16 
.... _ ....................... J.?_ .. _.. ._ .. 7.~...... . ... _ ..... ~1..9..::J..l29. .......... _ ..... 11..? ......... _ .._.,.1...... . .. }:f9...... . ......... }J............. . ............ 9.:.9.!!~ ............. . 
AI 14 114 0 -310 104 16 
............................ ..1? ........... .JU ....................... 9..::J.~.~ ...................... ~ .............. ..1.7.. ....... ~.:~ ................ 11.. ........................ 9.:00.1.. ............ . 
Zn 14 9 8 -10 1.4 2 
12 3 2 -4 0.1 9 9.92 9 0.000 
··· .. 13C·····- ··········'4······· ··~:OO3·· ···_··=·1 ... ·10·:··0:70······ ·····0·.·966······· ........ ; ............................ _ ................................. _ ............... _ ....... . 
12 -0.418 -0.13- -0.09 0.247 8 1.233 9 0.249 
····T80'········ ···· .. ····'·4 .. ····· ·~6:·120- ······=·6.49·:·=;:23·_·· ·····0·:774······· ....... ; .... - ................... -................. _ ...- ....... _ ............ _ .......... _ .. . 
12 -6.046 -7.26--5.31 0.653 S -0.16 9 0.877 
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Appendix V 
XRO Evaluation 
1974). 
For reference, tl".e following XJ:lD values for different minerals are given (Milliman, 
Mineral 
aragonite std. 
alpha quartz 
calcite (lMC) 
dolomite 
pyrite 
Value 
26.24 
26.66 
29.43 
32.00 
33.07 and 56.34 
Interpretation as to the mineralogy of the specimen is based on geochemical 
analysis, and with respect to the above values for XRD analysis (in parentheses). 
Original geochemical mineralogies are low magnesium calcite (lMC; 0-4 mol % Mg), 
intermediate magnesium calcite (IMe; 4-7 mol % Mg) and high magnesium calcite 
(HMC; > 7 mol % Mg) (Millimay, 1974). Detailed XRD mineralogies are difficult to assign 
due to the age and relative inacurracy of the equipment used, however, the machine was 
able to detect low magnesium calcite, quartz (Qtz) and pyrite peaks. 
l~Q 
170 
Tabl~ $: Results ofXRD a.nalysis. 
Sample Number XRO Value MgC°l{mol~ tnt erpretation 
RECENT 
('":.'inCt~/p/{?til/{YIIS 
70,28,18170 No strong peak 5.12 IMC(NlA) 
70,28, 18 171 29.6 ('w'eak) 6.42 lMC(lMC} 
('":.'1 /'J{':t7r m..'i~1isfer 
72,28, 17 288 29.8 5.92 lMC(lMC) 
('){~'~ye$ sp. 
80,27, 17 249 29.7 ('w'eak) 1.23 lMC(lMC) 
80,27, 17264 No strong peak 1.81 lMC{NlA) 
DEVONIAN 
PIi~t~'P$ mn..~ 
31, 1.1, 12228 26.1 ('w'eak) and 29.7 ('w'eakl 1.44 lMC (Qtz and lMC) 
31, 1.1,21229 26.6 ('w'eak) md 29.5 {'w'eak} 1.42 lMC(Qtz md lMC} 
31 (ll, 1.2(1), 1606 29.9 1.68 lMC(lMC) 
31 (1), 1.2 (1), 11 30 29.4 1.61 lMC(lMC) 
31 OJ. 1.2(1), 1496 29.8 1.36 lMC(lMC) 
31 (1l, 1.2(11, 1698 29.5 1.41 lMC(lMC) 
31, 1.3,21456 26.6and 29.6 1.61 lMC (Olz and lMC) 
31, 1.3, 13458 26.6 ('w'eak) and 29.5 1.62 lMC(Qtzmd lMC} 
31, 1.3, 13467 26.5 ('w'eak) and 29.5 1.59 lMC (Olz and lMC) 
31(1),2,1185 26.8and 29.6 1.90 lMC(Qtzand lMC} 
31(1),3,1191 29.4 2.14 lMC 
31 (ll,S, 14104 29.5 1.89 lMC 
31(1),4.1(4),1111 26.7, 29.5and 56.3 1.27 LMC (atz,IMC and pyrite) 
31(1),4.1 {41, 1312 26.7 8fld 29.5 1.58 lMC(Qtz8fld lMC) 
31,4.1,21395 26.9and 29.7 1.50 lMC{Qtzand lMC) 
31,4.1,13398 26.6 and 29.4 2.20 lMC{atz8F1d lMC) 
31 (1),4.2(5), 1616 26.7and 29.7 1.66 LMC (atz and lMC) 
31,4.2,11418 26.8and 29.7 1.31 lMC (Qtz and lMC) 
31,4.2 .. 11408 30.1 ('w'eak) 1.52 lMC(lMCl 
31,24,13500 29.3 2.07 lMC{lMC) 
31,25,13477 29.7 1.56 lMC(lMC} 
TeralaspiS' {"nttiS' 
""~(n ... "\ . ..... ,..-, 
~.)l()J,', "01 
33(8),2, 1268 
33(8},2, 1173 
ORDOVICIAN 
/S{J/e/ilS {1it70.fS 
" .... 11(3),9.2(10),1233 
11 (3), 9.2(10), 1143 
11,10,11638 
1, .  10,,3641 
&?/e/ilS fll'll(milS 
12, 6.2(Sl, 1924 
12, 6.2(6). 1127 
12,6.2, 19609 
12,6.2, 19610 
12, 14.1, 12526 
12,14.1,19538 
12,14.2,11547 
12, 14.2, 11551 
12, 15, 14557 
12,11,11576 
12, 17, 11571 
P.%'iA~~~1.1es i.ftmV!1iIJ..ftilS 
14, S.l, 13 S08 
26.1 and 29.5 
29.9and 31.3 
27.0 and 29.9 
'U\A ,,,., 
29.1 
29.5 
29.7 
29.9 
29.5 
29.5 
29.5 
29.7 
30.1 (weak) 
29.4 
29.4 
29.6 
29.7 
29.8 
29.5 
........ 
,.,~ 
2.76 
4.46 
1 nn 
.. "" 1.88 
1.55 
1.47 
2.95_ 
2.84 
2.97 
2.85 
1.13 
1.10 
0.97 
1.05 
1.01 
1.15 
1.17 
2.50 
lMC {Olz and lMC} 
lMC (HMCI dolomite) 
lMC(atzand lMC) 
LMC{LMC) 
lMC(lMC) 
lMC(lMC) 
lMC(lMC} 
lMC(lMC) 
lMC(lMC) 
lMC(lMC) 
lMC(lMC) 
lMC(lMC) 
lMC(lMC} 
lMC(lMC) 
lMC(lMC) 
lMC(lMC) 
lMC(lMC) 
lMC(lMC) 
lMC{lMC) 
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